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Arabic language ideology that views the colloquial as a threat to the standard 

language and fears a public role for the colloquial register remained prevalent throughout 

much of the twentieth century. Yet, in late nineteenth-century Egypt, the Nahḍa project of 

disseminating knowledge to ‘the masses’ gave rise to several journals that found a public 

role for >āmmiyya, introducing it into the realm of written knowledge. This study 

analyzes the processes of introducing >āmmiyya into the written realm and the subsequent 

attempt at reeling the register back in from the public sphere.  

Through a framework of the sociolinguistic analysis of style and the process of 

iconization, Part I analyzes >Abdallah al-Nad•m’s use of language variation in his journal, 

al-Ustādh, and how it aided in sorting out contradiction between ideology that hailed the 

standard as the suitable public register and practice that conceded a role to the colloquial. 

This study argues that even as his journal published didactic dialogues in >āmmiyya, 

Nad•m’s language practice chipped away at the prospect of a sustained literary role for 
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the colloquial through the use of ‘styles’ that aligned the standard with authority and a 

keen understanding of the modernity project and through indexing the colloquial with the 

backward realm of uneducated women.  

Through the framework of the process of ‘erasure’, Part II analyzes linguistic 

practices aimed at reeling the colloquial back in from the realm of written knowledge. It 

demonstrates Nad•m’s efforts - near the end of the publication of his journal - to erase the 

notion that an educated Egyptian would have any use for the register. Nad•m removed the 

salient features of >āmmiyya from his dialogues and scolded his interlocutors who 

displayed their backwardness through the continued use of the features. Late nineteenth- 

century works, such as Hasan Tawf•q’s Uṣ¥l al-kalimāt al->āmmiyya, represent a 

continuation of the ideology-practice dialectic from Nad•m’s attempted erasure of the 

colloquial. However, whereas Nad•m erased salient features of the colloquial from his 

writings, these works attempted to trace >āmmiyya terms back to their assumed fuṣḥā 

origins, with the aim of unifying the language by erasing the register. 
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A NOTE ON TRANSCRIPTION  

This study follows slightly different systems in transcribing written fuṣḥā texts on 

the one hand and colloquial and Simplified Fuṣḥā (as defined in Chapter 1) on the other. 

As the colloquial and Simplified Fuṣḥā texts from Nad•m’s works were meant to be read 

aloud, and were therefore subject to the judgment of the reader, there is no single correct 

phonological rendering. For this study, Mohamed Abdelsalam of University of 

Alexandria read aloud and recorded most of the colloquial and Simplified Fuṣḥā texts in 

order to give an authentic Egyptian reading of the texts. His reading is just one of many 

possible performances, but is sufficient here to illustrate the linguistic styles used. For 

texts that were read aloud and recorded, this study stays very close to the reading. If there 

is no recorded version of the text, the study uses the reading of similar texts as a guide. 

The following table details the transcription system used. 

 
 Fuṣḥā >Åmmiyya (if different 

from Fuṣḥā)  
  > 1 ء
  b ب
  t ت
 th s ث
 j g ج
  ḥ ح
  x خ
  d د
 dh z ذ
  r ر
  z ز
  s س
  š ش
  ṣ ص
 ḍ z ض
  ṭ ط

                                                 
1 Hamza is not transcribed when it occurs at the beginning of a word. 
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 ẓ z ظ
  < ع
  gh غ
  f ف
 > q ق
  k ك
  l ل
  m م
  n ن
  h ه
 w, or ¥ if representing a long و

vowel 
ō if representing the 

colloquial rendering of the 
dipthong aw 

 y, or • if representing a long ي
vowel 

ē, if representing the 
colloquial pronunciation 

of the dipthong ay  
Doubled ي iyy  

  a ة
ال   2   

                                                 
2 In transcribing the recorded texts, the ل of ال  is shown as assimilated. 
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INTRODUCTION  

As is normal protocol for al-Jazeera’s program al-Ittij åh al-mu>åkis (The Opposite 

Direction), host Faisal al-Qasim opened the April 8, 2008 episode with a litany of 

questions designed to orient the viewing audience to the main topic of the program as 

well as the particular points to be discussed. 

Why did Israel revive a dead language, Hebrew while the Arabs kill a living 
language, Arabic? Is not the Arabic language amongst those languages that are 
threatened with obsolescence? Did the Arab summit not recently sound the alarm 
bells when it urged for granting special concern and oversight to the Arabic 
language? Is not linguistic sovereignty cultural sovereignty? Is it not easy for our 
link to the nation or nationalism or religion to weaken when the Arabic language 
weakens? Is not the linguistic attack more dangerous than other forms of attack, 
such as cultural, social, economic, political, and security-related? 3 

The name of the episode was “Óimåyat al-lugha (The Protection of the [Arabic] 

Language);” however, this opening series of questions set the stage for the language to 

serve as a point of departure and an overarching framework for a debate on myriad 

literary, cultural, social, and political issues. Had Arabic literature and scholarly works 

failed to reach and enlighten a broad audience because they maintained a linguistic 

standard accessible only to the elite? Did satellite networks represent yet another divisive 

element in Arab culture, as countries competed for their share of the airwaves (and what 

that may imply of cultural influence and prestige) through programs in their own dialect 

or at least flavored with their own variety of Arabic? Were Arab governments apathetic 

to or worse yet complicit in various forms of acculturation from the West?  

Highlighting the seriousness and contentious nature of the matter, at one point the 

host inquired, “Are not the colloquial (>åmmiyya) and local (mȧ alliyya) dialects that 

                                                 
3 Al-Jazeera, “Óimåyat al-lugha  al->Arabiyya,” al-Ittijåh al-mu>åkis (April 8, 2008), aljazeerachannel on 
YouTube, :28, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvYGBIynjIk (accessed December 24, 2008).  
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flood Arab satellite media a preface to a new Sykes-Picot that wants to “taqs•m al-

muqassam wa tajzi’at al-mujazza< (divide that which is divided and fragment that which 

is fragmented)?”4 This Sykes-Picot reference, along with several references to the 

“linguistic attack,” plays on a trope that is common to Arabic linguistic debates: military 

conflict. As Suleiman notes in his work on ‘language and conflict in the Middle East,’ the 

“linguistic invasion” of Arabic is “more than just a metaphor: it is regarded as being as 

real as a military invasion and, being less visible, may even be more dangerous.”5 A brief 

comment from an 1892 article in a popular Egyptian journal attests to the enduring nature 

of the invasion metaphor. Commenting on the state of the Arabic language in his journal, 

al-Ustådh, >Abdallah al-Nad•m noted: “two armies attack our Arabic language, the army 

of foreign expressions and the army of >åmmiyya …”6  

I.  A NEW ENVIRONMENT 

The cultural milieu in which Nad•m constructed his military metaphor of 

languages on the attack against Arabic shares an important similarity to the one in which 

the al-Jazeera discussions took place. For both, a relatively new medium for 

disseminating knowledge served a double function: as one of the key battlegrounds for 

the linguistic battles, and at the same time as a forum for commentary and debate on how 

the “armies” of foreign expressions, >åmmiyya, and the standard, literary language, fuß˙å 

fared. For the 2008 debate, satellite media was a key battleground, and for the debates of 

Nad•m’s time, the burgeoning field of newspapers and literary, scientific and political 

journals represented disputed turf. 

                                                 
4 Al-Jazeera, “Óimåyat al-lugha al->Arabiyya,” 1:22.  
5 Yasir Suleiman, A War of Words: Language and Conflict in the Middle East (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2004), 27. 
6 >Abdallah al-Nad•m, “ >Aqd <itif åq,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 10 (October 25, 1892): 226. 
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Nad•m’s journal appeared a few decades into the nineteenth-century Arab cultural 

and literary renaissance (Nahḍa). From the early stages of the Nahḍa, Arab scholars had 

noted that transmitting new, scientific knowledge in new and evolving vessels, such as 

scientific and literary journals, posed lexical and stylistic challenges to the Arabic 

language. Statements from A˙mad Fåris al-Shidyāq and Buṭrus al-Bustān• - whom 

Hourani described as “the forerunners of a school of writers who found new scope for 

their talents through the growth of the Arabic periodical press” - help illustrate the point.7 

Early in the tenth chapter of as-Såq >alå as-såq f• må huwa al-fåriyåq (1855), Shidyåq put 

the reader on notice for stylistic ‘deviations’ that the reader would encounter in his work. 

Rhymed prose is to a writer what a wooden leg is to a walker: I must not lean 
upon it in all manners of discourse lest it prove too limiting or lead me into a tight 
corner from which there is no escape…One often finds that the writer of rhymed 
prose is forced to stray from the road in which he is engaged and is led to a 
different position from the one that would have satisfied him if he had not been 
bound to the rhyme…Let him who wishes to hear discourse that is rhymed 
throughout, interspersed with metaphors and decorated with metonymies, betake 
himself to the maqåmåt of al-Har•r• or the Nawåbigh of al-Zamakhshar•.8 

Similarly, Bustån• (1859) relayed the following about the Arabic language:  

It goes without saying that it is in the nature of language to grow along with the 
knowledge of people and their arts, crafts, businesses, and inventions…if a fixed 
limit is set for the terms of any language, as is the case concerning Arabic…those 
who possess that language, when there is an expansion of knowledge and industry 
among them, must resort to a foreign language or invent strange, new words in 
order to achieve that which is beneficial to them.9 

However, finding a clear style and precise terminology in order to translate and 

transmit scientific and social scientific knowledge was but one the challenges for scholars 

who wrote in the Arabic language during the NahËa. Another fundamental challenge was 

                                                 
7 Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age, 1789-1939 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1983), 245. 
8 Pierre Cachia, “The Development of a Modern Prose Style in Arabic Literature,” Bulletin of the School of 
Oriental and African Studies 52, no. 1 (1989): 68. 
9 Buṭrus al-Bustāni, Khuãba f• ādåb al->Arab (1859), 23, quoted in John Walter Jandora, “Buãrus al-Buståni: 
Ideas, Endeavors, and Influence” (Ph.D. diss., The University of Chicago, 1981), 131. 
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that of transmitting knowledge with a linguistic style that broad segments of society 

could comprehend. Similar to the host’s final question in his opening monologue of al-

Ittij āh al-mu>ākis - “Is it not the right of the satellite media to address their viewers with 

the easiest language?” - numerous debates on the Arabic language during the Nahḍa 

revolved around the challenge of transmitting written knowledge in an accessible 

language.10 

II.  DISSEMINATING  WRITTEN  KNOWLEDGE  IN  AN ACCESSIBLE FORMAT 

This question of the accessibility of the Arabic language was the focus of a series 

of articles in the early 1880s in the journal al-Muqtaãaf. The first of these articles, 

submitted by the editors and entitled “al-Lugha al->Arabiyya wa an-najå˙ (The Arabic 

Language and Success),” offered context for the debate and posed the questions from 

which the rest of the debate emanated.11 The prompt for the article was the perceived gap 

in progress and achievement between western societies and those of the Arab world. The 

article proposed that this gap was partially attributable to the fact that Europeans read and 

wrote in a linguistic register that was close to the spoken register, as opposed to the 

Arabs, who wrote in the standard Arabic language and conversed in the colloquial. So, 

whereas essential, ‘modern’ knowledge in the Arab world was produced and 

disseminated amongst at best the upper crust of society and more likely among a few 

specialists in select fields, the article contended that even the uneducated segments of 

European society were able to access and understand all strands of knowledge, from 

philosophy to folklore.12 The article further assessed that with the “commodity” of 

                                                 
10 Al-Jazeera, “Óimåyat al-lugha al->Arabiyya,” 2:27.  
11 Helge Daniels, “Linguistic Conservatism as the Basis for Political Revolution?: The Fuß˙å->Āmmiyya 
Debate in Nineteenth-Century Ottoman Arab Middle Eastern Society,” (Antwerp: University of Antwerp, 
Antwerp Papers in Linguistics 106, 2004), 84-5. 
12 Ya>qūb Sarr¥f and Fāris Nimr, “al-Lugha al->Arabiyya wa an-najā˙,” Al-Muqtaṭaf 6 (1882): 353. 
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language both widespread and accessible, opportunity and success were open to all 

classes in European communities.13  

Thoughts on remedying this situation raised the specter of transmitting written 

knowledge in the spoken register, or at least in a register close to the spoken language, 

>åmmiyya. In late nineteenth-century Egypt, the eventual home of al-Muqtaṭaf, the project 

of disseminating knowledge in an accessible medium contributed to significant 

experimentation with Arabic language practice and eventually gave rise to several 

journals that found a public role for >āmmiyya, introducing it into the realm of written 

knowledge. The practice of writing in the colloquial in journals such as al-Ustādh (1892-

3), al-Arghūl (1894-5) and al-Ghazāla (1896-8), for example, is well known. At the same 

time, there remained uneasiness among the editors of these journals about this new public 

role in a new public space for what they characterized as an inferior or lower register. 

The fact that writers like Nad•m (al-Ustādh) were unwavering in their espousal of 

ideology that touted the superiority of fuṣḥā over >āmmiyya may lead to the conclusion 

that their writing in the colloquial was a mere concession to reach a mass audience. If so, 

the ideology in their works requires little more analysis than that which proves that at no 

time did they intend to permanently concede fuṣḥā’s written realm to >āmmiyya or replace 

the former with the latter.14 However, what has been missing is an analysis of language 

practice through close textual analysis, and that is what this study accomplishes. This 

analysis will reveal a tension between language ideology and language practice, not 

simply based on what scholars like Nad•m said about the registers, but on how exactly 

they employed and juxtaposed fuṣḥā and >āmmiyya, along with various shades of the 

registers, in their works.  

                                                 
13 Ibid., 352. 
14 See, for example, Sa>•d (1964) and (1966). 
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This study performs a close textual analysis of articles in Nad•m’s al-Ustādh and 

demonstrates that as uneasiness over this new public role for >åmmiyya expressed itself 

through language ideology that at once contradicted and informed practice, practice in 

turn informed ideology. The messages that Nad•m conveyed through the juxtaposition of 

registers in his works demonstrates how language practice contributed to the dominance 

by the early twentieth century of fuṣḥā as both the authentic and the modern register 

among the two. Even as his journal published didactic dialogues and articles in >āmmiyya, 

Nadim’s language practice chipped away at the prospect of a sustained literary role for 

the colloquial by affiliating it with a misunderstanding of authentic Arab modernity; 

linking it to ignorance to the point that it came to index a salient Nahḍa ‘cultural image’ 

of backwardness - the rural woman; and aligning it with a lack of civilization and 

modernity such that in later works, Nad•m would portray an educated, modern Egyptian 

as having no need for the colloquial, even in his normal conversation.15  

In order to understand what Nad•m did with and to the language while 

experimenting with the colloquial in the written realm, it is important to understand the 

link between language and ‘civilization’, one of the central concepts affiliated with the 

Nahḍa modernity project. The next section demonstrates that civilization was the concept 

upon which the Nahḍa project hinged during the late nineteenth century, and this link 

provides a valuable framework through which to view tension between >āmmiyya and 

fuṣḥā in the realm of written knowledge.  

III.  THE  CALL  TO CIVILIZATION 

To truly understand the use of the language in the Nahḍa project, one must 

understand the prevalent terminology and how it informed Nahḍa-era scholars’ approach 

                                                 
15 The term “cultural image” is from Susan Gal and Judith T. Irvine, “Language Ideology and Linguistic 
Differentiation,” in Regimes of Language: Ideologies, Politics, and Identities, ed. P.V. Kvoskrity (Santa Fe, 
New Mexico: SAR Press, 2000), 45.  
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to the project. There is perhaps no term that received greater attention during the latter 

decades of the nineteenth century than the term civilization. As an example, on looking 

back at two and one half decades of Egyptian history in his work Modern Egypt, Cromer 

referenced the term on numerous occasions in statements such as the following: “…the 

European reformer may instruct, he may explain, he may argue, he may devise the most 

ingenious methods for the moral and material development of the people, he may use his 

best endeavors to cut blocks with a razor and to graft true civilization on a society which 

is but just emerging from barbarism...”16 The Arabic equivalent of the term civilization, 

the “[emergence] from barbarism,” during Nahḍa-era discussions was ‘at-tamaddun’. 

Muḥammad al-Najjār, for instance, in his journal, al-Arghūl, often sang the praises of at-

tamaddun, which he too equated with advancement and ‘emergence’.  

“Hum al-jamm al-ghaf•r f• hādhā al->aṣr al-mutamaddin alladh• taqaddamat rijālhu 
wa nabaghat šubbānhu…”17  

They are the large group in this era, the civilized, whose men have advanced and 
whose youth have emerged   

Nearly three decades before al-Arghūl, Buṭrus al-Bustān•’s comprehensive Arabic 

language dictionary, Quṭr al-muḥ•ṭ (1869) included the term in its analysis of the Arabic 

triliteral root m-d-n. The first few lines of Bustān•’s work, delineating the derivatives and 

meanings associated with the root, came nearly directly from Ibn Manẓūr’s classic 

dictionary Lisān al->Arab: 

Madana bi-l-makān…<aqāma. Wa huwa fi>l mumāt. Wa madana al-mad•na 
<atāha…maddana al-madā<in tamd•nan maṣṣarahā…18  

                                                 
16 The Earl of Cromer, Modern Egypt, vol. 2 (London: Macmillan and Co., 1908), 542. 
17 Mu˙ammad al-Najjår, “Taqaddum al-jar•da li dhaw• al->ilm wa arbāb al-ma>rifa wa aṣḥāb al-imāra,”     
al-Argh¥l 1, no. 1 (September 1, 1894): 4. 
18 Buṭrus al-Bustān•, Quṭr al-muḥ•ṭ (Bayrūt: Maktabat Lubnān nāširūn, 1995), 568. These lines very closely 
parallel (sometimes copying word for word) the entries for m-d-n from Ibn Manẓūr, Lisān al->Arab vol. 8 
(Cairo: Dār al-Óad•th, 2003), 233.   
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“madana” in a location is the equivalent of “<aqāma” (settling down in a 
location). It is an obsolete verb. “Madana” the city is to come to it. “maddana” 
cities is the equivalent of maṣṣara (that is constructing cities)…  

However, Bustān•’s very next lines made a break from Lisān and read as follows: 

Wa tamaddana ar-rajul taxallaqa bi-axlāq <ahl al-mudun. wa intaqala min ḥālat al-
xuš¥na wa al-barbariyyati wa al-jahl ilā ḥālat aẓ-ẓarf wa al-uns wa al-ma>rifa… 

 The “tamaddun” of a man is (to be) shaped by the character of the people of the 
cities, and to transition from a state of crudeness, barbarism and ignorance to a 
state of gracefulness, sociability, and knowledge…   

Bustān•’s concept of at-tamaddun as advancing from one state to another is consistent 

with its characterization by Cromer, al-Najjār, and numerous other writers of the era. 

More importantly for this study, his definition also delineates some specific transitional 

states in the civilization process: crudeness to gracefulness, barbarism to sociability, 

ignorance to knowledge. For, while nearly all public intellectuals praised at-tamaddun in 

one form or another, the exact characterizations of the transitional states and the methods 

for moving from one to the other were topics of much discussion.  

Articles, such as the 1885 al-Muqtaãaf article entitled “at-Tamaddun wa at-

tawaḥḥu¡ (Civilization and Barbarism),” grappled with the issue of what the states of 

civilization truly meant for the Arab East.19 This particular article, for instance, 

challenged the notion that exposure to modern European knowledge and social customs 

was a universal and indisputable catalyst for moving away from a state of crudeness and 

barbarity. At-tamaddun, and the negotiation of what each state entailed, is also the topic 

on which writers who introduced >āmmiyya to the written realm focused their efforts. 

Nad•m, in particular, focused his agenda on instilling civilization - including a proper 

                                                 
19 “at-Tamaddun wa at-tawaḥḥu¡,” al-Muqtaãaf 9 (1885): 393. 
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understanding of what he termed “manners,” “morals,” and social and cultural mores - 

through the >āmmiyya register.20  

Nad•m’s numerous dialogues in his journals at-Tank•t wa at-tabk•t and al-Ustådh 

made it clear he saw >åmmiyya as a viable instrument for the realm of civilizational 

knowledge that included cultural mores, morality, hygiene, and health. In his first issue of 

al-Ustādh, Nad•m explained to one of his interlocutors that “this newspaper is a paper of 

knowledge and rehabilitation of morals…so if you want to talk about rehabilitating 

morals, I am with you, but if you want politics look for someone other than me.”21 So, 

equipped with both fuṣḥā and >āmmiyya, Nad•m and a few of his contemporaries went 

about clarifying what the states of civilization actually meant and assisting with moving 

the Arab community from the uncivilized states to the civilized ones.  

Zanān•r•, the editor of the journal al-Ghazāla, which included articles in 

colloquial Egyptian, challenged his readers to take a hard look at what appeared to be the 

superficial outer trappings of civilization. 

huwwa yå tarå at-tamaddun bi-s-sutra w# l-manãal¥n w# l-kåt•na w# s-så>a wallå 
bi-l-jaråb il-iswid w# l-gazma al-lammå>a <¥l¥ l• yåll • fåkir•n nafsukum riggåla 
yib<åsh ba>d kidå tawȧ ˙u¡ w# nadåla22       

I wonder if civilization is a jacket, pants, and watch and chain or perhaps a black 
pair of socks and shiny shoes. Tell me those of you who think of yourselves as 
men, aren’t we really talking here about barbarity [lack of civilization] and 
despicable [behavior]. 

Likewise, in Nad•m’s own al-Ustādh, he discussed civilization at length, 

informing his interlocutors of what he felt civilization truly entailed and admonishing 

them with arguments that made their contentions seem absurd. For example, when one of 

his interlocutors suggested that a community’s language was flexible and should 

                                                 
20 A˙mad, “Ray< jumh¥r min al-afåḍil,” al-Ustadh 1, no. 11 (November 1, 1892): 241. 
21 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 1 (24 August 1892): 17. 
22 Jufān• Zanån•r•, “S¥< mu>åmalat al-jins al-laṭ•f,” al-Ghazåla 1, no. 1 (June 2, 1896): 1. 
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naturally change with the times and through interaction with different people, Nad•m 

scolded him with comparisons to a street donkey with no true identity, going from owner 

to owner. After showing him the absurdity of his idea through the comparison, Nad•m 

rhetorically asked his interlocutor, “huwwa då it-tamaddun ill• bit<¥l¥ >alŸh? (Is that the 

‘civilization’ that you are talking about?)”23 

This study argues that the ideology-practice dialectic in Nad•m’s works derives 

from his use of both >āmmiyya and fuṣḥā in clarifying exactly what civilization entailed, 

portraying civilization and the lack thereof, and portraying his own version of the 

“[transition] from a state of crudeness, barbarism and ignorance to a state of gracefulness, 

sociability, and knowledge.” It demonstrates, for example, that in his explanations of 

what civilization and the Nahḍa project entailed, Nad•m intermingled features of fuṣḥā 

and >āmmiyya - even in representing his own speech - in such a way that fuṣḥā 

represented an authoritative voice, as opposed to the colloquial, which when juxtaposed 

in context against fuṣḥā, often conveyed and thus represented a distorted or misinformed 

concept of civilization. In his portrayal of civilization and the progression from a lack of 

civilization to attainment of it, Nad•m first loosely and then more precisely affiliated 

>āmmiyya, along with failed attempts at fuṣḥā, with the groups and activities that 

represented varying degrees of crudeness, barbarism, and ignorance. Transitioning from 

>āmmiyya to a competent grasp of fuṣḥā, on the other hand - both within texts and across 

texts - was affiliated with transitioning to gracefulness, sociability, and knowledge.  

IV.  THEORETICAL  FRAMEWORK   

The sociolinguistic analysis of style and the semiotic processes of iconization and 

erasure comprise the theoretical framework for this study. Linguistic ‘style’ refers to a 

“cluster of features that characterize a way of speaking [or writing] and differentiates it 
                                                 
23 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 19. 
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from others.”24 When this study refers to Nad•m’s style or styles, it refers to his blending 

of features from the spoken (colloquial) registers of Arabic and the written standard 

register. In this ‘sociolinguistic style’ analysis, the focus of analysis is not on discrete 

levels of language or discrete features that are known to vary from one level to another, 

but on what Auer describes as the “constellations of such features which are interpreted 

together.”25 Therefore, in bringing to light what this study will refer to as Nad•m’s style 

as he worked between and among levels of Arabic, it will not focus on single variables 

and the ‘code-switching’ approach of classifying a phrase or sentence as either >āmmiyya 

or fuṣḥā, but rather on the blending and juxtaposing of features from both registers that 

give a ‘flavor’ of one variety or the other. The importance of linguistic style for this study 

relates to what recent sociolinguistic literature has suggested as the motivation (or at least 

outcome) for selecting and arranging the features in one’s style - the making of social 

meaning.26 Therefore, the sociolinguistic analysis of style will serve as a framework of 

analysis for what Nad•m communicated, the social meaning he generated, through the 

juxtaposition and mixing of colloquial and standard lexical and syntactic features in his 

writing. 

Irvine and Gal’s semiotic processes of iconization and erasure demonstrate how 

language ideologies shape conceptualizations of linguistic varieties and furthermore how 

individuals and institutions project these understandings onto “people, events, and 

activities” related to the varieties.27 Iconization is the “transformation of the sign 

relationship between linguistic features [or varieties or registers] and the social images 

                                                 
24 Anna de Fina, “Style and Stylization in the Construction of Identities in a Card-Playing Club” in Style 
and Social Identities: Alternative Approaches to Linguistic Heterogeneity, ed. Peter Auer (New York: 
Mouton de Gruyter, 2007), 65.  
25 Peter Auer, “Introduction” in Style and Social Identities, ed. Peter Auer, 12.  
26 See Auer (ed.) (2007). Also, see Coupland (2007), de Fina (2007), and Irvine (2002). 
27 Gal and Irvine, 35-37. 
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with which they are linked.”28 It moves beyond the mere indexing of linguistic features 

with social groups or activities and portrays the feature and its characterization as 

representing the group’s “inherent nature or essence.”29  

With erasure, one ignores or explains away aspects of a linguistic situation that do 

not fit in with the ideological framework through which one views languages, language 

varieties, and registers.30 Erasure contributes to the maintenance of ideological norms by 

eliminating that which challenges or falls outside of one’s framework of understanding. 

One may figuratively erase linguistic facts through ignoring them or misrepresenting 

them, or one may literally target one aspect or another of a language for eradication.31 A 

brief return to al-Ittij åh al-mu>åkis provides an illustration of this phenomenon. In a 

moment of excitement, as the host admonished the Syrian government for permitting the 

use of the colloquial in advertising and government slogans, he momentarily broke with 

the fuß˙å he rather diligently employed throughout the program. After asking why the 

Syrian leadership allowed the expression “binḥibbak (we love you)” during the last 

referendum for President Bashar al-Asad, the host proceeded to ask, “why didn’t they say 

(leesh må qål¥?) “nuḥibbak” for example (mathalan)?”32 This temporary shift into 

>åmmiyya, “leesh må qål¥?,” even while in vehement defense of fuß˙å, highlights the fact 

that the colloquial is a natural element in the repertoire of even the most educated of 

speakers and vehement supporters of fuṣḥā. Ideologies that relegate >åmmiyya to the 

realm of greetings and small talk, along with allegations in Nahḍa-era works that 

>åmmiyya is the sole preserve of the ‘undeveloped’ minds of the >åmma, ignore or ‘erase’ 

this linguistic fact. 

                                                 
28 Ibid, 37.  
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid, 38. 
31 Ibid, 38. 
32 Al-Jazeera, “Óimåyat al-lugha al->Arabiyya,” 28:44.  
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V. ORGANIZATION 

Through an analysis framed largely through the sociolinguistic analysis of style, 

Chapter 1 analyzes Nad•m’s juxtaposition of registers in his journal, al-Ustādh. It argues 

that he aligned fuṣḥā with authority, authenticity, and a true understanding of the project 

of instilling civilization, whereas he aligned >āmmiyya with a misunderstanding of what 

the project truly entailed. While oftentimes writing in what was primarily >āmmiyya, 

Nad•m employed fuß˙å grammatical constructs, metaphorical phrasing, fuß˙å particles, 

rhetorical prose devices, and fuß˙å morphological renderings to draw upon the authority 

of fuß˙å at key points when explaining civilization or enumerating the varied tasks 

associated with the civilization and modernity project. In employing these styles - 

designated in this study as Elevated Colloquial (EC) and Rhetorical Colloquial (RC) - 

which exhibited the juxtaposition of >āmmiyya and fuṣḥā or fuṣḥā-evoking features at 

critical moments of explanation or admonishment, Nad•m drew on the authority of fuß˙å 

to lend authority to himself and his statements. Conversely, while writing in a style 

designated as Simplified Fuß˙å (SF), Nad•m portrayed an interlocutor’s 

misunderstanding or misrepresentation of authentic civilization through his interlocutor’s 

temporary drifts away from fuß˙å at times when he questioned or challenged Nad•m’s 

authoritative stance. These subtle variations or shifts between registers at crucial 

moments that juxtaposed an authoritative perspective on civilization against a distorted or 

misrepresented view of the concept aligned the registers with the stances they delivered - 

fuṣḥā with an authentic and authoritative stance, >āmmiyya with a distorted one.    

Chapter 2 draws on Irvine and Gal’s concept of iconization to demonstrate the 

evolution of Nad•m’s linguistic practice from a loose alignment of the registers with 

levels of understanding of civilization to a tighter alignment with concepts on opposite 

ends of the civilization spectrum and the alignment of the colloquial with perhaps the 
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most salient cultural image of backwardness, the rural Egyptian woman. This chapter 

largely focuses on a series of paired dialogues that appeared next to one another in his 

journal and contained paralleling themes and subject matter - “Madrasat al-ban•n” and 

“Madrasat al-banåt.”  

This chapter first examines the lexical, morphological, and syntactic differences 

that Nad•m employed to distinguish the languages appropriate for the boys’ education on 

the one hand, and for that of the girls on the other. It argues that while Nad•m’s stated 

reason for the use of the colloquial for girls was to make the text easier to understand, its 

use, in context and when juxtaposed against its paralleling texts in the boys’ school, 

effectively rooted girls and their register of language in lower realms of knowledge and 

base, domestic affairs. As Nad•m narrowed his portrayal of >åmmiyya from a natural 

register that even he would use in normal conversation to ‘the language of women’ and 

their activities, he transformed loose associations of >åmmiyya and fuß˙å with levels of 

understanding of civilization to tighter affiliations between the registers and prevalent 

dichotomies of civilization that very closely resembled the dichotomies from Bustān•’s 

encyclopedia entry for at-tamaddun. Bustān• spoke of the transition from crudeness, 

barbarism and ignorance to a state of gracefulness, sociability, and knowledge; Nad•m 

aligned the colloquial with ignorance and vileness and the standard with learnedness and 

humaneness in similar dichotomies prevalent in his own works - al-jahåla wa al-

>ålimiyya (ignorance ‘versus’ learnedness) and al-bah•miyya wa al-insåniyya (beast-like 

vileness ‘versus’ humaneness and civility). 

Chapter 3 demonstrates that after Nad•m’s January 1893 edition of al-Ustådh, he 

‘erases’ from the realm of possibility the notion that an educated, modern Egyptian would 

have a use for >åmmiyya, even in his normal conversation. The chapter begins by 

examining Nad•m’s views on >āmmiyya and fuṣḥā through a lens of debates characterized 
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in this study as the stance of ‘natural law’ versus the stance of “historical accident.”33 It 

demonstrates that in the >āmmiyya-fuṣḥā debate, supporters of >āmmiyya often portrayed 

the development and spread of the register as natural law that dictated that living entities 

would develop, adapt, and change over time. In the “Óimåyat al-lugha” episode on al-

Jazeera, Raf•q R¥˙åna, the Lebanese poet who stood in defense of the colloquial 

language, made a few statements that echoed this sentiment. For example, at one point he 

stated, “Lebanese language is the Arabic language at its most developed state, so by using 

it I am not combating the Arabic language…I am speaking it (the Arabic language) at its 

most developed form…”34 Conversely, those that argued in favor of limiting >āmmiyya 

argued that ‘historical accident’ of conquests, mixing with foreigners, and neglect had 

given rise to the register and fostered its spread.  

While Nad•m advocated and practiced the spread of >āmmiyya into the written 

realm, his ideological stance that the register’s ubiquitous presence represented historical 

accident further explains his uneasiness with spreading a faulty, ‘accidental’ register. 

This chapter argues that Nad•m soothed his own uneasiness with writing in >āmmiyya 

through the rationalization that as long as he and perhaps a select few scholars used the 

register in proper context and for the right audience, it would remain subordinate to 

fuṣḥā, even as it expanded into fuṣḥā’s traditional realms. When events that indicated that 

these conditions may be threatened unfolded, Nad•m erased the colloquial from his works 

with the indication that the enlightenment of his interlocutors and the Egyptian 

                                                 
33 Here, “historical accident” characterizes the view that the era of Arab cultural stagnation, compounded 
by Ottoman and European colonial dominance, represents a historical phenomenon that adversely affected 
the language and brought about unnatural changes in the language that would not have otherwise occurred. 
This is similar, but slightly different than Dahl’s use of the term to describe the idea that “statistical 
generalizations” may be explained by certain kinds of similar contact as “inheritance” and “diffusion,” as 
opposed to some sort of naturally occurring “preference.” See Osten Dahl, “Typological Characterization 
of Language Families and Linguistic Areas” in Haspelmath et. al, Language Typology and Language 
Universals: An International Handbook (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 2001), 1467.  
34 Al-Jazeera, “Óimåyat al-lugha al->Arabiyya,” 31:56. 
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community obviated the need for the register which only flourished because of historical 

events that led to the community’s ignorance. For, the historical accident stance implied 

that if ever the historical trends were somehow reversed or rectified, the register might 

also be corrected. For good measure, Nad•m adopted natural law-related tropes to 

announce that >āmmiyya was dead as he erased it from the written realm.    

Chapter 4 continues with the framework of erasure and argues that the genre of 

works that this study refers to as ‘tahdh•b al->āmmiyya’ represents a continuation of 

Nad•m’s attempt to erase the colloquial from his works. However, whereas Nad•m’s 

erasure of the salient features of the colloquial and his eventual proposal to re-introduce 

the register into the written realm make his attempt equivocal and short-lived, these 

works meticulously traced the sources of lexical variety that had ‘produced’ >åmmiyya 

and sought to expel any variation in the language from the written, spoken, or any other 

realm.  

The chapter begins with a look at public intellectuals Ibrah•m al-Yåzij• and Jurj• 

Zaydān who at the turn of the century cast a critical eye on the Nahḍa generally, and on 

the use of language in the Nahḍa specifically. Al-Yazij•’s writings, to include a modern 

incarnation of the medieval laḥn al->åmma genre, set boundaries on language usage based 

on ideologies rooted in linguistic unity and an Orientalist-flavored notion of linguistic 

development as a reflection of a society’s intellectual development and thus its capacity 

for civilization and progress.  

The chapter focuses, however, on a group of works that meticulously trace the 

fuß˙å ‘origins’ of >åmmiyya in order to quite literally erase variety from the language to 

achieve linguistic precision and unity. It argues that as scholars turned a critical eye on 

the Nahḍa at the end of the nineteenth century, the erasure of >āmmiyya reflected 

ideology that the negative influence of the faulty register on the mind, character, and 
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hence development of the reader outweighed any potential benefit of making knowledge 

accessible. 

VI.  CONFLICT,  NEGOTIATION,  AND SETTLEMENT 

A familiar refrain during al-Jazeera’s “Óimåyat al-lugha” discussion was “from 

Cromer to Bremer,” implying that the types of ‘linguistic invasion’ that sought to destroy 

Arab cultural integrity and unity, often with politically motivated aims, had enjoyed 

roughly a century of continuity. And indeed, many of the issues and ideologies presented 

during the program echoed or closely paralleled those discussed during the late 

nineteenth century Arab Nahḍa. This apparent continuity of attitudes and beliefs 

constitutes a language ideology as defined by Richard Watt:  

A set of beliefs about the structure of language and/or the functional uses to which 
a language is put which are shared by the members of a community. The beliefs 
have formed part of that community’s overall set of beliefs and the life-styles that 
have evolved on the basis of those beliefs for so long that their origins seem to 
have been obscured or forgotten.35 

This study is an attempt to trace the evolution in the late nineteenth century of 

>āmmiyya-fuṣḥā language ideology. While current ideology shares elements with its 

earlier renditions, no claim of continuity is made here.  Rather, the goal is to explore how 

language ideologies are formed through and against language practice. Below the veneer 

of relatively sharply divided realms, designating fuṣḥā as the transmitter of written 

knowledge, this study uncovers a time when the language’s role in leading the 

community to civilization opened the door to the potential contestation of what were 

perceived as conventional roles.  

This period of experimentation on how to spread knowledge across all strata of 

the community led to a brief period of negotiation in the protracted battle between 

                                                 
35 Neil Bermel, Linguistic Authority, Language Ideology, and Metaphor: The Czech Orthography Wars, 
Language, Power and Social Process 17 (New York: Mouton de Gruyter, 2007), 28. 
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>āmmiyya and fuṣḥā. For a short while, they negotiated and shared the realm of written 

knowledge. However, as language practice introduced the colloquial into the written 

realm to assist with explaining civilization, the way it was used reflected social 

ideologies, as writers molded the registers to portray the dichotomies of civilization until 

civilization and progress equated with the extraction of >āmmiyya from the written realm.  
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PART 1: TAHDH °B AL- >ÅMMA: STYLING AL-UST ÅDH; TAHDH °B 
AL-MAR <A 

Chapter 1: ‘STYLING’ AL-UST ÅDH: EDUCATING AND 
ADMONISHING THROUGH THE JUXTAPOSITION OF 

REGISTERS  

In his article entitled “The Development of a Modern Prose Style in Arabic 

Literature,” Cachia analyzes an excerpt from one of >Abdallah al-Nad•m’s dialogues from 

al-Ustådh on confronting contemporary social ills, specifically, dealing with a drunken 

husband. The excerpt reads as follows: 36 

<awwalan Ëarb #r-rijål min an-niså< <amr qab•˙ lå taf>aluh illå qal•lat al-̇ ayå 
>ad•mat at-tarbiya, wa lå yaqbalu >alå nafsihi illå rajul d¥n >ådim a¡-¡araf laysa 
lahu bayn ar-rijål q•ma - thåniyan inna al->ißma bi yadd ar-rijål, fa yumkin anna 
al-mar<a idhå ḍarabat zawjhå yuṭalliqhå idhå kān f•h ̇ aråra, wa ba>d må tak¥n sitt 
baythå tußbi˙ >adam al->adam, wa ad-dåhiya annahå idhå kån minhå awlåd wa 
kånat faq•rat al-̇ ål fa <innahå tȧ tår bihim. wa in råḥat bayt <ab•hå tabqå qå>ida 
mithl al-ghar•ba 

… First of all, for men to be beaten by women is something abominable, which 
only a shameless, ill-bred woman would do, and which would be tolerated only 
by a vile man with no sense of honour and of no standing among men. Secondly, 
matrimonial authority is in the men's hands, and if a woman beats her husband he 
may well repudiate her if there is any spirit in him, and after having been the 
mistress of her own house she would become a mere nothing. The worst calamity 
is that if she has children and is poor, she will be at a loss what to do with them. 
And if she returns to her father's house, she will merely sit there like a stranger.  

Cachia contends that the excerpt captures Nad•m’s unmatched skill in his quest to 

“address even the humblest of his readers ‘in simple words, as flowing as the colloquial, 

                                                 
36 Pierre Cachia, “The Development of a Modern Prose Style in Arabic Literature,” 70. The accompanying 
translation is also from Cachia’s work.  
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but in correct Arabic.’ ”37 In further commenting on the language of the text, Cachia 

notes the following: “If lå taf>aluhu was replaced by må ti>mil¥sh and laysa lahu by må 

l¥sh, and ab•hå by ab¥hå, the entire passage could be read as colloquial.”38 This brief 

analysis, which alludes to Nad•m’s ability and propensity to work within a realm of the 

Arabic language that is difficult to classify as either pure standard or pure colloquial, 

serves as a point of departure for what this chapter will refer to as Nad•m’s linguistic 

‘style(s).’  

Drawing from de Fina, this study defines linguistic style as a “cluster of features 

that characterize a way of speaking (or writing) and differentiate it from others,” where 

“features” refers to phonological, syntactical, morphological, rhetorical, etc. features that 

are often affiliated with one code or variant or another.39 Cachia’s assessment suggests 

that Nad•m’s personal style was a blend of features from different registers of Arabic, a 

‘simple’-worded and ‘flowing’ spoken (colloquial) register and a syntactically and 

lexically ‘correct’ (written) Arabic register. And although Cachia, who was quoting 

Nad•m in his description of the language in the excerpt, does not enumerate the features 

of correct Arabic, his qualification of the colloquial indicates that correct Arabic is 

differentiated from the colloquial by at least a more obscure lexicon and more complex or 

contrived patterns. 

Much analysis of Nad•m’s work has noted his artful management of this middle 

ground between the colloquial and standard. Likewise, it has acknowledged this middle 

ground as being instrumental in making Nad•m’s message accessible to the ‘humblest of 

readers’ or as reflective of a move toward a simpler, more straight-forward mode of 

                                                 
37 Ibid. The phrase ‘in simple words as flowing as the colloquial’ is Cachia paraphrasing Nad•m’s own 
description from his October 25, 1892 edition of al-Ustådh.  
38 Ibid. 
39 de Fina, 65.  
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writing, especially in the burgeoning field of journalism at the end of the nineteenth 

century. This study, too, focuses on the middle ground between the colloquial and 

standard and the shifting between features of the two in Nad•m’s work. However, it 

ventures beyond a description of how he arranged linguistic matter, or an attempted 

designation of a specific level (standard or colloquial) for a particular excerpt. For, in 

addition to describing how he arranged linguistic features, it demonstrates what he 

communicated, beyond semantic content, through the juxtaposition and mixing of 

colloquial and standard features in his writing. To do so, this chapter analyzes Nad•m’s 

work through the lens of what recent sociolinguistic literature has suggested as the 

motivation for selecting the specific “cluster of features” in one’s style - the making of 

social meaning.40 It demonstrates that the social meaning (intentional or not) Nad•m 

conveyed through his mixing of >åmmiyya and fuß˙å features included: the construction 

of an identity for the modern, educated, and didactic public intellectual (the “ustådh”); 

the articulation of his particular vision of Egyptian civilization and the social obligations 

associated with achieving it; and the delineation of the shortcomings of the salient kinds 

of Egyptian character that contributed to Egyptian social decay.  

To move beyond a register-oriented classification of Nad•m’s language, this study 

analyzes his language within a framework of four styles, each of which played a role in 

constructing social meaning. Pure Colloquial (PC) represents Egyptian colloquial 

language with all of its most salient, recognizable features. Simplified Fuß˙å (SF) 

comprises familiar fuß˙å lexical items emplaced in a ‘conversational’ syntax that is 

largely devoid of metaphor, parallelism, rhyming schemes, and obscure lexicon that were 

at the time regarded by some as the hallmarks of well written Arabic. Elevated Colloquial 

(EC) is colloquial with a strategic mixing in of elements (lexicon, morphology, phrasing) 

                                                 
40 See Auer (ed.) (2007). Also, see Coupland (2007), de Fina (2007), Irvine (2002). 
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that evoke a fuß˙å or formal feel. Finally, Rhetorical Colloquial (RC) is characterized by 

colloquial lexical items emplaced in complex compositional forms (parallelism, 

symmetrical and rhythmical lines, metaphor, rhymed prose, etc.) that were often regarded 

as key elements of the expressiveness and eloquence of fuß˙å. 

Here, it is important to briefly address why the juxtaposition of registers in these 

styles would have significance in generating social meaning. When a speaker (or writer) 

chooses among variants to create or contribute to his style, he “brings along” the 

ideological assumptions associated with the variant he chooses.41 So, in Nad•m’s case, his 

Elevated Colloquial style evokes general ideas of fuß˙å being associated with cultural 

authenticity, erudition, purity, and authority. >Åmmiyya in the same text, on the other 

hand, brought with it connotations of more familiar everyday speech, unregulated and 

continually evolving (or degrading) deviation from the ‘standard,’ and a less formal or 

less serious tone. Therefore, by invoking or evoking fuß˙å for a particular statement or 

idea in a conversation that is otherwise conducted primarily in the colloquial, Nad•m 

could distinguish a statement from the surrounding text, highlighting the seriousness or 

authority of the statement or of the speaker making the statement.  

However, while understanding these ideologies is important for understanding 

what Nad•m communicated through his strategic juxtaposition of registers, it is also 

important to understand that in Nad•m’s works analyzed in this chapter, he displayed a 

slight ambivalence toward the colloquial. This ambivalence poses a challenge to the 

analyst who would attempt to analyze Nad•m in conventional frameworks of ‘for’ or 

‘against’ the colloquial language or analyze his work with an eye toward conventional 

written portrayals of the Arabic linguistic registers in speech. For, although he brought 

along the characterization of the colloquial as at least a deviation from the ‘pure’ standard 

                                                 
41 de Fina, 58.  
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language, he acknowledged a public role for it as a naturally occurring register that he 

himself used in casual interaction with colleagues and one that had a public role, even in 

the written realm. This ambivalence in Nad•m’s work is a key element for this study, 

because part of the aim of the study is to reveal and analyze the complexity and 

contradiction associated with Arabic language attitudes during the NahËa. Nad•m 

demonstrates, for example, that the classification of public intellectuals who were 

concerned with roles for the Arabic language registers into conventional, strictly 

delineated camps, such as ‘Language Modernizers’ and ‘Language Defenders’ is 

inadequate in the 1880s and 1890s.42   

This study rejects the bifurcated paradigm of an easily interpreted and clearly 

defined message associated with the use of one register or the other. It demonstrates that 

one of the first things required of the reader of Nad•m’s works is the ability to set aside 

the conventional reading of code-mixing by Nad•m and others that portrays a consistent 

and fixed correspondence between language register and social attributes such as class. 

This study reveals a much more complex and subtle correspondence in Nad•m’s texts 

between language registers, the characteristics associated with them, and their users.  

In Nad•m’s first issue of al-Ustādh, he makes it clear to the reader that a large part 

of his journal’s focus will be to discuss modern civilization and all that it entails. With 

articles, such as “F• al-axlāq wa al->ādāt (On Morals and Habits),” he lays the 

groundwork for his didactic texts that aid the reader in sorting through what he needs to 

know of the practical aspects of modern civilization (e.g. manners and morals), while 

retaining key elements of his identity, such as the Arabic language, and remaining 

grounded in Arab and Islamic culture. In this issue, he also introduces the colloquial 
                                                 
42 See Yasir Suleiman, A War of Words, 45. Here, he states: “The modernizers cull their vocabularies from 
the language of the ordinary people in normal and everyday situations; the language defenders dig theirs 
out of dead lexical and dictionaries…the modernizers treat language as a means to something else; the 
language-defenders treat it as an end in itself.” 
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register through a dialogue with one of his many interlocutors, a group that will grow to 

include a host of personalities, to include Óab•b, al-Mu>allim Óanaf•, Óan•fa, Ṣāliḥ, and a 

few others. These dialogues that often transpire in the colloquial register reinforce 

Nad•m’s basic civilization-related themes, but also provide a venue for him to directly 

instruct these personalities on the pitfalls of civilization and the roles and responsibilities 

associated with instilling proper manners, morals, and habits in the Egyptian community.  

Early in his first dialogue, Nad•m informs his interlocutor, Óab•b, “I am going to 

speak to you with colloquial speech (al-lugha al-baladiyya) that you know and 

understand, for you have forgotten your original language and have moved on as you 

please in your speech.”43 As Óab•b and Nad•m’s conversation unfolds, it becomes clear 

that Óab•b’s contribution to the dialogue, far from evoking a simple ignorant peasant or 

village buffoon from whom one may expect to hear >åmmiyya (based on a conventional 

reading of its limited use in writing to this point), evokes the semi-westernized Egyptian 

that has forgotten or abandoned his authentic identity and orientation (including the 

Arabic language) in favor of superficial western trappings of civilization.44 Nad•m also 

converses in the colloquial with al-Mu>allim Óanaf•, best described as embodying the 

semi-educated to educated, but self-absorbed Egyptian that had neglected his community 

by keeping his knowledge and insight to himself, or worse yet, had used it to exploit the 

ignorant. The first time Nad•m transitions to a fuß˙å-like register is when conversing with 

                                                 
43 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 19. 
44  One gains a sense of the relevance of this figure as a topic of public debate, not only from Nad•m’s 
numerous allusions to it, but also from Cromer, who devotes a chapter of his memoirs to what he describes 
as “the Europeanised Egyptians,” describing them as “rush(ing) blindfold into the arms of European 
civilization, unmindful of the fact that what is visible to the eye constitutes merely the outward signs of that 
civilisation…” For Nad•m’s satirization, see for example, Nad•m “>Arab• Tafarnaj” al-Tank•t wa al-tabk•t 
(June 6, 1881), 7-8. For Cromer’s remarks, see The Earl of Cromer, Modern Egypt, vol. 2, 232. Cromer’s 
basic thesis is that the Europeanized Egyptian has shunned Islam and adopted European customs, but 
without adopting Christianity (which Cromer describes as the one true path to civilization), the 
Europeanized Egyptian is lost. The main point, and where both agree is that the Europeanized Egyptian is 
detached from his authentic cultural roots and is at best an imitator of superficial European culture.  
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his servant, Íåli˙, an ignorant commoner who embodied the stagnation of the village and 

its superstitious and backward ways.45 The use of the colloquial by educated and semi-

educated speakers and the subsequent use of a register that approximates fuß˙å with an 

ignorant servant immediately call for a departure from the analytical paradigm that links 

register directly with class.  

So, with Nad•m’s ambivalence toward the colloquial and with his unconventional 

use of register in dialogues as a backdrop, this chapter analyzes Nad•m’s register use in 

the context of each dialogue and in the analytical framework of style. It argues that while 

working with the four ‘styles’ mentioned above, Nad•m juxtaposed the colloquial and 

standard in his dialogues in a way that invoked fuß˙å when: emphasizing authority and 

authenticity, displaying a genuine understanding of modern civilization (at-tamaddun), 

and delineating the obligations of the modernization project. In doing so, Nad•m initially 

translated language ideology into practice in his dialogues by subtly affiliating his own 

formulations of civilization and modernity with the authenticity and authority of fuß˙å, 

and conversely exposing his interlocutors’ character ‘flaws’, misunderstandings, and 

incorrect conceptualizations of modernity by loosely associating them with >åmmiyya.  

In the excerpts analyzed in Section 1, Nad•m educates Óab•b and al-Mu>allim 

Óanaf• on the obligations of the educated class in the modernization project. While using 

all of the salient features of the colloquial, Nad•m distinguishes sections in which he 

delineates the duties of the modernization project through a style, Elevated Colloquial, 

which emplaces fuß˙å elements in an otherwise colloquial framework. Although several 

of the examples of shifts between fuß˙å and >åmmiyya in this chapter may closely align 

with code-mixing, the analytical framework of style is employed because several 

                                                 
45 Samah Selim, The Novel and the Rural Imaginary in Egypt, 1880-1985 (New York: Routledge Curzon, 
2004), 29.  
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examples of inserting fuß˙å elements do not involve a clear-cut switch from one code to 

another. Nad•m often chooses shared phrases and terms that in isolation may be regarded 

as either standard or colloquial, but when evaluated against the surrounding text and 

taken against known colloquial alternatives, clearly give rise to a sense of formality. At 

times, formal grammatical structure or metaphorical phrasing of ‘simple’, shared lexical 

items (as opposed to known >åmmiyya constructs and expressions) introduce a fuß˙å feel. 

At other times, the introduction of particles normally associated with formal (fuß˙å) 

styles makes a section stand out as distinctive from what surrounds it. Finally, at times, 

subtle changes, such as different morphological renderings of the same lexical item (e.g. 

>ulamå< versus >ulamå), signify a switch from the colloquial to the standard. In each of 

the instances analyzed, the juxtaposition of >åmmiyya and fuß˙å is accomplished such that 

fuß˙å is inserted into an otherwise >åmmiyya framework at crucial points when Nad•m 

speaks authoritatively and didactically, informing and scolding his interlocutor and 

signaling a key point that underscores his keen understanding of true civilization. 

Whereas Section 1 demonstrates the strategic emplacement of f¥ß˙å features to 

highlight key socio-cultural information, Section 2 demonstrates the juxtaposition of 

registers whereby salient features of >åmmiyya are what catch the reader’s attention and 

detract from the prestige and authority of certain utterances. This section focuses on 

Nad•m’s interaction with his servant, Íåli˙. In these interactions, Nad•m himself did not 

switch between >åmmiyya and a fuß˙å as he did in the dialogues from Section 1. Instead, 

he settled on a style, designated as Simplified Fuß˙å, which is similar to what Cachia 

(paraphrasing Nad•m) described as ‘simple’ and ‘flowing’, yet ‘correct’ Arabic. Nad•m 

generated ‘social meaning’ in these dialogues by juxtaposing his successful SF 

renderings with his servant Íåli˙’s failed attempt at SF, with Íåli˙ ‘falling off’ into 

>åmmiyya at key points in the conversation. Here, through a juxtaposition of registers, 
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Nad•m suggests that the modern, educated subject may use >åmmiyya, but demonstrates 

that he is modern and authentic (like fuß˙å) by his ability to control and maintain fuß˙å 

(or at least what is clearly not >åmmiyya) when appropriate. The ignorant, transitional 

figure can use what approximates a fuß˙å register, but is exposed by his inability to 

control and maintain it. 

In Section 3, Nad•m again educates and admonishes Óab•b and al-Mu>allim 

Óanaf•. This section demonstrates his insertion of ‘fuß˙å’ into otherwise >åmmiyya text 

without the use of any lexical or morphological features that would call for a fuß˙å 

judgment. In the texts in this section, Nad•m evokes fuß˙å through the writing of 

>åmmiyya in elevated prose styles (parallelism, repetition, symmetrical and rhythmical 

lines) that were considered by some as synonymous with good fuß˙å composition.46 

Emplacing >åmmiyya features and morphemes in elevated style allowed Nad•m to tip his 

hat to fuß˙å while bringing focus to key points of emphasis in the message he imparted 

while still writing ‘in >åmmiyya.’ Specifically, he employed Rhetorical Colloquial at 

points in the conversation that highlighted his own understanding of the civilization 

project while at the same time pinpointing the shortcomings of self-absorbed elite that 

were not fulfilling their obligations.  

At first blush, it may appear strange that Nad•m addressed al-Mu>allim Óanaf• and 

Óab•b in the colloquial, while he addressed Ṣāliḥ, whom he clearly identified as ignorant 

and a work in progress, in a register that approximated fuṣḥā. His use of fuṣḥā with Ṣāliḥ 

suggests that Nad•m exclusively presented himself to Ṣāliḥ as an authoritative, didactic 

voice. Ṣāliḥ’s ‘falls’ from fuṣḥā also offer a striking contrast between the utterances of 

Nad•m and Ṣāliḥ that allows Nad•m to clearly distinguish (separate) himself from the 

ignorant Ṣaliḥ. The more subtle contrasts between colloquial and EC and RC in Nad•m’s 

                                                 
46 See, for example, Cachia (1989). See also A˙mad, “Ray< jumh¥r min al-afåḍil,” 242-243.  
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exchanges with Óanaf• and Óab•b suggest less separation between Nad•m and the two, 

but still offer Nad•m the flexibility to educate and admonish them on the finer points and 

obligations of civilization.  

I.   ELEVATED  COLLOQUIAL:  INSERTING  FUṢÓÅ ELEMENTS  TO RAISE 

>ÅMMIYYA 

In “Style as Distinctiveness: The Culture and Ideology of Linguistic 

Differentiation,” Irvine remarks that “the characteristics of a particular style cannot be 

explained independently of others. Instead, attention must be directed to relationships 

among styles - to their contrasts, boundaries, and commonalities.”47 Several examples of 

Nad•m taking on a didactic tone through shifts to fuß˙å in EC, rely on ‘characteristics’ 

(phrases, terms, particles) that in isolation may be regarded as either standard or 

colloquial, but when evaluated against the surrounding text, and taken against purely 

colloquial alternatives, clearly draw on fuß˙å to introduce a sense of authority and 

formality. The following excerpt from one of Nad•m’s dialogues provides examples of 

phrases whose words in isolation may not give a clear sense of colloquial or standard, but 

in context stand out as fuß˙å. 

In this dialogue with al-Mu>allim Óanaf•, Nad•m explains to Óanaf• their joint 

responsibility in instructing and scolding both the ignorant and the so-called learned. The 

excerpt includes the crux of Nad•m’s message.48 

 
1 Nad•m: w# <amma ¡wayyit il-wil åd ill• inta shåyifhum døl lissa ãåyish•n wa lå  

 
As for the few youngsters that you see, they are still rash and are not  
 

2  yu˙sab¥¡ f•-l-hukamå wa lå ˙addi¡ yi<amminhum >alå farxa ̇ atta mu¡ >alå  
                                                 
47 Judith Irvine, “Style as Distinctiveness: the Culture and Ideology of Linguistic Differentiation,” in Style 
and Sociolinguistic Variation, eds. Penelope Eckert, John R. Rickford (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2002), 22. 
48 Nad•m, “al-Mu>allim Óanaf• wa Nad•m,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 12 (November 8, 1892): 283-284. 
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counted among the (true) physicians. No one entrusts them, even with a hen, and 
much less with  
 

3  ˙ar•mu. låkin yilzam il-insån yinßȧ hum w# yirudduhum >an il-hals ma ti>raf¡ 
 
his family. But, one must advise them and steer them away from nonsense. Don’t 
you know  
 

4  <inn il-wå˙id minhum lamma yisma> kalåmnå da yitnaddim w# yi<¥l yå rŸt ill •  
 
that when one of them hears this talk of ours, he repents and says I wish that what 
 

5  garā ma kån w# yib<å al-kalåm dåxil f • gittitu zayy is-simm li-annu yi>raf <inn  
 
happened had never taken place. The talk becomes like poison inside his body 
because he knows that  
 

6 in-nås titnabbih wa lå ta<xudsh# li-˙ar•måthå ill å il-˙ukamå il-kummāl w# yifËal¥ 
 
people are cautious and only take well-regarded physicians to their family. And  
 

7 døl ßåyi>•n ma ̇ add yi>tabirhum ̇ atta law kån¥ shuããår ma ̇ add yis<al f•hum illå  
 
those good-for-nothing ones are still left; no one considers them even if they are 
clever. No one goes to them unless  
 

8 izå kån wå˙id xabbåß zayyuhum yimkin yåxudhum li-ahli bŸtu. W# kamån il- 
 
he is devious like them; (only then), he may take them to his home. Also, as for  
 

9 afandiyya ill• bit<¥l >alŸhum lå budd min naß•˙ithum w# zagruhum li-agli yiltift¥  
 
the effendiyya that you mention, we must advise and admonish them so that they 
pay attention  
 

10 li-˙ålhum wa illå izå kunt# askut w# inta tuskut yib<å samarit in-nås Ÿh.   
 

to their condition. Otherwise, if I am quiet and you are also quiet what good will 
come of the people. 

From the term “¡wayyit” in line 1 to multiple occurrences of the relative pronoun 

“ ill •” to negation with “mu¡” and the “må…¡” construction, Nad•m, himself, clearly 
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spoke with the salient characteristics of >åmmiyya. However, throughout the dialogue, 

Nad•m inserted fuß˙å ‘elements’ (lexical items, constructions, etc.) at key junctures in 

which he wished to assert authority or emphasize the importance of a point. An example 

of Nad•m’s ‘insertion’ of fuß˙å ‘elements’ at a critical juncture is the underlined phrase 

from lines 9 and 10.  

 
9  …lå budd min naß•˙ithum w# zagruhum li-agli yiltift¥  
10 li-˙ålhum wa illå izå kunt# askut wǝ inta tuskut yib<å samarit in-nås Ÿh.   

 

While “lå budd…” is found in both colloquial Egyptian and standard Arabic, the 

particular construction of “lå budd min” followed by the verbal nouns “naß•˙at” and 

“zagr (zajr)” evokes a more standard feel. When taken together with the rather ‘formal’ 

phrase (as compared to available colloquial alternatives) “yiltift¥ li-˙ålhum,” the 

underlined portions of lines 9 and 10 above create a fuß˙å feel in an otherwise colloquial 

frame at a critical moment of revelation that needs both emphasis and a sense of 

authority. This is made poignant by the very colloquial utterance ill • bit<¥l >alēhum and 

yib<å that immediately precede and follow the phrase, making its ‘formalness’ stand out 

more clearly. 

Likewise, in line 3, Nad•m opted for more formal or fuß˙å-like phrasing when he 

spoke of the necessity of straightening out the ‘reckless and confused’ among the 

Egyptians.  

 

3 … låkin yilzam il-insån yinßȧ hum w# yirudduhum >an il-hals  

 

Both Nad•m’s use of “yilzam” + pronoun + imperfect and his choice of “yiruddhum >an 

al-hals” give the phrase a fuß˙å flavor, especially when compared to more “colloquial” 
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alternatives for the first portion, e.g. “lazim” + verb or any of a number of ways to convey 

the same idea for the second portion of the phrase. One can note, for example the 

difference in his use of the verb (lazima) in his “Madrasat al-ban•n” (written primarily in 

Simplified fuß˙å) and “Madrasat al-banåt” (written primarily in Pure Colloquial) 

dialogues.49 In “Madrasat al- ban•n,” Nad•m wrote with simple words and phraseology, 

while remaining careful to keep it separated from the colloquial:  

  “qabla aß-ßalå yalzamuka tata>allum kayfiyyat aã-ãahåra.”50 
 

In “Madrasat al-banåt,” the same verb is used in a context that draws on every salient 

feature of the colloquial: “š¥f• yå salmå yå bint• awwal ̇ åga tilzam is-sitt minninå innahå 

ti>raf tart•b maxzanhå…51  

Such switches between registers, which distinguish this EC style, occur at points 

when Nad•m drives home the point that he understands modern civilization and that it is 

the responsibility of the modern, educated subject to educate, advise, and scold both the 

ignorant and the so-called educated effendiyya who did not grasp the concept. Switches 

into fuß˙å at critical moments highlighted the authority of the message and the 

messenger, and juxtaposed against the less authoritative >åmmiyya, they hinted at the 

antitheses of the messenger - the ignorant members of society and the intellectual who 

went about his business, at best ignoring the ignorant masses and at worst exploiting and 

taking advantage of them. 

                                                 
49 Chapter 2 conducts an extensive analysis of Nad•m’s “School for Boys” and “School for Girls” series. 
The key point here is that Nad•m used distinctive ‘styles’ of language for each, with the “school” for boys 
taking place in a simplified style of the standard and the “school” for girls taking place in a colloquial style 
that retained all of the salient and easily recognizable morphological, syntactic, and lexical features of the 
colloquial. 
50 Nad•m, “Madrasat al-ban•n: Nad•m wa ÓåfiΩ,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 15 (November 29, 1892): 353. 
51 Nad•m, “Madrasat al-banåt: Óafßa wa bintuhå Salmå,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 13 (November 15, 1892): 298-
299. 
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Metaphorical Phrasing 

 Throughout his first dialogue with Óab•b, Nad•m describes the types of Egyptians 

that contributed to the downfall of Egyptian society, and he explains to Óab•b why his 

message is so important. However, near the end of the dialogue, when Óab•b still 

questions the relevance of Nad•m’s message, Nad•m states the following: 52  

 
1  lissa d-dunya bi-xŸrhå w# bilådnå malyån >ilman wa adaban min ahl il-azhar  

 
The world is still in good shape and our country is filled with knowledge and 
morality from men of religion (al-Azhar)  
 

2  w# l-ma>årif. w# maf•¡ wala balad illå wa f•hå nås min ahl il-faËl aΩunn inta  
 
and intellect. There is not one country without distinguished people. I believe you  
 

3  gharrak kalām ig-gada> ill • lafa>¥ ad-d•n >alå aktåfhum w# dås¥ il-lugha  
 
are absorbed in the talk of young men that have draped religion about their 
shoulders and trampled their language  
 

4  bi-riglŸhum w# ja>ala¥ il-ginsiyya >ad¥wuahum w# tahattak¥ f•-ß-ßarmȧ a [sic] 
w#  
 
underfoot and made their nationality their enemy and resorted to wandering the 
streets disheveled and  
 

5  l-bahdala w# l-<um¥r ill • ma xallat lahum >urË wala ¡araf.  
 

confused, dealing in matters that leave them with neither dignity nor honor. 
 

Again, the basic framework of the excerpt is >åmmiyya, to include several of the 

most salient characteristics that would call for an >åmmiyya evaluation - lissa, malyån, 

                                                 
52 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 20. In line 3, the original text contains an apparent error with the expression 
“ il-kalām gada>.” Here, it is corrected to “kalām ig-gada>.” 
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maf•¡, ill •. However, as Nad•m arrived to the heart of the issue (lines 3 – 4), he switched 

to phrasing that clearly had a fuß˙å feel. 

 
lafa>¥ ad-d•n >alå aktåfhum w# dås¥ il-lugha bi-riglŸhum w# ja>ala¥ il-ginsiyya 
>ad¥wahum 

 

While the ‘simple’ words themselves do not give a clear sense of >åmmiyya or fuß˙å, and 

may be easily judged as either, the metaphorical and rhythmical, paralleling phrasing in 

the excerpt is clearly associated with conventional fuß˙å styles of ‘good’ composition. 

This metaphorical phrasing, set apart on either side by the clearly colloquial “ill•,” is 

clearly anything but simple, conversational speech. It gives a sense that the speaker or 

writer thought carefully through the phrasing, especially as evaluated against any of a 

number of unorchestrated ways to communicate ‘misused their religion’, ‘not paid 

attention to their language’, and ‘not remained true to their nationality’ in a simple style 

that would blend in with lissa, maf•¡, and ill•, instead of standing out conspicuously 

among them. In this EC style, the metaphorical phrasing invokes fuß˙å, bringing with it 

the authority that validated Nad•m’s observation about Óab•b and his misunderstanding 

of modern Egyptian society. It conversely invalidates Óab•b’s questioning of Nad•m, 

highlighting the fact that he had been misled by the talk of those whose conceptualization 

of civilization included the abandoning of cultural authenticity. The authority and 

authenticity in the structure of Nad•m’s assertion stand in contrast to the less authoritative 

structure that surrounds it and they stand in contrast to the words they contain that allude 

to the lack of authority and cultural authenticity in the salient Egyptian personalities he 

derides. 
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Setting off with a Particle (fa <inna) 

The idea that the Arabs had ‘forgotten’ their language was closely linked to 

Nad•m’s ideology whereby >åmmiyya represented a neglected and degraded version of 

fuß˙å. In a formulation resembling Ibn Khald¥n’s ‘speech as a habit of the tongue’, 

Nad•m contended that the Arabs had allowed this unregulated deviation from fuß˙å to 

dominate their speech and that this neglect had led them to forget their pure language. In 

the brief excerpt below from the same conversation with Óab•b, Nad•m uses a brief 

interjection of fuß˙å in what is an otherwise >åmmiyya exchange to highlight the 

poignancy of this point.53 
 

1 Óab•b: $ayyib qul lanå kilmitŸn f• t-tahz•b lammå nid¥< ãa>m il-kalåm da  
 
Okay tell us a bit about reform so that we can taste the flavor of this talk 
 

2 w# niš¥f rå˙ ti<¥l ēh 
 

and see what you are going to say. 
 

3 Nad•m: anå rå˙ [a]kallimak bi-k-kalåm il-balad• ill • ti>rafu w# tifhamu fa <innak  
 
I am going to speak to you with colloquial speech that you know and understand, 
for you 
 

4 nas•t lughatak al-<aßliyya wa mi¡•t >alå kŸfak f•-l-kalåm 
 

have forgotten your authentic language and proceeded as you please in your 
speech. 

 

In this exchange, Nad•m’s speech appears to contain a switch or mixing of 

register (from >åmmiyya to fuß˙å) triggered by the combination “fa <innak (line 3),” 

particularly with the use of the particle “<inna.” This small feature is salient in the current 

context and clearly stylistically evokes an image of fuß˙å, especially when paired with a 

                                                 
53 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 18-19. 
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more formal phrase (in this case “lughatak al-<aßliyya”) when several colloquial 

alternatives were available. When embedded in a context of admonishing someone over 

the shameful loss of a piece of their authentic heritage, it placed the fuß˙ā and its user in 

an authoritative, didactic position. 

This use of fa <inna as a means of signaling and setting apart a fuß˙å-styled chunk 

of speech that makes a critical point is one that Nad•m employed on more than the 

occasion noted above. For example, earlier in this same dialogue, he touched on the 

delicate subject of his having been granted permission to return from exile. 
 
1 w# rabbinå yixall• afand•nå >abbås bå¡a w# yi˙faẓuh lanå fa <innahu an>am >alŸnå  
  

and may our Lord watch over >Abbås Pasha, and we pronounce our loyalty to 
him, for he granted us the right  

 
2 bi-r-ruj¥> li-bil ådnå w# xallånå nam¡• fi-l- <awãån >alå kŸfnå 
 

to return to our homeland and allowed us to move around in it as we pleased   
 

Here, again, his choice of “an>ama >alŸnå bi-rruj¥>,” following “ fa <innahu”, is 

much more ‘formal’ and rooted in the register of fuß˙å than any of a number of colloquial 

alternatives for simply stating that he ‘let us return’. It also stands out as clearly ‘formal’ 

or ‘standard’ in style when juxtaposed against the very colloquial “xallånå nim¡• f•-l-

<awãån >alå kŸfnå” that follows it.54 Nad•m appears to draw on and strengthen an 

association between fuß˙å and authority and seriousness of tone. In asking for God’s 

protection for >Abbås, declaring his loyalty to >Abbås, and lauding >Abbås’ magnanimity, 

Nad•m’s brief switch into the register associated with authority and power allows him to 

properly set apart and frame, linguistically, matter pertaining to the sources of both 

spiritual and temporal power.     

                                                 
54 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 17. 
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Morphological Variation 

At one point in Nad•m’s first dialogue with Óab•b, Óab•b challenged Nad•m on 

the idea that Nad•m had anything distinctive to offer as a self-appointed educator for the 

community. 
 

tahz•b Ÿh w# >ilm Ÿh ma kullinå >ulama w# kullinå afandiyya w# kullinå umarā 
ba<å døl kulluhum ma yi>raf¥¡ at-tahz•b55 

 
what education and what knowledge, (look here) all of us are scholars and 
effendiyya and high-class people. Is it really the case that all of them have no 
education? 

 

In this excerpt, Óab•b spoke with salient colloquial features, such as “Ÿh”, “ dōl”, 

and the “ma…¡” negative construction. Likewise, Nad•m wrote Óab•b’s plurals in the 

form in which they would be pronounced in the colloquial. Specifically, the diptote 

pattern broken plurals (>ālim/>ulama<, am•r/umarā<) were written as they would be spoken 

in colloquial, without the affixed hamza, e.g. (<ulamā, umarā).56 One can see this pattern 

with these particular terms, and with terms such as (ḥak•m, ḥukamā< (fuṣḥā), ḥukamā 

(colloquial)) throughout Nad•m’s colloquial dialogues. However, in the below excerpt, 

from the same dialogue, Nad•m wrote the same broken plurals with their fuß˙å forms 

(umarå<,  fuËalå<).57 
 
1 w# xall• lak al-wå˙id minhum yiddårå må yitwårå lamma yi>raf inn# Nad•m ̇ ab•b 

 
Just let any one of them hide and not show himself when he comes to understand 
that Nad•m is the friend 
 

2 al-insåniyya wa >ad¥w al-bah•miyya råyi˙ yinabbih afkår al-umarå< wa l-fuËalå<  
 

                                                 
55 Ibid., 18. 
56 Karin Ryding,  A Reference Grammar of Modern Standard Arabic, (Cambridge Cambridge University 
Press, 2005), 150. 
57 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 20. 
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of humaneness and the enemy of an animal-like existence who is going to alert 
the amirs and honorable ones 
 

3 >alå >uy¥b il-awlåd ill • lå nafa>¥ ãår wala ãabla lamma axall• al-wȧ id minhum 
 
to the shame of those who are of no use at all (literally, to the tambourine nor its 
drum). I’ll make every one of them 
 

4 må yil <a lu wi¡š yin<ilib >alŸ. 58  
 

unable to find a face that could turn against him (much less be friendly). 
 

These fuß˙å terms are part of a phrase that may be read as either colloquial or 

standard, “yinabbih afkår al-umarå< wa-l-fuËalå< >alå >uy¥b al-awlåd”. However, with the 

clearly written fuß˙å form for the key lexical items, the entire phrase takes on a formal 

style. And with their conspicuousness, one may assume that Nad•m intended them to be 

‘performed’ as such when read aloud. The phrase is also the second of two fuß˙å-evoking 

insertions, following the first ‘fuß˙å-styled phrase “hab•b al-insåniyya wa >ad¥w al-

bah•miyya.” With the colloquial verb “råyi˙” between the phrases, as well as the relative 

pronoun “ill•” immediately after the second phrase, the two phrases stand out as fuß˙å 

inserted into and juxtaposed against an otherwise >åmmiyya exchange.  

This exchange is especially illustrative of Nad•m’s EC style. Such subtle 

morphological changes that associate words with one register or another, and in doing so, 

communicate meaning, are prime examples of ‘style.’ So, for example, when Óab•b 

challenges the distinctiveness of Nad•m’s message and in his utterance used the 

colloquial rendering, umarå, Nad•m’s act of responding to him through repackaging the 

term in its fuß˙å rendering, umarå<, conveys meaning. When juxtaposed against one 

another, and viewed in the light of the associated registers, they help highlight the 

authority and authenticity Nad•m brings to the conversation, as necessary, in his role as 

                                                 
58 Ibid. 
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al-Ustådh - an educator and social critic whose role it is to reorient the words and 

thoughts of those who are misguided and lost. 

II.  THE  JUXTAPOSITION  OF >ÅMMIYYA  AND FUṢÓÅ TO EXPOSE 

SHORTCOMINGS 

In addition to the use of fuß˙å-evoking particles, phrasing, and morphological 

variation in otherwise colloquial frameworks to lend authority to his persona and what he 

conveyed, Nad•m used the colloquial to sometimes detract from the authority or 

authenticity of a personality or his espoused views. This section will analyze the insertion 

of colloquial elements into otherwise fuß˙å contexts with the effect of detracting 

authority from what is conveyed.  

For example, at one point in a conversation between Nad•m and Óab•b, when the 

main topic was the Egyptians’ use of the Arabic language, they had the following 

exchange.59 
 

1  Óab•b: inta rå˙ tu<>ud tina¡¡if r•<nå w# ti<¥l lughitnå lughitnå miš  
 
You are going to bore us to death and say our language this, our language that. Do 
 

2  il-insån yid¥r ma>a z-zaman w# yitkallim bi-lughit in-nås ill• wiyyåh w#  
 
people not change with the times and speak with the language of the people that 
he is with and 
 

3  zayyǝ må t•g• t•g•. 
 

what will be will be (lit. as it comes it comes)?  
 

4  Nad•m: a huwwa då il-kalåm allaz• yaghumm >alå il- <alb. ba<å lamma titkallim 
 
Now this is the kind of talk that saddens the heart. When you speak 
 

5  bi-lughit Ëuy¥fak w# kulli man gih tåxud lak min lughitu kilmitŸn ̇ atta  
 

                                                 
59 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 19. 
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with the language of your ‘guests’ and you take words from the languages of all 
that come along so that 
 

6  tirakkib lak lugha min hina w# min hina ma bi<•t ghar•b f•  d-diyår w# Ëayya>t  
 
you piece together a language from here and there. Haven’t you become a 
stranger in your own home and lost 
 

7  magdak w# šarafak. W# ba<å kull# wå˙id min in-nås yi>raf lughitu w#  
 
your glory and honor. Every person knows his language and 
 

8  ginsiyyitu w# inta zayy# ˙imår is-sikka kull# man yirkabak ah¥ ßåhbak.   
 
nationality, but you are like the street donkey. Every person who rides you 
becomes your master. 
 

9  huwwa då it-tamaddun ill• bit<¥l¥ >alŸh….    
 

Is that the civilization that you are talking about … 
 

In this exchange, even though Nad•m is using >åmmiyya throughout, a very subtle 

juxtaposition of registers helps convey meaning. Note the below parallel construction 

(lines 4 and 9): 

 a huwwa då il-kalåm allaΩ• yaghumm >alå il- <alb  

 huwwa då it-tamaddun ill • bit<¥l¥ >alŸh 
 

Immediately noticeable to the reader is the contrast in the second line between the 

very formal, higher register, concept (at-tamaddun) and the ‘colloquial’ relative pronoun 

that accompanies it (ill •). This is especially salient when contrasted with the parallel 

phrase in which a very ordinary term (kalåm) is paired with a more formal, fuß˙å relative 

pronoun (allaz•). This paralleling contrast of registers has the effect of detracting from or 

taking prestige away from the higher register term (at-tamaddun) in this particular 

context. In fact, by emplacing the colloquial relative pronoun with the concept of 
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civilization here, Nad•m detracted authority from the particular distorted concept of 

tamaddun that Hab•b espoused. And indeed, by framing Óab•b’s concept of civilization 

through the likening of the Egyptian to a ‘street donkey,’ wandering aimlessly without a 

sense of its own identity, Nad•m made it clear that his interlocutor had a distorted 

understanding of what civilization really entailed. This subtle juxtaposition of registers in 

Nad•m’s own speech allowed him to take in what Óab•b put forth and deliver it back to 

Óab•b with a judgment that was communicated not only by the imagery that resulted 

from the words he used, but by the “dissonance” created through the juxtaposition of the 

higher register concept (at-tamaddun) and a lower register complement (ill •…).60 

Nad•m’s juxtaposition of registers whereby >åmmiyya exposed one of his 

interlocutors is also captured in his dialogue with his servant, Íåli˙. Below is the opening 

of the dialogue.61 
 

1 Nad•m: yå Íåli˙ ta>lam anna ßå˙ibanå lam yȧ Ëur al-yawm wa qad katabtu 
 
Íåli˙ you know that our friend is not coming today so I wrote 
 

2 kalimåt sammaytuhå ˙ikaman wa ur•du an aqra<ahå >alayka li-tastaf•da62 
 
a few words that I call wise expressions and I want to read them to you so that 
you might gain 
 

3 minhå må >asåhu an yanfa>ak mimmå f•hi ßalå˙ d•nak wa dunyåk fa  
 
from them that which is beneficial to you, religiously and otherwise. 
 

4 må tafhamhu minhå qul l• fahimtuhu wa alladh• lam tafhamhu saln• >anhu 
 

Tell me what you understand, and what you don’t understand, ask me about it. 
 

                                                 
60 “dissonance” is from Nikolas Coupland, Style: Language Variation and Identity (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007), 20. 
61 Nad•m, “Båb at-tahdh•b,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 3 (September 6, 1892): 56. 
62 The text actually reads >alayhā; however, this phrasing appears to be a typographical error. Here, the 
phrase is corrected to >alayka. 
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5 Íåli˙: yå s•d• anå ã¥l >umr• må sami>t bi-l-˙ikam wa lå šuftahå bi >ēn• wa <a>raf  
 
Sir, all my life I have not heard of wisdoms nor have I seen them with my eyes, 
but I know 
 

6 innu lå yihd• an-nås bi-l-kalåm illå al->ulamå< f•-l-masågid wa al-̇ amdu lillah  
 
that only the ‘ulamå< in the mosques guide people along the right path (praise 
God) 
 

7 >umr• må >ayyŸt wa ãalabt ̇ ak•m wa innamå kånat umm• ti>mal l• ad-dawa bi 
 
and my whole life I have never ailed and requested the services of a physician 
…for my mother was providing me with medicine through 

8  ma>rifithå… 
 

her knowledge… 

One of the first things one notices about language in this excerpt is that unlike in 

the earlier mentioned dialogues with Óab•b and al-Mu>allim Óanaf•, Nad•m spoke using 

features (such as the lam negation and expressions, such as ’ur •d ‘an) that brought his 

speech close to fuß˙å or at least to a level that Nad•m himself had described as ‘simple, 

yet ‘correct’ Arabic. This style of Nad•m’s is called here SF. Interestingly, Nad•m had 

specifically identified Íåli˙ (as opposed to Óab•b and al-Mu>allim Óanaf•), as ‘illiterate’ 

and as a project he had taken on for imparting civilization. So, initially one may view 

Nad•m’s use of a near-fuß˙å register as part of the establishment of a supremely qualified 

authoritative and didactic persona, relative to Íåli˙.  

One notices that Íali˙ spoke, at times, in what approximates >åmmiyya with 

expressions such as ã¥l >umr• and šuft, but he also used elements that one may classify as 

fuß˙å with expressions such as lå yuhd• an-nås bil-kalåm ilå al->ulamå< (note the fuß˙å 

rendering of the plural form) and wa innamå kånat um•… What appears salient is that 

whereas Nad•m reached and maintained what would be viewed as a near-fuß˙å level, 

Íåli˙ started in this SF style, but failed and fell off throughout his exchanges. What made 
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Íali˙’s shifts appear as failure was the juxtaposition of his speech with that of Nad•m’s 

consistent use of SF that retained its distance from the colloquial. It is precisely the 

juxtaposition of Ṣāliḥ’s shifting speech with Nad•m’s consistent use of SF that highlights 

Ṣāliḥ’s failure to maintain SF.  

In previous dialogues, Nad•m juxtaposed features in his own speech in order to 

take on an authoritative persona at key junctures in the conversation. In this dialogue, 

Nad•m juxtaposed his SF style with Íåli˙’s failed attempt at the same style. Íåli˙’s failed 

linguistic attempt reflected the idea that Íåli˙ was in a transitional phase in which he was 

in an educational environment, but was still struggling to grasp fundamental knowledge. 

Here, it is worth briefly reiterating the sophistication of Nad•m’s use of registers in his 

styles and why an analysis that understands that the paradigm of register as indicative of 

social class is not relevant in Nad•m’s work at this point.  For, even though Íåli˙ spoke 

with what appeared to be a higher register than Óab•b used, what was important was not 

whether or not one spoke >åmmiyya (everyone did), but whether or not one could access 

and speak fuß˙å if one desired and if the register were called for and appropriate. And in 

this conversation, Íåli˙ could not.  

The below excerpt demonstrates a particular instance in which Nad•m established 

the SF style as the register for the exchange and Íåli˙ made a valiant, but failed attempt 

to match it.63 

 
1 Íåli˙: kayfa yanqul at-taql•d aṭ-ãibå>a wa anå kunt målik • >alå madhhab 

 
How does imitation transmit nature and I was Maliki like 
 

2 ab• wa lammå ra<aytn• <aßall• >alå gahl na<altan• ilå madhhabak a¡-¡håfi >• 
 

                                                 
63 Nad•m, “at-Taql•d yanqul ṭibā>a al-muqallad,” al-Ustādh 1, no. 3 (September 6, 1892): 61-62. 
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my father and when you saw me praying in ignorance you converted me to your 
Shafi denomination 
 

3 wa ma> zålik fa <innan• >alå ãab>• wa ãab> <ab• wa law kån it-ta<l•d yin<il  
 

and in spite of that I still have my own nature and that of my father and if 
imitation transmitted 
 

4 ãibå> il-mu<allad la-kunt al-<ån nȧ •fan mithlak wa da<n• ãaw•la zayyǝ  
 

the nature of the imitated I would now be slim like you and my beard would be 
long like 

 
5 da<nak wa >ålim zayyǝ ma inta >ålim wa kunt a>raf kull ma ta>rafu  

 
yours and I would be learned like you and would know all that you know. 
 

6 fa-l-˙ikma d• baããåla wåd•n• <ult lik >alayhå ȧ san må  
 

So, this ‘wisdom’ is useless. And here I have told you about it, which is better 
than   
 

7 yi<¥l lak >alayhå wå˙id ghayr• fa [i]l˙ashå min al-kitåb walla u¡ãub >alayhå  
 

someone else telling you about it, so either wipe it out of the book or erase it. 

At the beginning of the excerpt, when Íåli˙ was simply questioning Nad•m’s statement 

on imitation and its transmission of character, Íåli˙ matched and maintained Nad•m’s 

simplified fuß˙å style. However, as he began to elaborate on his disagreement with 

Nad•m’s contention, he drifted into clear >åmmiyya and remained there. The first clear 

switch is in line 4 when he used the term mithl near the middle of the line and then 

transitioned to its clear colloquial rendering, zayy, by the end of the line. By the time he 

used zayy and continued on with the colloquial, he was moving into an explanation that 

clearly demonstrated that he did not understand Nad•m’s point. His drift away from the 

concept that Nad•m attempted to communicate to him - portrayed by his drift away from 

a simple fuß˙å - exposed his distorted and simplified misunderstanding of the concept.  
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The following exchange provides yet another instance of Nad•m’s use of a simplified 

fuß˙å and Íåli˙’s ‘failed’ attempt at the style.64 

 
1 Íåli˙: il- <ån fahimt wa låkin hazihi-l-<um¥r min ayy nø> min il-<aklǝ  

 
Now I understand, but how do these matters pertain to food,  
 

2 aw iš-¡urb aw il-ful¥s 
 
drink, money (real-life needs) 
 

3 Nad•m: al-<um¥r allat• tatafårraß al-insån lā tadxul tȧ ta ̇ aßr fa <innahå >ibåra  
 
The issues that preoccupy people are not limited, for they include  
 

4 >an kulli ma yanzilu bihi muddat ˙ayåtihi ßagh•ran kån aw kab•ran ̇ aq•ran aw 
 
all that befalls him his entire life, whether minor or major or great.  
 

5 >aΩ•man 
 
great.  
 

6 Íåli˙: ba<å anå l-<ån >åwiz ar¥˙ bŸt ir-rå˙a fa <inna baãn• må¡iya >alayya fa  
 
Now I want to go to the restroom because my bowels are running and 
 

7 <izå lam ašuxx >alå kalåmak ak¥n Ëayya>t il-furßa wa lå ak¥n ̇ åziman 
 

if I don’t crap on your words I will have “lost the opportunity” and I would not be 
discreet. 

Despite the fact that Nad•m clearly addressed him in fuß˙å, Íåli˙ fell off into 

>åmmiyya from the beginning of this portion of the exchange, highlighted by the 

colloquial terms ba<å and >åwiz ar¥˙. Both Nad•m and Íåli˙’s portion of the exchange 

also include fa <inna that, as discussed above, Nad•m had used to signal shifts to fuß˙å 

while imparting key knowledge. In keeping with his previously noted uses of the phrase, 

                                                 
64 Nad•m, “Bāb at-tahdh•b,” 59. 
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Nad•m used the expression in lines 3 and 4 at a time when he was imparting key 

knowledge to Íåli˙. 
 

fa <innahå >ibåra >an kulli ma yanzilu bihi muddat ˙ayåtihi ßagh•ran kåna aw 
kab•ran ̇ aq•ran aw >aΩ•man 

Íåli˙’s use of the expression in line 6, however, arguably served to further root 

him in a realm of misunderstanding.  

ba<å anå l-<ån >åwiz ar¥˙ bŸt ir-rå˙a fa <inna baãn• må¡iya >al#yya 

One may look at Íåli˙’s humorous statement after the particle fa <inna as another 

failed attempt at fuß˙å and all that it entailed of authenticity and authority. When 

juxtaposed against Nad•m’s delivery of wisdom or at least higher register concepts after 

an insertion of fa <inna, Íåli˙’s statement demonstrated that even when he set himself up, 

stylistically, as if to say something of authority, he only had something ridiculous to 

deliver. 

III.  ‘FUṢÓÅ THROUGH  AN ELEVATED  STYLE  OF >ÅMMIYYA   

In his work on language ideology among the Tewa, a Pueblo Indian group that 

migrated over three hundred years ago to what is now the state (in the United States) of 

Arizona, Kroskrity reported on what he described as the ‘cultural sanctioning’ of 

“innovation:” 
 

If innovation, even in the form of contextualization, is to be culturally sanctioned, 
it must be cloaked in traditional garb. I encountered an interesting and creative 
use of traditional linguistic form one summer when I heard what sounded like a 
traditional Tewa public announcement (tu-khe). The chanter was clearly using the 
dramatic rising and falling intonations associated with the "public address" 
reserved for crier chiefs to announce upcoming ceremonies or call for volunteers 
for village projects like cleaning out a spring, re-plastering the kiva, or for 
individuals to offer birth announcements or stylized grievance chants. But, while 
the form was traditional, its content and presenter were not. The chanter was 
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issuing a call for a yard sale and inviting all within earshot to examine items of 
used clothing and some small appliances that she hoped to sell!65 

What Kroskrity describes is a mixing or ‘mis-match’ of form and content, with a 

form that is normally reserved for community-oriented and ceremonial events being used 

for a personal and rather trivial or mundane announcement.66 This section reveals mixing 

or mismatch in Nad•m’s works, whereby what is mixed is an artistic structuring of the 

Arabic language and the linguistic elements or material emplaced in that structure. 

Specifically, it argues that Nad•m’s ‘cloaking’ of an innovative linguistic form in 

‘traditional garb’ comes by way of his ‘cloaking’ of >åmmiyya in the written sphere in 

elevated prose structures affiliated with and meant to invoke fuß˙å.  

Generally speaking, the rhetorical structures used in this style - referred to in this 

study as Rhetorical Colloquial - relate to what Cachia referred to as the ‘aesthetic 

priority’ (during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries) of writing prose in a rhymed, 

balanced, and rhythmical manner, with attention also devoted to “verbal artifices (such as 

the paronomasia, the double entendre, (and) the palindrome).”67 And characterizing it as 

more than a passing style or temporary foray into an ‘aesthetic’, Cachia confirms (this is 

well known) that this rhythmical and rhymed style persisted for centuries, was prevalent 

in nearly all genres of works, and “had long been thought of as virtually synonymous 

with elegant writing ...”68 For example, in one of the works from al-Muqtaṭaf’s series of 

debates on the possibility of using >åmmiyya as a written language, As<ad al-Dåghir made 

                                                 
65 Paul Kroskrity, “Arizona Tewa Kiva Speech as a Manifestation of a Dominant Language Ideology” in 
eds. Bambi Schlieffen, Kathryn A. Woolard, and Paul B. Kroskrity, Language Ideologies: Practice and 
Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 106. 
66 The specific term ‘mis-match’ as applied to form or ‘register’ and content comes from Coupland, 19.  
67 “aesthetic priorities” from Pierre Cachia, “The Development of a Modern Prose Style in Arabic 
Literature,” 66.  The quotation beginning with “verbal artifices,” Ibid, 65. 
68 Pierre Cachia, “The Use of the Colloquial in Modern Arabic Literature,” Journal of the American 
Oriental Society 87, no. 1. (January - March 1967): 14. 
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the following assertions about the Arabic vernaculars to explain why none was suitable to 

serve as the written language.69 

awËå>uhå ˙arijatun wa alfåΩuhå samijatun lå ˙ud¥da li-Ëabãihå. Wa-lā quy¥da li 
rabãihå. jåmi>atan bayn jazl al-lafΩ wa raq•qihi wa sax•f al-kalåm wa rak•kihi. 

[the colloquial’s] grammatical rules and forms are limited and its words are 
distasteful. (Unlike fusha, it) neither has borders to contain it nor straps to bind it. 
A combination between abundance of expression and simplicity and foolishness 
and weakness of style.  

Immediately, one notices Dåghir’s rhetorical style - rhyming and symmetrical 

pairings (awËå>uhå ˙arijatun wa alfåΩuhå samijatun lå ˙ud¥da li-Ëabãhå. walla quy¥da li 

rabãhå) and symmetrical and similar sound patterns while presenting contrasting 

opposites (raq•qihi and rak•kihi). This rhetorical style is similar to Nadim’s when he 

employed the same rhetorical devices for verbal display, emphasis, or to lend authority to 

himself and his message. Referencing one of Nad•m’s works, Cachia presents the 

following late nineteenth century example: 
 

Mahlan yå abå lahabi, fa qad xarajta >an al-adabi, wa lå budda min arså >alå 
barrika wa uharriquka bi-lah•bi jamrika 

 
Soft, O Father of the Flames, you have exceeded the bounds of courtesy! I must 
dock into your territory and burn you with the blaze of your own coals. 70 

Taken from an imaginary verbal exchange between a train and a steamboat, the brief 

excerpt demonstrates a rhythmical and rhymed pattern (lahabi…adabi/ 

barrika…jamrika), as well as a bit of word play through its allusion to the Prophet’s arch 

enemy from the Qur<ån, ‘Father of the Flames’.71 Cachia, however, notes that near the 

end of the nineteenth century, when Nad•m was publishing his journals at-Tank•t wa at-

                                                 
69 As>ad Dåghir, “Istaḥālat al-Mumkin <idhā <amkana,” al-Muqtaṭaf 6 (1882): 558. 
70 Sulåfat al-Nadim, vol. 1 (Cairo, Maṭba>at al-Hindiyya, 1914), 24 ff, quoted in Pierre Cachia, “The 
Development of a Modern Prose Style in Arabic Literature,” 67. 
71 Cachia, “The Development of a Modern Prose Style in Arabic Literature,” 66-67. 
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Tabk•t and al-Ustådh, a more simple and straight-forward writing style was “coming into 

being,” especially in Nad•m’s domain of journalism.72  

Cachia acknowledged Nad•m as a transitional figure between the aforementioned 

respected norms and a new, evolving style of writing marked by simplicity. He further 

noted that Nad•m’s works were largely marked by “simple diction with strict respect of 

classical grammar,” and with this in mind he compared Nad•m’s early journalistic work 

(in rhymed prose) with his later works that were delivered in a straight-forward and 

simple manner.73 That Nad•m migrated away from an artistic style of writing to a simpler 

journalistic style is generally true. Nad•m, himself contended that in his journals he 

would use language that was simple, accessible and devoid of artistic mechanism meant 

to show off the linguistic prowess of the writer. He explained to the reader that the 

language with which he would write would “not [be] embellished with figurative 

expression and metaphor and not adorned with ambiguity” 74 And in his many of his 

works, such as his aforementioned exchanges with Íåli˙, he indeed delivered a straight 

forward and simple, while at the same time ‘correct’ Arabic.  

However, the simplicity of some of Nad•m’s dialogues and journal articles need 

not obscure the fact that throughout the publication of his journals, Nad•m continued to 

pay homage to what Cachia characterized as a “time-hallowed formulae” for good 

writing.75 This section demonstrates that despite his claim, Nad•m, at times, showed his 

linguistic prowess through time-honored ‘artistic’ styles of writing - rhythm and 

                                                 
72 Ibid., 67. 
73 “simple diction with strict respect of classical grammar” from Pierre Cachia, “The Development of a 
Modern Prose Style in Arabic Literature,” 72. In “The Use of the Colloquial in Modern Arabic Literature,” 
15, Cachia compares two entries from at-Tank•t wa at-tabk•t…one in ‘rhymed prose’ and the other in a 
simple, straight-forward style, alluding to the idea that the second represented an evolution in ‘style’ from 
the first. 
74 Nad•m, “Ay¥hå an-nåtiq bi aḍ-ḍåd,” at-Tank•t wa at-tabk•t 1, no. 1 (June 6, 1881): 3.  
75 Pierre Cachia, “The Development of a Modern Prose Style in Arabic Literature,” 66. 
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symmetry (lines with matching or symmetric syllables, verb forms, and sounds), rhyming 

scheme, repetition, and phrases and word with opposite or similar, but varied meaning. 

This study further argues that Nad•m presented these techniques as both time-honored 

and contemporary, and more importantly for the sake of this study, migrated this style to 

>åmmiyya. In writing >åmmiyya in this ‘artistic’ style - that was synonymous with ‘elegant 

writing’, or more simply fuß˙å - Nad•m found another manner of inserting or mixing 

fuß˙å into otherwise colloquial exchanges. So, similar to what he accomplished by 

inserting fuß˙å features into a colloquial framework, his insertion of a whole-hearted 

rhetorical style that was prevalent and well-respected in fuß˙å, was yet another means of 

constructing and maintaining an identity of an authoritative, didactic, and modern figure, 

while still using the colloquial.  

The Modern Xuãba 

The idea of the late nineteenth-century newspaper “fulfilling a role similar to that 

of mosque preachers” appears to have been prevalent among Nad•m and some of his 

contemporaries.76 For instance, Mu̇ammad al-Najjår said of his Egyptian journal, al-

Argh¥l: “it performs the role of preachers with its words and takes the place of sermons 

in all of the mosques…requesting of every Egyptian and countryman (waãan•) to take 

interest in what concerns the dear nation (al-waãan al->az•z) by spreading knowledge…”77 

Throughout the time of publication of his journals, Nad•m also reiterated the idea that the 

journal was a forum for didactic purposes similar to a sermon, which in the early days of 

the umma disseminated useful knowledge in a language that the people could grasp.78 In 

his dialogue with his Íåli˙, for instance, Nad•m informed him that the wisdom Nad•m 

                                                 
76 Michael Gasper, “Civilizing Peasants:  The Public Sphere, Islamic Reform and the Generation of 
Political Modernity in Egypt 1875 - 1919” (Ph.D. diss., New York University, 2004), 82. 
77 Muḥammad al-Najjār, al-Argh¥l 1, no. 1 (September 1, 1894): 2. 
78 Gasper, 82. 
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imparted to him was “all about words from the chapter of advice and counsel like the 

xuṭba from the pulpit on Friday…”79  

Years earlier, in his journal at-Tank•t wa at-tabk•t, Nad•m had expanded on the 

idea of the xuṭba as a means of delivering a contemporary and relevant message to the 

community. At the end of one particular article, Nad•m presented his own rendition of a 

contemporary xuṭba.80 
 

1 inna li-kulli <ummatin kalimatan tajma>uhå wa s•ratan tasma>uhå. 
 

 Every community has a word that unites it and a history to hear 
 

2 wa kalimatunå l-wȧ •da ̇ asanu l-i>tiqådi wa s•ratunå ˙ifΩu l-millati  
 
And our sole word is the goodness of belief and our history is the preservation of 
the religious community 
 

3 wa l-bilåd•. 
 
and the country 
 

4 wa qad ta<assasat kalimatunå bi-l-itti ˙ådi wa l-l•n. wa l-qiyåm bi-må  
 
our word was established with unity and  compliance and the undertaking of that 
 

5 jå<a bi-hi hadhå d-d•n. 
 
which the religion entails 
 

6 man taraka l->uq¥q. wa ̇ afiΩa l-̇ uq¥q.  
 
who departed from disobedience and protected rights 
 

7 wa l-bu>d >an aΩ-Ωulmi wa al-bagh•. wa t-taãahhuri min al-rijsi wa l-gh•. 
 
And distancing from tyranny and injustice and cleansing away of disgrace and 
temptation 

                                                 
79 Nad•m, “Båb at-tahdh•b,” 57. 
80 Nad•m, “Alsinu al-xuãabå<i tu˙ayy• wa tumayyit” at-Tank•t wa at-Tabk•t 1, no. 15 (September 25, 1881): 
239. 
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8 wa al-̇ aththi >alå l-i <tilåf. wa t-tȧ dh•ri min al-ixtilåf.  
 
 And being compelled to unite and on guard about the difference.  

         

In this contemporary piece, Nad•m gives a clear nod to an artistic style affiliated 

with fuß˙å. In almost every line, there is a repeated pattern that gives a rhythm to the text. 

For instance, in lines 1 and 6, the phrase pairs (kalimatan tajma>uhå and s•ratan 

tasma>uhå (line 1)) and (taraka al->uq¥q and ̇ afaΩa al-̇ uq¥q (line 6)) share symmetrical 

syllabic structure with eight syllables for the first pair and six for the second pair. The 

pair in line 1 shares the (>ayn consonant) + vowel + hå sound pairing. The pair in line 6 

plays on the same consonant and vowel mixture >uq¥qa, as does the pair in line 7 with the 

repetition of (gh•). In line 8, the verb pattern (ifti >ål) provides the paralleling structure.  

Nad•m’s use of this style also extended to contexts beyond what can be regarded 

as formulaic, performance-oriented prose, such as the xuṭba. The below text is extracted 

from an article in al-Ustådh. 81 
 

1 Wa må få<idatu l-bilådi min ghawghå<in yab•t¥na sukårå wa yußbiḥ¥na ̇ ayårå 
 
What is the benefit to the country from the riffraff spending the night in a drunken 
stupor and waking up in the morning, confused. 
 

2 wa qad i¡taghala >anhum al->uΩamå<u bi-l-fukåhåti wa t-tiyåtiråt wa  
 
The powerful have distracted them with humor and theaters and 
 

3 ˙usni al-musåmarati wa a>raË >anhum al->ulamå<u wa tarak¥hum f• ghiyyihim  
 
pleasant soirées. The religious figures have shunned them and left them in their 
temptation, 
 

4 yamrȧ ¥n bi-lå wa>aΩa wa lå tȧ dh•ra iktifå<an bi-ma>rifitihim <anna må 
yaf>al¥nahu  

                                                 
81 Nad•m, “<Ataqallab al-<umam bi-taqallub al-<ȧ wål wa nȧ nu nȧ nu,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 18 (December 20, 
1892): 413. 
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exuberant (but) with no sermon and no warning, and they  (religious figures) are 
content with the knowledge that what they do is  
 

5 Ëalålun wa buhitånun i̇ taqarahum a¡-¡ubbånu an-nubahå< fa ab>ad¥hum aw 
 
falsification and slander. The distinguished ones look down on them and keep 
them at a distance or 
 

6 ba>ad¥ >an majålisihim wa xålal¥ n-nuzalå< wa xålaã¥ l-ghurabå<.  
 
stay away from their meeting places, while befriending strangers and mixing with 
foreigners. 
 

7 ghåËa wa-llahi ad-dam>atu wa ßirnå nu>ayyaru bi-l-bukå< alladh• huwa juhd        
an-niså<. 

 
The tear, by God, has dwindled away and we have reached the point of being 
condemned for crying, which is the burden of women        

In line 1, one first notices the rhythm created through the syllabic match and 

paralleling of sounds with yab•t¥na sukårå and yußbiḥ¥na ̇ ayårå. In line 2 and 3, there is 

the paralleling of sounds and measure (diptote broken plural with the fu>alå< pattern) with 

the phrases i¡taghala >anhum al->uΩamå<u and a>raËa >anhum al->ulamå<u.                                             

Line 6 contains a similar repetition of the plural sound pattern with xålal¥ n-nuzalå< and 

xålaã¥ l-ghurabå<. This instance of paralleling also contains syllabic rhythm, as well as 

the xå-la… sound match. This paralleling structure is especially poignant because, 

grammatically xålal¥ should be conjugated as xåll¥. Nad•m’s taking of liberty in this 

instance demonstrates that he went out of his way to achieve paralleling rhythm and 

sound.   

 Finally, even in a mundane piece, outlining the contents of his proposed journal to 

be written in lughat an-niså<, al-Murabb•, Nad•m used an ‘artistic’ style, with a focus on 

repetition, semantic pairs, and contrasting opposites.82 

                                                 
82 Nad•m, “al-Murabb•,” al-Ustådh  1, no. 34 (April 11, 1893): 804. 
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1 fa yalzamu t-takallumu >alå l-˙amli wa r-raËå>• wa amråËi l- <aãfål•  

 
It must address pregnancy and nursing and the ailments of children 
 

2 wa al-̇ awåmili wa al-maråËi>i wa bayånu  
 
and those that are pregnant and nursing. It must shed light on 
 

3 maËårra t-tarbiyyati al-qad•mati wa manåfi >ihå wa må  
 
the damage as well as the benefits of the old way of raising children and what 

 
4 yatarattabu >alå l-ijtim å>i f• l-afrå˙i wa l-ma<åtimi min al-manåfi >i wa l-maËårri  

 
benefits and consequences spring from gathering together for festivities and 
funerals. 
 

5 wa må yajibu >alå al-mar<ati min ̇ uq¥qi z-zawji wa-l-abnå<i  
 
It makes clear what the woman must do as regards the rights of her husband and 
children 
 

6 wa må yajibu la-hå >alå z-zawji wa l-abnå<i  
 
and what rights her children and husband should afford her. 
 

7 wa bayånu l-axlåqi al-mȧ m¥dati f• n-niså<i wa l-madhm¥ma  
 
It explains both praiseworthy and blameworthy morals for women 
 

8 wa tart•bi ma>•¡ati l-faq•rati wa l-muãawassiãati wa l-ghaniyyati  
 
and managing the household of the poor, the middle class, and the rich.  
 

9 wa fawå<idi t-ta>allumi wa l-i¡tighåli bi-maßåli˙i l-buy¥ti  
 
It expounds on the benefits of learning, busying oneself with matters of the home, 

 
10 wa tafß•li <abwåbi l-iqtißådi l-baytiyy wa al-<isråfi l-madhm¥mi  

 
and details the subjects of home financial management and reprehensible 
extravagence. 
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11 wa tahdh•bi l-bålighåti wa ta<d•bi l-qåßiråti wa  
 
It addresses educating the old and instilling etiquette in the young. 
 

12 bayånu manåfi >i l- <a>ãåri wa maËårrihå wa ittixådhi ṭ-ãuruqi ṣ-ßi˙ḥiyyati  
 
It explains the benefits and consequences of perfumes and addresses taking the 
healthy path 
 

13 f• l-ma<ākil wa l-ma¡årabi wa n-nawmi wa l-yaqΩati  
 
in eating and drinking and sleeping and waking. 
 

14 wa tabayyunu z-ziyåråti al-adabiyyati n-nåfi >ati min  
 
It distinguishes between moral and beneficial social calls and 
 

15 z-ziyåråti al-xårijati >an ̇ addi l-<adabi wa l-kamål.  
 

 those that are outside of the bounds of morality. 
 

One first notices the repetition in lines 1 and 2 with repetition using measure 

variations of the roots (˙ m l) and (r Ë >) - >alå al-˙amli wa ar-raËå>• …wa al-̇ awåmali 

wa al-maråËi>i. There is also the use of semantic pairs and contrasting opposites with al-

afrå˙ wa al-ma< åtam (line 4), tahdh•b al-bålighåti wa ta<d•b al-qåßiråti (line 11), and an-

nawmi wa al-yaqΩati (line 13). 

Had Nad•m simply employed these rhetorical forms in his formulaic, written pieces 

or even simply inserted them periodically into contemporary journalistic pieces, one 

might simply note, as Cachia did, that Nad•m’s works reflect the transitional period 

between a time-honored and formulaic fuß˙å style of writing and a direct, telegraphic 

journalistic style, with some expected spillover between the two. However, in migrating 

this rhetorical style to conversations that took place in otherwise colloquial frameworks, 

Nad•m found yet another manner of exploiting attitudes associated with the registers of 

the Arabic language, creating social meaning. Specifically, by emplacing certain 
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>åmmiyya statements in this rhetorical structure that was otherwise affiliated with higher 

register, Nad•m bestowed authenticity and authority on particular ideas and statements on 

the state of Egyptian society and at the same time highlighted the actions necessary to 

move his version of the modernity project forward. Note, for instance, the following 

exchange between Nad•m and al-Mu>allim Óanaf•.83 

 
1  Nad•m: W# da kalåm ēh yå mu>allim Óanaf• il-kalåm il-baããål da inta ma  

 
And what is that talk Master Óanaf•, worthless idle chatter. Do you not 
 

2  ti>rafsh# <inn iš-¡abåb lamma yu̇kum >alå il-insån yi>amm• >Ÿnu >an  
 
know that when people rule over another person they blind his eyes to  
 

3 is-sikka il->adla w# yinass•h >ul¥mu xuß¥ßan izå kån lu ßå˙ib  
 
the straight path and make him forget his knowledge, especially if he has 
befriended 
 

4 fulåt• min awlåd il- hagma iß-ßåyi>•n ill • mālhum ßun>a illå  
 
the good-for-nothing aggressors whose only inclination 
 

5 tiliff awl åd in-nås iã-ãayyib•n fa-l-insån  <in sakat >an in-naß•˙a w#-l-ir¡åd  
 
is to corrupt our good sons. And if one stands by silently, failing to offer advice 
and guidance, 
 

6 fatȧ  >alå ahli bilådu <abwåb il-halåk  
 
he opens the door of destruction to the people of his country 
 

7 likønu yi>raf il-ha<< wa lå yi<¥l¥š w# yi>raf it-ãar•< il-mustaq•m wa lå yabayyin¥sh  
 
because he knows the truth, but does not say it and he knows the straight path but 
does not show it to them (people of his country) 
 

8 w#- l-˙ukamå ill • bit<¥l >alŸhum døl min i¡-¡abåb  

                                                 
83 Nad•m, “al-Mu>allim Óanaf• wa Nad•m,” 283. 
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and the physicians that you are talking about, those people are among those 
 

9 ill • lissa makmal¡# >a<luhum wa lå >araf¥¡ ¡araf nafsuhum … 
 

 whose minds have not developed and who do not know their honor. 
 

This exchange is a particularly salient example of why a ‘sociolinguistic style’ 

analysis is valuable in extracting meaning from Nad•m’s use of the varieties. For 

example, line 7 contains a potential contrast in register in the lexical insertion “li-kōnu or 

li-kawnihi,” depending on how the reader chooses to read it. Either way, the expression is 

a variance from what one might expect for expressing ‘because’ in a purely >åmmiyya 

exchange. A code-mixing or code-switching approach would note this apparent ‘mix’ but 

then observe that Nad•m immediately returns to >åmmiyya (perhaps with the exception of 

the term ‘it-tar•q (tar•<) al-mustaq•m’ (the straight path) in line 7. However, the 

framework of style - analyzing variation as a “holistic and multi-level phenomenon” - 

reveals social meaning in the language usage.84 Nad•m’s ‘artistic’ style, both reminiscent 

of fuß˙å and a hallmark of good Arabic composition in Nad•m’s view, brings focus and 

authority to this message otherwise delivered in the lexicon and morphology of 

>åmmiyya.85 The slight departure from >āmmiyya with li-kawnihi/ li-kōnu helps transition 

the text to the fuṣḥā-evoking artistic style that followed it, as described below. 

In lines 7 - 9, Nad•m uses paralleling sound between phrases, and while he does 

not make the paired phrases exactly symmetrical, he does achieve balance by making the 

second phrase in each pair slightly longer.  

yi>rif al-ha<< wa lå yi<¥l¥š wa yi>raf it-ãar•< il-mustaq•m wa lå yibayyin¥sh  

lissa akmalš# >a<lhum wa lå >arafuš šaraf nafsuhum  
                                                 
84 Peter Auer, “Introduction,” 11-12.  
85 See, for example, Nad•m’s readers’ praise of his eloquent composition in articles such as Ȧmad, “Ray< 
jumh¥r min al-afåḍil,” 242-243. 
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In this pairing Nad•m invoked fuß˙å through this RC style, allowing him to admonish 

those that were not fulfilling their obligations in the modernity project and to pass 

authoritative judgment on their states of mind. 

In lines 4 and 5, he used paralleling sound, as well as contrasting opposites: 

awlåd il-hagma iß-ßåyi>•n              awlåd in-nås iã-ãayyib•n 

In this pairing, he draws on the authority of fuß˙å to place individuals into the 

classifications of ‘good-for-nothing aggressors’ and ‘good sons’ of Egypt. His invoking 

of fuß˙å made the classifications more credible, and helped display his credentials for 

making such judgments.  

In revisiting an earlier excerpt from a conversation with Óab•b, one also detects 

Nad•m’s use of this rhetorical style of composition while using the colloquial. 

 
1 lissa d-dunya bi-xŸrhå w# bilådnå malyån >ilman wa adaban min ahl il-azhar  
2 w# l-ma>årif. w# maf•¡ wala balad illå wa f•hå nås min ahl il-faËl aΩunn inta  
3 gharrak kalām ig-gada> ill • lafa>¥ ad-d•n >alå aktåfhum w# dås¥ il-lugha  
4 bi- riglŸhum w# ja>al¥ il-ginsiyya >ad¥wahum w# tahattak¥ f•-ß-ßarmȧ a [sic.] w#  
5 l-bahdala w# l-<um¥r ill • ma xallat lahum >urË wala ¡araf. 86 

  
The metaphorical phrasing in lines 3 and 4 also has paralleling and rhythmical sound, as 

Nad•m condemns Óab•b for being taken in by those that have desecrated the three most 

salient elements of Egyptian authenticity, its bedrocks for entering into modernity -

religion, the Arabic language, and nationality.87 In lines 4 and 5, he uses verb form - the 

verbal noun of the four radical verb with the CaCCaCa pattern (ßarmȧ a [sic.] and 

bahdala) - to achieve symmetry and paralleling sound. Compounded with the 

aforementioned and previously analyzed metaphorical phrasing, these phrases reach deep 

                                                 
86 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 20. 
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into the style coffers of fuß˙å to lend authority to Nad•m as he educates and scolds. In this 

instance, as in the others, Nad•m not only introduced an air of authority and didacticism 

through his packaging of >åmmiyya in a familiar and respected format, but he also alluded 

to his own linguistic prowess, something he had vowed not to put on display, but 

something which is empowering and authoritative in and of itself.   

A Mismatch of Content and Form 

Nikolas Coupland investigates the making of social meaning through what he 

refers to as “mis-match” of meaning and form. He uses the following utterances to 

illustrate his point.88 

Adonis saw himself in the mirror 

Adonis seen hisself in the mirror89 

In utterance 2, Coupland points out the mismatch between the “classical, mythological, 

high-culture” moment of Adonis viewing himself and the vessel for the message which 

was [low-culture] “vernacular” English.90 Coupland notes that depending on the context, 

this mis-match could produce various layers of meaning, such as parody of the situation 

or humor. With this view of the mismatch between form and content, one may surmise 

that the writing of colloquial elements in a rhetorical style may not be limited to elevating 

the rhetorical colloquial phrases from the simple and conversational colloquial 

framework that encompassed them. The insertion of >åmmiyya into an otherwise higher 

register framework may have, at times, a humorous or lowering effect, perhaps dragging 

                                                                                                                                                 
87 Nad•m, “F• al-axlāq wa al->ādāt,” al-Ustādh 1, no. 1 (24 August 1892): 11. 
88 Coupland, 20. 
89 Ibid., 19. 
90 Ibid., 20. 
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what was placed in the rhetorical style and thus presumed to be authoritative or formal, 

‘down’ to the level of the colloquial.  

At times, instead of lending authenticity to his own statements with rhetorical 

structure, Nad•m detracted from the authority and authenticity of the idea or person which 

he described in the rhetorical style. The effect would come as one heard an idea or 

individual described in what sounded like eloquent and authoritative style, only to listen 

closely to the words and realize that the style was simply a setup, conjuring the image of 

something authoritative and authentic like fuß˙å, only to simultaneously expose it as 

ridiculous. For instance, in the following excerpt, Nad•m uses a paralleling sound pattern 

in the second line with ãalãam•s and xam•s.  

 
mas<alat il-ful¥s fa <inn is-sukr• yir¥˙ >alå shån yåxud kās yi<¥m yåxud >ashra  
˙atta yib<å ãalãam•s ma yi>raf il-gum>a min il-xam•s.  

 
Money is another matter, as the drunkard goes to drink one cup and ends up drinking 
ten until he becomes like the ‘possessed’, not knowing Friday from Thursday.  
 

Here, the ridiculous nature of the imagery, which is matched by the lower register 

colloquial introduces a humorous effect, seemingly dragging the paralleling sound 

structure down to the lower register realm of its content as opposed to the opposite 

occurring, as discussed earlier in this section. This use of RC evokes the power and 

seriousness of fuṣḥā only to turn it on its head.  

Jufån• al-Zanånir•, a contemporary of Nad•m and the editor of the Egyptian 

journal al-Ghazåla, was another figure that worked with the juxtaposition of registers in a 

complex and sophisticated manner. His works, in which artistic style sometimes serves as 

a thin and fleeting cloak for ideas of ridiculousness, help further demonstrate the salience 

of the Rhetorical Colloquial style as a creative method for invoking  fuß˙å in order to 
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impart meaning. Note the language in the following excerpt from his article entitled “Kull 

wajh wa må yußli˙ lahu (To Every Face What is Suitable for It).” 91  

1 taftaxiru an-niså’ bi-ã¥l al-sha>r wa wågib >alayhim al-i>tinå’ az-zå’id bi taßl•˙ihi 
 
Women are proud of their long hair and they must exert serious effort to arrange it 
 

2  li- <agli må yiz•d¥ jamålan wa waghuhum al-jam•l 
in order to make themselves more beautiful, and their beautiful face 
  

3  ka-l-wardati mathalan 
 
is like the rose, for example, 
 

4  fa <innanå nufaËËil an naråhå maksiyya.  
 
and we prefer to see it adorned. 
 

5 lakin <add <Ÿh wi˙iš w# ti<•l lammå ar-rågil yiftikir nafsu xiffa wa jam•l  
 
How ugly and off-putting when a man considers himself charming and handsome 
 

6 law farra< sha>ru aã-ãaw•l wa xallåh nåzil >ålå g-gib•n min iš-¡himål wi-l-yam•n?  
 
if he parts his long hair and lets it drape over his forehead to the left and to the 
right. 
 

7 <ål ya>n• >åmil <ußßa yåx• gat il-ab>ad ghußßa … 
 
He thinks he is making a hit (literally, “story”) …man, it’s enough to make one 
choke. 
 

8 f•-l-ayyåm d• nu¡åhid <aghlab is-sittåt titbåhå bi-ta<l•d ar-riggåla  
 
These days we observe most women proudly imitating men, 
 

9 in kån bi-l-<am•ß aw bi-l-karafåt  
 

either by the shirt or tie…  
   

                                                 
91 Zanån•r•, “Kull wajh wa må yußli˙ lahu,” al-Ghazåla 1, no. 1 (June 2, 1896), 2. 
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The first four lines of the excerpt, a matter of fact statement about women’s hair 

and aesthetics, are written at the ‘level’ of standard Arabic. However, with line 5, as al-

Zanån•r• shifts into a mode of exposing and ridiculing modern social behavior, he makes 

a transition into >åmmiyya. The initial indication is with the term “ ايه قد   <add ēh,” which 

signifies to the reader that he has transitioned to the colloquial and that the lines are to be 

read as such. What is more interesting, from the standpoint of the analysis in this section, 

is that when he switches to >ammiyya, he immediately switches to an artistic style very 

close to what this study designated in Nad•m’s works as Rhetorical Colloquial (rhyming, 

symmetrical, paralleling word and phrase patterns). Here, one can argue that al-Zanån•r• 

also invoked fuß˙å in these instances through the use of an RC style. However, he did so 

not to lend authority to what he was saying per se, but to conjure the idea of authority and 

authenticity only to simultaneously tear down what purported to be authoritative and 

authentic through the ridiculousness of the words emplaced in the style. In other words, 

he used style to expose artificial trappings with no real substance.  

CONCLUSION 

Nad•m drew on basic ideology of the strength and authority of fuß˙å, as compared 

to the complementary weakness of >åmmiyya when espousing his attitudes about the 

registers. However, he put into practice a more complex relationship between the 

registers than a stark dichotomy of a powerful and authoritative fuß˙å, as opposed to a 

feeble and trivial >åmmiyya. Indeed, in practice, Nad•m found a role in the written realm 

for what he described as a naturally occurring register of communication. And when he 

did put the colloquial in writing, one does not find in his work, at this point, a simple 

correlation between register and social class, whereby usually humorous colloquial 

renderings come strictly from the mouths of buffoons or ignorant commoners who 

interact with fuß˙å-speaking educated figures and figures of authority. Everyone spoke 
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with the colloquial. Nad•m, himself, used the colloquial in moments of levity, as well as 

when imparting the most serious knowledge.  

Nad•m reiterated throughout his works that his use of the colloquial in the written 

realm was a simple practical and temporary concession, aimed at making his message 

accessible to the masses. If taken at his word, Nad•m’s works provide very interesting 

material for the analysis of potential writing conventions for the Arabic colloquial 

languages or for the exploration of how to simplify fuß˙å and incorporate >åmmiyya into a 

simple, straight-forward writing style that was emerging at the end of the nineteenth 

century. Either consciously or sub-consciously, Nad•m’s juxtaposition of register in his 

writings provides - above and beyond a study in language structure - a lesson in how 

language imparts social meaning.  

While writing, and oftentimes preaching in >åmmiyya, Nad•m drew on the 

authority of fuß˙å to lend authority to himself and his statements. Through styles 

designated here as Elevated Colloquial and Rhetorical Colloquial, Nad•m used fuß˙å 

grammatical constructs, metaphorical phrasing, fuß˙å particles, rhetorical prose devices, 

and fuß˙å morphological renderings in texts that were otherwise colloquial to draw upon 

the authority of fuß˙å at key points when articulating civilization or delineating the tasks 

associated with the civilization project.  Conversely, while writing in a style designated 

as Simplified Fuß˙å, Nad•m created moments of temporary drifts away from fuß˙å at 

times when his interlocutor misunderstood or misarticulated authentic and authoritative 

conceptualizations of civilization. The central social meaning imparted through these 

styles, which drew on the ideological associations of relative authority and authenticity, 

was that Nad•m’s own vision of modernity was authoritative and genuine, whereas that of 

his interlocutors had flaws, that like their language, needed to be corrected and 

reoriented.  
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Above and beyond the social meaning derived from the juxtaposition of these 

registers that were ideologically linked in relationships of authority, this chapter reveals 

the dynamics of the relationship between language ideology and language practice. 

Nad•m’s ideology, associating fuß˙å with authority and validity, manifest itself in 

practice through subtle insertions of fuß˙å-evoking features at times where Nad•m felt it 

necessary to assert the authority of his message and display his qualification for making 

sound, valid assertions. Conversely, ideology associated with >åmmiyya’s relative 

inadequacy manifest itself in practice through the insertion of >åmmiyya into near fuß˙å 

frameworks at times at times when Nad•m seemingly wished to expose his interlocutor’s 

misunderstanding.  
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Chapter 2: TAHDH °B al-MAR <A: THE INDEXING OF >ÅMMIYYA 
WITH THE “CULTURAL IMAGE” OF BACKWARDNESS 

In the introduction to the inaugural edition (June 2, 1896) of Jufån• Zanån•r•’s 

newspaper, al-Ghazåla, Zanån•r• paid the following small tribute to one of his recurring 

subjects, the Egyptian woman.  

<izå kån døl rabbinå xalaqahunna z•nåt li-l-rij ål                                                                                 
fa kayfa lå aftaxiru law zayyantu bi-dhikrihinna ßadr hazå al-gurnål                                            
fa-ismȧ na l• yå sayyidåt• al-mukarramåt an ušarrifa jar•dat• al-ghazåla bi-d-difå> 
>an il-ghizlån                                                                                                                                
wa-ãlubna l•-l-falå˙ min al-mawlå al-rȧ mån.92 

If our Lord created them (women) as an adornment of men then how can I not be 
proud to mention them upon the publication of this journal. So, allow me, my 
honorable ladies, to honor my newspaper by defending the lady. And ask the 
merciful lord to grant me success. 

This passage preceded the first article of his new journal, a piece entitled “S¥< 

mu>åmalat al-jins al-laã•f (Mistreatment of the Fair Sex),” which he wrote in defense of 

women, as he railed against Egyptian men that mistreated their wives. In nearly every 

issue of the journal, which he described as “a critical, literary, humorous, and political 

newspaper,” Zanånir• focused on issues of public morality and comportment, with a 

heavy emphasis on protecting and enlightening Egyptian women.  

 The issues that Zanån•r• highlighted in his works were recurring subjects of 

interest for the NahËa project in the 1890s. In the same month, al-Muqtaãaf published an 

article entitled “Kayf tatasallaã al-mar<a (How the Woman Prevails),” explaining that a 

woman’s natural disposition and graces are only accentuated through knowledge and 

education, and imploring those opposed to educating women to relent so that women 

                                                 
92 Zanån•r•, al-Ghazåla 1, no. 1 (June 2, 1896), 1. 
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could gain intelligence and knowledge that could be passed on to the next generation.93 

The decade also witnessed the publication of Qåsim Am•n’s Taḥr•r al mar<a (Liberation 

of the Woman) three years later, and his work, al-Mar<a al-jad•da (The New Woman) the 

year after that. However, well before Zanånir•’s tribute to “the fair sex,” >Abdallah Nad•m 

had included an article in his newspaper al-Ustådh, outlining his plan to publish a 

newspaper dedicated solely to women and their “affairs.”94 Nad•m described this project, 

which would be entitled al-Murabb•, as a weekly newspaper that would cover myriad 

topics of interest to women and information deemed beneficial for them: issues of 

pregnancy and nursing; child rearing tips; proper and improper moral behavior for 

women; basic, domestic hygienic and health issues; and information aimed at “the 

extraction of superstitions (al-xuråfåt) that had entered their (women’s) minds.” 95  

 More interesting for the purpose of this study than the subject matter, Nad•m 

noted in the article that the ladies with whom he had corresponded about the project 

stipulated that the journal be written in “the language of women and children (lughat an-

niså< wa al-aãfål).”96  He quoted a correspondence he received from twenty-three women 

that included the following statement: “No one but the likes of you can edit a newspaper 

using our language and the language of children, so we present you with this (urgent) 

request.”97 And while Nad•m did not offer a detailed description of the language he 

would use in the journal, he did make a contrast between what he described as “language 

in the mold of their (women’s) language (f• qålibi lughatihinna)” and what he described 

as “correct written language (al-kitåbatu aṣ-ßå˙•˙atu).”98 Based on his previous nine 

                                                 
93 “Kayfa tatasallaãu al- mar<atu” al-Muqtaãaf 20 (1896), 458-9. 
94  Nad•m, “al-Murabb•,” 804-805. 
95 Ibid., 804. 
96 Ibid. 
97 Ibid., 805. 
98 Ibid. 
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months of articles in al-Ustådh, this terminology made it clear that Nad•m’s intent was to 

publish the journal for women in >åmmiyya.  

Nad•m and his readers’ reference to the colloquial as “the language of women and 

children” established an inextricable link between women and children and the ‘feeble’, 

non-authoritative domain of >åmmiyya. While the indexing of colloquial Arabic with the 

“commoner” and other groups and activities related to ignorance and backwardness - 

such as women, children, and superstition - is prevalent in works related to Arabic 

language ideology, NahËa scholars most often linked it with these social categories and 

activities in order to distance it from written realms of knowledge. As>ad al-Dåghir’s 

contention, during linguistic debates in al-Muqtaãaf (1881), that the colloquial was only 

necessary for non-substantive functions, such as greetings, condolences, and various 

courtesies and Jurj• Zaydån’s statement that “>åmmiyya is undeveloped (and therefore 

unsuitable to transmit knowledge) like the undeveloped minds of its speakers (the >åmma) 

(1893),” serve as examples.99 However, with statements such as “we resolved to start a 

didactic newspaper that includes a short chapter in the colloquial that transforms the 

ignorant commoner from hatred of hearing books (knowledge) to love of them…” and 

with his announcement of a journal in language that women could easily access, Nad•m 

used the linkage for the opposite purpose - to justify a role, albeit temporary, for 

>åmmiyya in the written realm.100  

As Chapter 1 demonstrated, even if Nad•m’s decision to write in the colloquial 

was largely motivated by the desire to make his works accessible to women and the 

masses, he did not directly portray the register as unequivocally feeble and inadequate. 

                                                 
99 For As>ad Dåghir’s remarks, see “Isti˙ālat al-Mumkin <idhā <amkana,” 558. For Jurj• Zaydån’s remarks, 
see “al-Lugha al->Arabiyya al-Fuß˙å wa al-lugha al->Āmmiyya,” Al-Hilål 1, no. 6 (February 1, 1893), 176-
180. 
100 Nad•m,“Båb al-lugha,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 20 (January 3, 1893): 468. 
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For example, Nad•m had not placed >åmmiyya solely in the mouths of the ignorant 

commoner and women or used it strictly for satire and humor, according to the 

conventions of the use of >åmmiyya in the public, written sphere. Nad•m himself, as well 

as some of his more educated or ‘modernized’ acquaintances, spoke in >åmmiyya in 

several of his dialogues. Likewise, his uneducated feeble-minded interlocutors had bouts 

of apparent competency in fuß˙å.  

In Nad•m’s earlier texts, a distinction between the colloquial and the standard was 

only evident through a textual analysis that revealed his styles, which subtley affiliated 

fuß˙å with an authoritative and valid understanding of Egyptian civilization. Conversely, 

>åmmiyya, in context, and when juxtaposed against the authoritative fuß˙å phrases it 

surrounded, accompanied a distorted understanding or misunderstanding of true 

civilization. It is important to note that >åmmiyya, in and of itself, did not necessarily 

come off in a negative light. It is just that fuß˙å features emphasized and elevated the 

authority of certain statements and ideas.  

This chapter argues that Nadim's writings gradually began to show a narrowing of 

the scope of >āmmiyya from a register used by all to “the language of women and 

children,” and that this shift brought with it a shift in language ideology with negative 

connotations for >āmmiyya. It performs a close textual analysis to trace the process of 

migration in Nad•m’s language ideology and practice, from a loose affiliation of the 

colloquial with a misunderstanding of authentic Egyptian civilization and modernity to an 

organic link between >åmmiyya and the backward and superstitious realm of women.  

The first section of this chapter, “Iconization: Cultural Images of Backwardness,” 

draws on Irvine and Gal’s theories of indexing linguistic varieties to social categories and 

activities to uncover the basis for the types of linkages that Nad•m drew between 

linguistic behavior and social groups. The section argues that prevailing NahËa-era 
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ideologies about women - especially the rural mother - and about the colloquial language 

portrayed both as backward inhibitors to the imparting of authentic and modern 

knowledge. Based on these perceived shared qualities, several intellectuals iconically 

linked the two as natural and essential representatives of one another, both associated 

with restricted realms of knowledge and the most base, domestic activities. 

Section Two, “School for Girls,” demonstrates how Nad•m, the editor of one of 

the most widely circulated and popular newspaper of his time, established a link between 

>åmmiyya and women and children (an-niswån wa al-aãfål) through his language practice 

in al-Ustådh. Focusing on a series of paired dialogues that appeared next to one another 

and contained similar themes and paralleling subject matter - “Madrasat al-ban•n” and 

“Madrasat al-banåt” - it depicts the lexical, morphological, and syntactic differences that 

Nad•m employed to distinguish the languages appropriate for the ‘education’ of boys and 

that of girls. It argues that the salient features of the colloquial, while used ostensibly to 

make the girls’ texts easier to understand, were effective at rooting girls and their register 

of language in realms of base knowledge and domestic affairs. Conversely, the near 

standard register used for boys aligned them with more sophisticated, scientific 

knowledge and prepared them for a role as refined ‘educators’ in the community.  

Section three, “Dichotomies of Modernity,” relates the indexing of >åmmiyya with 

women and their base activities in Nad•m’s works to the relationship between >åmmiyya 

and fuß˙å in the larger cultural milieu of the NahËa. It argues that as Nad•m narrowed his 

portrayal of >åmmiyya from a naturally occurring register among all Egyptians to “the 

language of women,” he transformed loose associations of >åmmiyya and fuß˙å with 

levels of understanding of civilization to tighter affiliations between the registers and 

prevalent dichotomies of civilization. It first briefly revisits Nad•m and al-Zanån•r•’s 

linguistic practice of beginning a passage at a near fuß˙å level and subsequently 
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transitioning to >åmmiyya or having a speaker ‘drift’ momentarily into >åmmiyya from a 

near-standard baseline to ‘expose’ a distorted understanding of modernity. It argues that 

while this relationship between the registers and a general level of understanding of 

civilization started as a loose affiliation - detectable in subtle separation of the registers in 

context - it set the stage for placing the two registers into strict, prevailing dichotomies of 

modernity, at-tamaddun (true civilization) and at-tawȧ ˙u¡ (a fundamentally flawed and 

distorted view of civilization).  

It then demonstrates how Nad•m linked the registers to other dichotomies of 

civilization that were prevalent throughout his own discussions of Egyptian society - al-

jahåla wa al->ålimiyya (ignorance versus learnedness) and al-bah•miyya wa al-insåniyya 

(beast-like vileness versus humaneness and civility). These dichotomies that helped guide 

Nad•m’s views on civilization in general, serve as prisms through which to view and 

understand the public roles Nad•m elaborated for >åmmiyya and fuß˙å in the civilizing 

project. This section reveals how Nad•m portrayed >åmmiyya as a capable means for 

portraying al-jahåla and as a capable transmitter of the base knowledge required to make 

measured progress away from it. However, the domain of >ålimiyya, both its portrayal 

and the process of bringing an individual or community closer to it, belonged solely to 

fuß˙å. Likewise, with its ‘inherent’ link to the most profane and base activities, >åmmiyya 

was well suited for the most literal connotation of starting to move to a more human-like 

state away from an animal-like existence of  filth, flies and the soil (bah•miyya). 

Insåniyya, on the other hand, similar to >ålimiyya, was the reserve of fuß˙å.  

I.   ICONIZATION:  “CULTURAL  IMAGE(S)”  OF BACKWARDNESS  

Irvine and Gal’s semiotic processes of iconization, fractal recursivity, and erasure 

theorize how language ideologies shape conceptualizations of linguistic varieties and 

furthermore how individuals and institutions project these understandings onto “people, 
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events, and activities” related to the varieties.101 They define iconization as the 

“transformation of the sign relationship between linguistic features (or varieties) and the 

social images with which they are linked.”102 Therefore, iconization moves beyond the 

mere indexing of linguistic features with social groups or activities, and portrays the 

feature and its characterization as representing the group’s “inherent nature or 

essence.”103 Within this process, the highlighting of shared qualities between the 

linguistic and social images strengthens the ideological link.  

For example, in her work “Style as Distinctiveness,” Irvine describes the language 

ideology associated with two linguistic varieties, Handwerkerische and Bäuerisch, in a 

German/Hungarian community.104 Bäuerisch is the language associated with the farmers 

of the community who pride themselves on their affiliation with what they envision as 

“core” values of “restraint, conservatism, and austerity.”105 Handwerkerische, on the 

other hand, is the variety associated with the community’s artisans who value “education, 

cosmopolitanism, and display of acquired skill.”106 Over time, as Irvine describes below, 

linguistic differences in the varieties came to be “interpreted iconically as evidence of a 

difference in their speakers’ values.” 107  

the Handwerkers’ more innovative linguistic forms, larger repertoire, and more 
frequent display of stylistic range (including code-switching with standard 
German and Hungarian) could be seen as evidence of their love of display and 
opulent decoration, and, when viewed from the farmers’ perspective, revealed 
their failure to maintain frugality and tradition in language as elsewhere. 108 

                                                 
101 Gal and Irvine, 35-37. 
102 Ibid., 37.  
103 Ibid. 
104 Irvine, “Style as Distinctiveness,” 40. 
105 Ibid., 41. 
106 Ibid. 
107 Ibid. 
108 Ibid. 
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In much the same way as Bäuerisch came to ‘naturally’ represent the restrained 

and conservative farmer, Nad•m came to use >åmmiyya and “lughat an-niswån” in an 

interchangeable fashion, as if the colloquial language were naturally and essentially 

associated with women. The case of Handwerkerische and Bäuerisch and that of 

>åmmiyya and fuß˙å share an interesting characteristic. In both cases, members of the 

community used both registers with regularity. So, above and beyond a description of 

‘what’ specific ideologies shape iconization in a given environment, these situations raise 

a deeper question of ‘how’ exactly one register attains an iconic link with one social 

group and another register with a different group. That is, how do individuals go about 

establishing the links between specific language varieties and specific groups and 

subsequently, and more importantly, once the link is developed ideologically, how is the 

ideology perpetuated to the point that the link between the two becomes recognizable and 

accepted? This particular section focuses on a few brief, but salient descriptions of both 

women and the colloquial language to demonstrate how in Nad•m’s ideology and 

practice, he could eventually portray both as representatives of backwardness and 

inhibitors to progress.  

To understand the link between the place and role of the colloquial and of women 

in the NahËa civilizing project, one should first understand the various qualities attributed 

to both in the predominant discourse of the Egyptian NahËa. A link between 

backwardness, lack of progress, and the female, especially the rural mother, is one that 

appeared to be prevalent in Egypt during Nad•m’s timeframe and for generations to 

come. Gasper notes the following about Nad•m’s earlier journal, at-Tank•t wa at-tabk•t: 

“Throughout at-Tank•t [wa at-tabk•t] , al-Nad•m and its other contributors continually 

linked the backward state of the east, the umma, the country (bilåd) and/or Egypt (Mißr) 

with superstition (taxārif ) that ‘women inculcated into their children’. These ‘corrupt 
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beliefs of women…extinguished the light of knowledge’ and were an obstacle to 

civilizing (tamaddun).”109 Likewise, El-Shakry, in her work The Great Social 

Laboratory, highlights sentiments that appeared in works that were written decades after 

Nad•m’s texts, yet still nearly mirror what this section will reveal of Nad•m’s stance on 

the backwardness of women: 

Peasants’ irrational and pernicious manners, customs, and superstitions would 
have to be remedied before any effective social reconstruction of the countryside 
could take place. Rural mothers, in particular, were singled out as being the most 
susceptible to superstitious practices, and the most inclined to consulting mystics 
and charlatans rather than doctors - thus harming their children’s health and well-
being.110 

One of Nad•m’s early dialogues in al-Ustådh offers a succinct portrayal of the 

social group (the ignorant and superstitious woman, especially the mother) as an image of 

cultural backwardness.111 The language in the dialogue, an exchange between Nad•m and 

his servant, Íåli˙, is in the Simplified Fuß˙å style. However, the importance of the 

exchange is not the style of the language, but the contrasting and paired terms Nad•m 

uses to situate the Egyptian woman as the antithesis of true civilizational advancement. In 

the lead-in to the dialogue, Nad•m sets the tone for the exchange by informing the reader 

that he is conversing with his servant Íåli˙, whom he describes as “an illiterate man, 

devoid of culture who knew nothing more than what he took from his mother and those 

that he met that were similar to him. I taught him how to write and educated him and 

instilled in him that which he needed…”112 The exchange proceeded as follows:113 
 

                                                 
109 Gasper, 172. 
110 Omnia El Shakry, The Great Social Laboratory: Subjects of Knowledge in Colonial and Postcolonial 
Egypt (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007), 136.  Here, Shakry spoke about articles from state-
sponsored projects in 1937 and 1941, but the state projects she spoke of heavily echoed Nad•m’s themes 
and mission. 
111 Nad•m, “Båb at-tahdh•b,” 57-58. 
112 Nad•m, “Båb at-tahdh•b,” 56. 
113 Ibid, 57-58. 
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1 Nad•m: yå Íåli˙ ta>lam anna ßå˙ibanå lam yȧ Ëur al-yawm wa qad katabtu 
 
Íåli˙ you know that our friend is not coming today so I wrote 
 

2 kalimåt sammaytuhå ˙ikaman wa ur•du an aqra<ahå >alayhå [sic] li-tastaf•da 
 
a few words that I call wise expressions and I want to read them to you so that 
you might gain 
 

3 minhå må >asåhu an yanfa>ak mimmå f•hi ßalå˙ d•nak wa dunyåk fa  
 
from them that which is beneficial to you, religiously and otherwise. 
 

4 må tafhamhu minhå qul l• fahimtuhu wa alladh• lam tafhamhu saln• >anhu 
 

Tell me what you understand, and what you don’t understand, ask me about it. 
 
5 Íåli˙: yå s•d• anå ã¥l >umr• må sami>t bi-l-˙ikam wa lå šuftahå bi >ēn• wa <a>raf  

 
Sir, all my life I have not heard of wisdoms nor have I seen them with my eyes, 
but I know 
 

6 innu lå yihd• an-nås bi-l-kalåm illå al->ulamå< f•-l-masågid wa al-̇ amdu li-llāh  
 
that only the ‘ulamå> in the mosques guide people along the right path (praise 
God) 
 

7 >umr• må >ayyŸt wa ãalabtu ̇ ak•m wa innamå kånat umm• ti>mal l• ad-dawa bi 
 
and my whole life I have never ailed and requested the services of a physician 
…for my mother was providing me with medicine through 
 

8 ma>rifithå… 
 

her knowledge… 

A bit later in the conversation, in response to Ṣāliḥ, Nad•m stated: 
 
 

9 Nad•m: lå tasma> kalåm al-jahalati f•him wa lå tu>awwil >alå mujarribåt an-niså<  
 
do not listen to the words of the ignorant and do not rely on experimenting 
women, 
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10 fa <innahunna in aßabna marra axãa<na miråran. Wa anå al-<ån u>ålijuka bi- 
 
or if they have been correct once, they have erred numerous times. Now, I am 
‘healing’ you with 
 

11 må a>lamhu…wa nȧnu na>lam anna kath•ran min maharat al-aãibbå< yuxãi< f•  
 
what I know. And we know that a lot of (our esteemed) doctors err in 
 

12 ta¡x•ß markaz al-maraËi ȧ yånan fa kayfa nathiq bi-n-niså< wa l-jahala alladh•na  
 
diagnosing the cause of sickness sometimes so how can we be confident in 
women and the ignorant who 
 

13 må qa>ad¥ bayna yaday mu>allim 
 

have never studied with a professor. 
 

14 Íåli˙: ˙ees al-<amr kazålik wa inta ti>raf al-kalåm an-nåfi > min ghayruh wa inta 
 
…the matter is like that and you know beneficial knowledge from other 
knowledge…you 
  

15 al-<ån misl wāld• fa tafaËËal <iqra< al-̇ ikam wa lakin fahhimn•  
 
are now like my father so proceed and read the wise sayings, but help me 
understand 
 

16 allaz• yak¥n bi-n-nȧ w• 
 

what is written in the grammatical language (fuß˙å) 
 

In this brief exchange, Nad•m sets up several dichotomies that portray the 

ignorant woman (especially the rural mother) as an inhibitor to progress. First, he 

contrasts ̇ ak•m (physician) - which Íåli˙ seems to have conflated with wise sayings 

(˙ikam) as outside of his realm of knowledge and useless in his estimation - with ad-

diwå< bi ma>rafithå (healing, medicine through her (Íåli˙’s mother’s) knowledge). He 

also constructs a contrast between the ‘errors’ of mujarribåt an-niså<  (experimenting 
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women) and between his own ability to “heal” Íåli˙ with his knowledge. In the same 

vein, he lumps together al-jahala (the ignorant) and an-niså> (women) (lines 9 and 12) as 

peddlers of potentially harmful ‘knowledge.’ These dichotomies and linkages present a 

gap between modern and “beneficial” knowledge at the hands of scholars and trained 

professionals and harmful ‘advice’ at the hands of the untrained and ignorant, the most 

salient of whom is the rural mother. Furthermore, at the end of the exchange, Nad•m 

emphasizes the ignorance of the mother by having Íåli˙ acknowledge Nad•m as his 

“father,” who could help him discern “beneficial knowledge” from “other knowledge.”  

Nad•m, and other intellectuals who discussed the language during the NahËa, 

presented a set of ideological dichotomies between fuß˙å and >åmmiyya that paralleled 

the dichotomies between the ignorant mother and the enlightened scholar. Just as Nad•m 

contrasted imparters of beneficial knowledge versus imparters of “other knowledge,” he 

and others contrasted fuß˙å’s role as the imparter of scientific and religious knowledge to 

>åmmiyya’s role as an imparter of mere pleasantries, greetings, and the most base 

communication. For example, Nad•m made it clear that fuß˙å was uniquely qualified for 

the role of transmitter of Islam’s sacred texts, as he contended that none of the “so-called 

modern” languages could match fuß˙å’s rhetorical style and all it encompasses of  

“innovation and borrowing, generalization and specialization…ease (of understanding) 

and intricate construction.”114  

In debates on which register was suitable for the importation of modern, western 

knowledge, the prevailing attitude depicted the standard language as the only variety 

capable of translating and transporting that knowledge. In the estimation of many 

scholars that contributed to the debate, the unrefined colloquial language - with no 

literary canon (to preserve it), no true grammatical structure, and no real order - could not 

                                                 
114 Nad•m, “Båb al-lugha,” 470. 
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possibly handle western sciences.115 The order and refinement represented by the arts and 

sciences of the West was to be associated and represented by the ordered and refined 

fuß˙å. Scholars argued that “the western sciences are an important addition and we are 

forced to acquire a knowledge of them; the manner of achieving that is to translate them 

to the authentic language that is regulated in its grammar…”116  

Alternatively, Nad•m and other intellectuals described >åmmiyya as having at best 

a peripheral role in providing explanation of and commentary on authentic knowledge 

and at worst as having “no use outside of necessities that an animal takes care of without 

even using language…”117 Besides ideology related to its current suitability, Nad•m and 

others espoused ideology related to the evolution of the colloquial, relegating it to a 

peripheral role as a degraded form of the standard: “…they (non-Arabs and subsequently 

illiterate commoners among the Arabs) distorted some of the words and mispronounced, 

misspelled and committed solecisms until the colloquial language - called the language of 

the commoners - arose…”118  

Furthermore, just as Nad•m and his “̇ ikam” and “̇ ukamå” < competed against 

“al-jahala”  and “mujarribåt an-niså<” for Íåli˙’s “healing,” so did >åmmiyya and fuß˙å 

compete for the Arabic-speaking community in general. In his works, even while using 

>åmmiyya in the written realm of fuß˙å, Nad•m described fuß˙å as being “under assault” 

by “the army of the colloquial language of the commoners.”119 And as Íåli˙ had accepted 

the “other” (non-beneficial) knowledge that his mother had imparted as authentic and 

healing, Arabs had accepted the commoners’ linguistic distortion, in the form of mixing 

up of letters within words and replacing phonemes for ease of pronunciation, to the point 

                                                 
115 Nadím, “IËå>at al-lugha tasl•m li-l-dhåt ,” at-Tank•t wa at-tabk•t 1, no. 2 (June 19, 1881): 20. 
116 H.H. “Kašf al-ghaãā’ >ammā fī kalām al-Mumkin min al-axãå<” Al-Muqtataf  6 (1882): 693.  
117 Nad•m, “Båb al-lugha,” al-Ustādh 1, no. 20 (January 3, 1893), 471. 
118 Ibid., 467. 
119 Nad•m, “ >Aqd <itif åq,”  226. 
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that through habit of use, the corrupted language (>åmmiyya) took on the appearance of 

an original, traditional language among its users.120  

So, as described in the introduction and briefly above, the search for civilization 

and modernity during the NahËa had given rise to dichotomies of ‘representative of 

modernity and capable of dealing with it’ and ‘representative of backwardness and 

inhibiting true modernity.’ In the prevalent discourse, both the colloquial language and 

women had fallen into the second category. The following section demonstrates how 

Nad•m took a register and a social group that were affiliated with the same realm (non-

civilized and non-modern) and brought them together in a setting that highlighted their 

shared traits and made them not just co-dwellers of the same realm, but inextricably 

linked icons of one another and seemingly natural representatives of the realm.    

II.  SCHOOL FOR GIRLS 

Throughout the pages of al-Ustådh, Nad•m performed a balancing act of 

justifying his calculated use of >åmmiyya in the written realm while setting limits on its 

general employment. His basic justification was that he would use a simple language in 

his journal to conduct a form of dialogue with the masses and elite in speech that they 

“knew and understood,” partially as a means of making knowledge accessible and 

partially as a means of instilling a thirst for knowledge in the ignorant.121 Nad•m noted 

“we resolved to establish a didactic newspaper that includes a short section in the 

colloquial that transforms the ignorant commoner from hatred of hearing books 

(knowledge) to love of them…”122 However, while Nad•m had gone to great lengths to 

justify writing in >åmmiyya in general, education or schools was a realm in which he had 

                                                 
120 Nad•m, “Al-Lugha wa al-<inšå<,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 8 (October 11, 1892): 179. 
121 “know and understand” from Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 19. 
122 Nad•m ,“Båb al-lugha,” 468. 
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been particularly careful. In the following lines from his work entitled “al-Lugha wa al-

in¡å<,” Nad•m makes a careful distinction between a peripheral role for the colloquial in 

education (such as explaining rules) and the primary role of fuß˙å as the transmitter of 

true knowledge.  

as for publishing a chapter in a paper such as al-Ustådh in >åmmiyya, it does not 
have an effect because it is all about relaying the condition of a speaker in his 
normal language…do you not see that the religious scholars and professors, upon 
teaching academic subjects (specifically Arabic grammar) express the 
grammatical rules in >åmmiyya most of the time and that goes for most of the 
other subjects as well. And that does not affect the mind of the listener because it 
is his habitual language. That which would hurt us from the standpoint of 
>åmmiyya is copying scientific books into it and relying on it exclusively for 
speaking and education and writing…123     

When Nad•m had moments in which he publicly questioned his own use of >åmmiyya in 

the written realm, letters from his readers reiterated this same point about the importance 

of maintaining the distinction between >åmmiyya and fuß˙å in the realm of education. As 

one reader noted, “the damage that you fear will happen to the language will not occur 

except through the movement of sciences and education in schools and scholarly 

institutes to >åmmiyya and we will not reach that unless the world returns to barbarism 

(>åda al- kawn ilå al-hamajiyya)…” 124   

Yet, at the same time, as evidenced by the below exchange in which Nad•m 

conversed with Óanaf• about establishing a school in his journal, Nad•m conceded what 

he characterizes as the “school for girls” as a safe environment for >åmmiyya, which he 

dubbed as “lughat an-niswån.” In the exchange, Óanaf• had been designated to address 

the idea of a “school” with Nad•m on behalf of a group that includes a mix of men and 

women: 125   

                                                 
123 Nad•m, “Al-Lugha wa al-<inšå<,”179-180. 
124 A˙mad, “Ray< jumh¥r min al-afåḍil,” 243. 
125 Nad•m, “ >Aqd <itif åq,” 226. 
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Óanaf•: “…we want you to establish a school for us in your journal that teaches 

refined morals (al-axlåq al-laã•fa) and fine manners (al-ådåb al-jam•la); what do you 

say?”  

Nad•m: “With pleasure, however the language of school must be correct Arabic 

(al->arab• al-ßa˙•˙) not the colloquial (al-lugha al->åmmiyya).”  

Óanaf•: “maybe we cannot understand the talk of grammatical Arabic (nȧ w•) 

because it is language that is hard on females and the people of our type. Do you want to 

exclude us from education with your grammatical language?” 

After a few subsequent exchanges… 

Nad•m: “…so, I have gathered you to inform you that I am ready to address you 

in a simple language of the category of the colloquial in its simplicity, but it is real 

Arabic.”    

Óanaf•: “So the language designated for school is correct Arabic.  

Óanaf•: “I want to ask you about something, when you address Laã•fa or another 

female, will you speak to her in correct Arabic or with the language of women (lughat 

an-niswån)?”  

Nad•m: I will speak to her with Arabic that she understands like she understands 

her own normal speech, with no difference.” 

While Nad•m is addressing what he and Óanaf• are calling “school,” it is clear 

that they are talking about something different than the traditional schools and institutions 

that Nad•m and his readers previously addressed when carefully delineating the roles of 

>åmmiyya and fuß˙å in education. That said, the schools addressed here - designed to 

impart “refined morals” and “fine manners” - are no less important in Nad•m’s 

conceptualization of preparing Egypt for modern civilization. As Nad•m reiterated time 

and again, even in his criticism of al-Azhar, practical, preparatory knowledge about 
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hygiene, manners, morality, and health laid the foundation for society at large to receive 

and truly understand scholastic knowledge.  

Below are three pairs of dialogues that appeared in al-Ustådh as the “Madrasat al-

ban•n” and “Madrasat al-banåt” series. Although there were five total girls’ school 

dialogues and four total boys’ school dialogues, each of these three pairs appeared 

together in the same journal, in an apparent package, offering an opportunity to compare 

and contrast. This section will first present a base linguistic analysis to demonstrate how 

Nad•m separates “the language of women” from what he describes as “real” and 

“correct” Arabic that is nonetheless on par with the colloquial in its “simplicity.” It will 

then demonstrate how by the end of the school sessions, Nad•m’s language practice had 

successfully rooted >åmmiyya and women in lower realms of knowledge and domestic 

realms that allowed him to freely interchange the terms “>āmmiyya” and “lughat al-

niså<.” 

Both dialogues in the first pair, which also includes the first appearance of 

“Madrasat al-ban•n,” deal with basic issues of personal and domestic hygiene. In the 

“School for Boys,” Nad•m instructs a young man by the name of ÓåfiΩ, and in the 

“School for Girls,” Óafßa instructs her daughter, Salma.  

Dialogue 1a 126 (Madrasat al-ban•n - Nad•m wa ÓåfiΩ) 
 

1 HåfiΩ: izå kån kazålik <ul l• >alå allaz• yalzamn• lammå [a]nåm wa lammå  
 
That being the case, then tell me what I must do when I sleep and when 
 

2 [a]<¥m min an-nøm. 
 

I wake up.   
 

3 Nad•m: lammå tita>a¡¡å imsh• f•-l-bŸt aw il>ab ma>a ax•k aw uxtak qadra så>a 
 

                                                 
126 Nad•m, “Madrasat al-ban•n: Nad•m wa ÓåfiΩ,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 13 (November 15, 1892): 295-296. 
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After you eat dinner, walk around the house or play with your brother or sister for 
about an hour 
 

4 aw så>ateen li-<agli yinhaËim al-akl ya>n• tib’å nußfi ga>ån wa ba>da zålik ti <la>  
 
or two so that your food digests, meaning that you feel about half hungry. And 
after that, take off 
 

5 siyåbak allat• kunta tal>ab f•-hå wa tilbis siyåb al-nōm wa tak¥n wåsi>a laysa f•-hā  
 
the clothes that you were playing in and put on your sleeping clothes. These 
clothes should be loose fitting without 
 

6 ribåã li-r-rigl wa lå ˙izåm lil-wusã wa lå >imåma >alå ar-ras fa-<inna rabã al-<a>Ëå’ 
 
a band for the leg or a waist belt or wrap for the head, for restricting body parts 
 

7 >ind in-nøm yu’assir f• ta>w•q ̇ arakat ad-damm wa yu˙dis amråËan ßa>ba fa li-
<agli 
 
while sleeping limits blood flow, causing serious illnesses. Also, for  
 

8 titnaffas gildak yilzam tak¥n siyåbak wåsi>a fa-<inna gildak kullu masåmm <ayy 
 
The sake of your skin being able to breathe, your clothes should be loose fitting, 
for your skin is made up of pores (that is) 
 

9 >uy¥n ßagh•ra tuxrug minhå abxira min dåxil il-gasad fa <izå katamtahå  
 
small holes from which vapors inside the body evaporate and if you block them 
 

10 galabta al-Ëarar >alå nafsak wa lå budda an yak¥n nømak f• qå>a naΩ•fa wåsi>a 
 
you will do harm to yourself. You need to sleep in a clean, open space 
 

11 murtafi>at as-sa<f wa ti<¥l li-w ålditak wa illå li-xådimak yi<lib firash al-nøm 
 
with high ceilings. And, tell your mother or your housemaid to flip your mattress 
 

12 kulla yøm wa yiftȧ  il-båb wa š-šabåb•k li- <agli taghy•r hawå’hå wa lå tatruk  
 
every day and to open the door and windows so that air can circulate. Do not 
leave 
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13 f• qå’at nømak ßanåd•< wa lå awån• fa <innahå inn kånat madh¥na aw bihå amti>a 
 
boxes or food containers in your sleeping area for if they are coated (e.g. with a 
greasy substance) or have articles in them 
 

14 imtaßßat al-ašyå’ allat• f•-l-hawå< al-låzima li-ßi˙˙atak.   
 

they will suck in substances from the air that are necessary for your health.   
 
Dialogue 1b127 (Madrasat al-banåt - Óafßa wa bintuhå Salma) 
 

1 Óafßa: š¥f• yå salmå yå bint• awwal ̇ åga tilzam is-sitt minninå innahå ti>raf  
 
Look Salma my daughter, the first thing that a lady must know 
 

2 tart•b maxzanhå tihuãã is-samn f• ˙itta naΩ•f# mitghaãã• ãayyib w# timsȧ   
 
is organization of the pantry. Put butter in a clean, well covered jar and wipe 
 

3 al-må>¥n min barrå kull yōm ȧ san må yig• >alŸhi l-wisix w# yinËȧ  >alå  
 
the container from the outside every day so that it does not get dirty and dirty 
 

4 is-samn w# tirm• >alēh f¥ãa fø< il-ghaṭå >alå shån må yig•sh >alēh dibbån wa lå 
 
the butter. Throw a hand towel over the top so that insects and other 
 

5 ˙åga min ill• tib<å f•-l-maxåzin wa ti̇ uãã al->asal w# s-sukar w# al-marabbåt wa- 
 
things from the pantry do not get in it. Put honey and sugar and preserves and 
 

6 l-˙alawiyyåt f• d¥låb naΩ•f wa tifriš al-̇ åga tȧ tahå wara< bifta naΩ•fa   
 
sweets in a clean cupboard and spread something under them, such as paper or a 
cloth.  
 

7 li-anna z•nat al-wå˙da naËåfit ḥågithå…128 
 

For, the adornment of a lady is the cleanliness of her things… 
 

                                                 
127 Nad•m, “Madrasat al-banåt: Óafßa wa bintuhå Salmå,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 13 (November 15, 1892): 298-
302. 
128 Lines 1-7 are from Nad•m, “Madrasat al-banåt: Óafßa wa bintuhå Salmå,” 298-299. 
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8 w# <in kån >andik xaddåma walla gåriya må tirtikin •š >alēhå  
 
And if you have a maid or servant don’t simply trust her 
 

9 w# timall• š¥f• hiyya biti>mil Ÿh w# titsaww• ēh wa kullu illå farš al-nōm 
 
but always see everything that she is doing. And the most crucial thing is the 
mattress. 
 

10 timall• tinaËËaf• w# tighsil• al-milåyåt kull jum>a fi-¡-¡hitå wa kull yømŸn  
 
Always clean it and wash the covers every Friday in winter and every two 
 

11 w# tålit f • ß-ßēf >alå šån al->ara< w# <ablǝma yinåm gøzik tifattiš• al-maråtib wa 
 
or three days in summer because of sweat. And before your husband goes to sleep 
inspect the mattresses and 
 

12 ˙awålŸn is-sir•r w# tinaffaË• al-li˙åf wa lå tixall• al-xaddåma ti>mil kida bi-l-kayy  
 
around the bed and shake out the cover. Do not leave this for the maid to do 
because 
 

13 yik¥n håga ãil >it is-sir•r zayy <uããa walla dab•b walla ̇ åga baããåla. 129 
 

something could be moving around the bed like a cat or snake or something else vile.    

One immediately notices a difference in ‘styles’ of speech between the dialogues. 

Nad•m conducts “Madrasat al-ban•n” in Simplied Fuß˙å, whereas “Madrasat al-banåt” is 

in Pure Colloquial. Lexically, it is mainly the salient features of Egyptian colloquial, 

present only in “Madrasat al-banåt,” that separate the two dialogues. Examples include 

the use of the standard relative pronouns “allaz•, allat•” (lines 1, 5, 14) in “Madrasat al-

ban•n” versus the use of the colloquial “ill•”, as in (wa ti>affin al mȧ all ill • hiyya f•h…) 

in “Madrasat al-banåt.”130 This difference in usage is also present in the indefinite relative 

                                                 
129 Lines 8-13 are from Nad•m, “Madrasat al-banåt: Óafßa wa bintuhå Salmå,” 301. 
130 Where a line number is present, it refers to the numbered excerpts in this study. Excerpts without a line 
number come from other portions of the same texts, “Madrasat al-ban•n: Nad•m wa ÓåfiΩ,” 295-298 and  
“Madrasat al-banāt: Óafßa wa bintuhå Salmå,” 298-302. 
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pronoun, with the standard, “må” as in (fa inna al-qan¥n lå yamna>u man fa>al må yištah• 

min qab•˙) prevalent throughout “Madrasat al-ban•n” and “ill •” used throughout 

“Madrasat al-banåt” (line 5). This pattern of the standard lexical items in “Madrasat al-

ban•n” and salient Egyptian colloquial items in “Madrasat al-banåt” can also be observed 

in the following: particles of negation “laysa” f•-hå (line 5) versus “muš” as in  (f• mȧ all 

mush nåd•); simple high frequency lexical items, such as “šhay’/ašyå<” (line 14), as 

compared to “̇åga” (lines 1,7, 13); demonstratives, such as “ka(zalik)” (line 1)  versus 

“ki(da)” (line 12); and conjunction/prepositions, such as “mithla” (mithla awlåd), as 

compared to “zayy” (line 13). 

Morphologically, the “Madrasat al-ban•n” text includes occasional full voweling 

of words to indicate proper case endings (i<råb). For example, the word “amråËan” (line 

7) is fully voweled to indicate that it is the direct object in the accusative case, and that it 

should be read as such. For imperfect verb negation, one finds the common colloquial 

“ma…š” construction (line 8) in “Madrasat al-banåt”, as opposed to “lå” as in (wa nabbih 

>alā wālidatak aw xādimatak annahā la tuz>ijak >indamå tinabbihak min in-nōm...) and 

(wa >indamå taq¥m min in-nōm lå tuxrug min al faraš bi-sur>a) in “Madrasat at al-ban•n.” 

Likewise, one finds the standard/formal “lam + imperfect” construction (izå azål >ayn al-

nagåsa wa lam yintašar al-xårig …) in “Madrasat al-ban•n.”131 

The surface subject matter is basically the same and it is difficult to imagine that 

any of the linguistic distinctions mentioned thus far would make “Madrasat al-banåt” 

easier to comprehend for women and commoners. However, when taken together with 

differences in the “level” and amount of knowledge imparted, it becomes apparent that 

the dichotomy of the realm of ‘scientific knowledge’ appropriate to men and to fuß˙å and 

the realm of ‘basic’ information appropriate to women begins to play out in “Madrasat al-

                                                 
131 Ibid, 296 and 297 respectively (last two). 
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ban•n” and “Madrasat al-banåt.” For instance, in explaining what clothes to wear at night, 

Nad•m begins to give ÓåfiΩ explanations related to restricted blood flow (line 7) and the 

presence and role of the skin’s pores (lines 8 - 11). There is no complementary exchange 

of ‘technical’ information of that sort in “Madrasat al-banāt.” The closest approximation 

is the instruction to change the sheets “because of sweat (line 11).” 

 The second pair of sessions continues with the theme of hygiene, with Nad•m 

again instructing ÓåfiΩ and Óafßa again instructing her daughter, Salma. 

Dialogue 2a 132 (Madrasat al-ban•n - Nad•m wa ÓåfiΩ ) 

1 Nad•m: ˙afaẓt ad-dars al-måË• 

You memorized the last lesson? 

2 ÓåfiΩ: na>am wa u̇ ibb an tu>alliman• aß-ßalå kamå wa>adtan• 
 
Yes and I want you to teach me the prayers as you promised. 
  

3 Nad•m: qabla aß-ßalå yalzamuka tata>allum kayfiyyat aã-ãahåra. izå kånat siyåbak 
 
Before the prayers you must learn how to cleanse yourself. If your robe 
 

4 nigsa yilzam an tuãahhirhå bi-l-må< ˙attå taz¥l >Ÿn an-nagåsa wa rå<i˙atuhå  
 
is dirty you must cleanse it with water until the source of uncleanliness disappears 
and along with it its odor 
 

5 in kān lahå rå<i˙a wa lawnuhå in kån lahå lawnun Ωåhirun fi-s-sawb. 
 

if there is an odor, and likewise its color, if there is a visible color. 
 

6 HåfiΩ: wa n-nagåsa llat• yalzam taãh•r as-sawb minhå må hiya? 

And the uncleanliness that must be cleansed from the robe - what is it? 
 

7 Nad•m: hiya al-bawl wa al->uzra sawå< kånå min insån aw ̇ ayawån  
 
It is urine and feces whether they be from a person or animal 

                                                 
132 Nad•m, “Madrasat al-ban•n: Nad•m wa ÓåfiΩ,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 15, 353. 
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8 >indanå ma>åshira ¡šåfi >iyya wa damm al-̇ŸË wa-n-nifås wa damm al-gur¥˙  

 
for us as Shafi’is, and blood from menstruation and childbirth and blood from an 
injury 
 

9 wa al-xamr wa lams al-kalb al-mubt#ll wa l-xanz•r aw bi-yadd mubt#lla  
 
and wine and filth from coming in contact with a wet dog, swine or a wet hand, 
 

10  fa kullǝ hazihi n-nagåsåt izå talawwasa as-sawb bi-šay<in minhå la yaãhur ̇ attå  
 
for if any of these contaminants pollute your robe, it is not clean until 
 

11 yughsal wa taz¥l an-nagåsa wa n-nagåsa l-kalbiyya tughsal sab> marråt minhå  
 
it is washed and the contaminant is gone. And as for the contaminants of a dog, 
they must be washed seven times, 
 

12 marra bit-turåb. 
 

at least once with dirt. 
 

Dialogue 2b 133 (Madrasat al-banåt - Óafßa wa bintuhå Salma) 

 
1  Óafßa: anå šåyfåki bitighsil• hud¥m ixwåtik wiyyå hud¥m ab¥ki  

 
I see you’re washing your sisters’ clothes with your father’s clothes. 
 

2 inti ma ti>raf•š innǝ hud¥m ixwåtik nigsa  w# lammå ti˙uãã•hum f•-l-mayya 
 
Do you not know that your sisters’ clothes are unclean and when you put them in 
water 
 

3  yinaggis¥hå wǝ yinaggis¥ iã-ãišt. 
 

they contaminate your father’s clothes and the washbasin. 

4 Salmå: umål a>mal izzayy 
 
Then how should I do it? 

                                                 
133 Nad•m, “Madrasat al-banåt: Óafßa wa bintuhå Salmå,” al-Ustādh, 1, no. 15 (November 29, 1892): 356. 
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5  Óafßa: timsik• hid¥m ab¥ki tighsil•hå li wa˙dahå w# kull må tighsil• fumm 

 
Wash your father’s clothes separately, and every time you finish one load, 
 

6  ti˙uãã• al-mayya f• ãišt tån• li-agli tighisil• f•hå hud¥m il->ayål  
 
put the water in another basin in which you will wash the family’s clothes… 
 

7  wa in ma kanš# >andik illå ãišt wåhid tighsil• hud¥m ab¥ki fumm wa  
 
and if you only have one basin, wash your father’s clothes as one load and 
 

8  tiãalla>•hum wa ti̇ uãã•hum f•-g-gamb w# tig•b• hud¥m ixwåtik tighsil•hum  
 
then put them to the side and then get your sisters’ clothes and wash them 
 

9  f•-l-ghassåla wa ba>dahå tišåhid•  <•dik bi-šwayyat mayy# w# timayyil• iã-ãišt  
 
in the wash bin and afterwards rinse your hands with a bit of water. Then, lean the 
washbasin 
 

10  w# tißubb• >alŸh k¥z mayya tišåhid•h bih ȧ san <izå ma >amalt•š kida tinaggis•  
 
and pour a pitcher of water over it to rinse it, and if you do not do that you will 
contaminate 
 

11  aã-ãišt wa kull må ti˙uãã• f•h mayya titinaggis w# tinagiss• hud¥m ab¥ki  
 
the basin and when you put water in it it becomes contaminated and the water 
contaminates your father’s clothes 
 

12  w# tib’å >ibådatuh baããåla wa zanbuh f• ra<abitnå w# <abl må tinšur• hud¥m ab¥k  
 
and make his religious rituals invalid, and we would be responsible for his sin. 
And before you dry your father’s clothes, 
 

13  tišåhid•hum fumm tixall• al-hidma f• <•d w# l-k¥z f• <•d w# tißubb• >alēhå  
 
rinse them. Leave the garment in one hand and the water pitcher in the other and 
pour the water over it, 
 

14  w# hiyy# ba>•da >an iã-ãišt w# <ill å in kån >andik ̇ anafiyyat mayya  
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keeping it well away from the washbasin. However, if you have a sink, 
 

15 timsik• al-hidma tȧtahå lammå tigarr• l-mayya >alēha 
 
hold the garment under it and have the water run over it. 

 

Lexically, most of the salient features of the colloquial that separate “Madrasat al-

banåt” from “Madrasat al-ban•n” in dialogue 1 continue to separate the two.  A recurrent 

word in both that argues for separation of ‘styles’ is the fuß˙å rendering of “må<” (water) 

in “Madrasat al-ban•n” (line 4), as opposed to the colloquial rendering of “mayya” (line 2 

and numerous times) in “Madrasat al-banåt.” The interrogative “izzayy” (line 4) from 

“Madrasat al-banåt” is another salient colloquial lexical item that contrasts with “kayf” in 

“kayfiyyat” (line 3) in “Madrasat al-ban•n.”  

Morphologically, the two dialogues contrast with the standard passive 

construction of “yughsal” (line 11) in “Madrasat al-ban•n,” as opposed to the common 

colloquial passive construction found in “titinaggis” (line 11) of “Madrasat al-banåt.” The 

“Madrasat al-ban•n” dialogue also contains the very formal dual construction “kånå” (line 

7). Syntactically, the phrasing “sawå< kån” (line 7) also gives a formal flavor to the 

“Madrasat al-ban•n” dialogue. 

Regarding subject matter and details of the discussion, both dialogues focus on 

hygiene, with the term “najis” as the common link between the exchanges. However, 

whereas the men’s conversation revolves around spiritual matters, the women’s affairs 

revolve around the profane; and with shared traits of profanity and simplicity, the 

colloquial serves as an icon for the women.  

Several times throughout the journal, Nad•m and those who wrote in to support 

him reiterated the use of >åmmiyya in traditional schools for peripheral commentary, such 
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as “…teachers explain(ing) the rules of syntax with >åmmiyya expressions…”134 In 

Nad•m’s modern schools of ‘morality’ and ‘manners’, >åmmiyya took on more than a 

peripheral role.  First, it moved from the oral to the written sphere, and second it was a 

primary transmitter of knowledge in the girls’ ‘school.’ Out of context, this new role for 

the colloquial may be viewed as an increase in its relevance and prestige. However, when 

viewed against the fact that Nad•m also had a separate school for boys, conducted in a 

simplified style of fuß˙å, it becomes apparent that the colloquial had simply assumed a 

new subordinate role in Nad•m’s modern schools, analogous to its subordinate role in 

traditional schools. In these modern schools, in which Nad•m discussed higher culture 

concepts of various issues with ‘boys’ in a code that bordered on fuß˙å, followed by a 

discussion of the lower culture equivalent of the same concept and same issue with ‘girls’ 

in the colloquial, he brought two of the most salient representatives of backwardness 

together in one environment, and rooted them both and together in lower realms of 

modernity-associated knowledge. These ‘schools’ drew on the colloquial and women’s 

shared traits of backwardness and affiliations with uncivilized, unmodern behavior and 

portrayed them as natural and organic representatives of one another. 

III.  DICHOTOMIES  OF MODERNITY  (AT-TAMADDUN  WA  AT-TAWA ÓÓUŠ, 
AL- >ÅLIMIYYA  WA  AL-JAHALA,  AL-INS ÅNIYYA  WA  AL-BAH °MIYYA) 

This section argues that Nad•m’s partitioning of realms of knowledge for his 

modern “school” into realms characterized by registers, and the indexing of the ‘lower’ 

register with the ‘lower’ social group, women, was part of a larger process of linking 

>åmmiyya and fuß˙å with dichotomies of modernity. First, it places Nad•m’s linguistic 

ideology and practice into a salient NahËa-era framework of dichotomy - at-tamaddun wa 

at-tawȧ ˙u¡. It then demonstrates Nad•m’s linking of language ideology and practice in 

                                                 
134 A˙mad, “Ray< jumh¥r min al-afåḍil,” 243. 
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his schools through his linguistic portrayal of two of the NahËa ‘civilization’ dichotomies 

which he directly addressed by name in his works: al->ålimiyya wa al-jahåla (learnedness 

and ignorance) and al-insåniyya wa al-bah•miyya (civility and an animal-like 

primitiveness).  

Part of an 1885 al-Muqtaãaf article, “at-Tamaddun wa at-tawaḥḥu¡,” summarized 

writings of the German scholar Max Müller that compared current social conditions in 

New Zealand with those that persisted before what was hailed as European civilization 

was thrust upon it.135 This article took an alternate look at what was praised as 

“civilization,” citing works from Müller in which he contrasted past generations of 

healthy and strong-bodied New Zealanders with post-European conquest generations that 

learned intoxication and smoking from so-called civilized Europe. This article grappled 

with a common issue in NahËa-era discussions of civilization and modernity - 

questioning the value of the surface trappings of civilization, which may actually be 

detrimental and harmful when transplanted, and attempting to understand that which was 

truly beneficial. In one of the common dichotomies of NahËa intellectual discourse, the 

term at-tawȧ ˙u¡ was a term, that among other things, connoted the inability to discern 

and move beyond surface trappings of civilization and grasp that which was truly 

beneficial.  

So, even though Nad•m did not mention this dichotomy by name, it was what he 

alluded to and portrayed linguistically when Íåli˙ misunderstood and distorted the idea of 

the danger associated with taql•d (blind imitation, especially of European habits in 

Nad•m’s discussions) as a form of achieving civilization or modernity by dropping off 

into the colloquial from a simplified fuß˙å style. 
 

Íåli˙: kayfa yanqul at-taql•d aṭ-ãibå>a wa anå kunt målik • >alå madhhab 

                                                 
135 “at-Tamaddun wa at-tawaḥhu¡,” 393. 
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ab• wa lammå ra<aytn• <aßall• >alå gahl na<altan• ilå madhhabak a¡-¡håfi >• 
 wa ma> zålik fa <innan• >alå ãab>• wa ãab> <ab• wa law kån it-ta<l•d yanqul  
ãibå> il-mu<allad la-kunt al-<ån nȧ •fan mithlak wa da<n• ãaw•la zayyǝ  
da<nak wa >ålim zayyǝ ma inta >ålim wa kunt a>raf kull ma ta’rafhu fa l- 
 ˙ikma d• baããåla wåd•n• <ult lik >alayhå ȧ san må yaq¥l lak >alayhå 
wå˙id ghayr• fa [i]l˙ashå min al-kitåb wallå u¡ãub >alayhå  

 
How does imitation transmit nature? I was Maliki like my father and when you 
saw me praying in ignorance you converted me to your Shafi denomination and in 
spite of that I still have my own nature. If imitation transmitted the nature of the 
imitated, I would now be slim like you and my beard would be long like yours 
and I would be learned like you and would know all that you know, so that 
‘wisdom’ is useless. Here I have told you about this, which is better than someone 
else telling you, so wipe it out of the book or erase it. 136 

Likewise, when he discussed with Óab•b the Egyptian’s discarding of the 

authentic Arabic language, he relegated Óab•b’s concept of at-tamaddun to at-tawȧ ˙u¡ 

by a subtle but conspicuous juxtaposition of registers in parallel phrasing. As discussed in 

Chapter 1, the colloquial relative pronoun “ill •,” when paired with the normally higher 

register concept of at-tamaddun, exposed it for what it really was, at-tawȧ ˙u¡.137  
 

Óab•b: Inta rå˙ tu<>ud tina¡¡if ri <nå w# ti<¥l lughitnå lughitnå miš il- 
insån yid¥r ma>a z-zaman w# yitkallim bi-lughit in-nås ill• wiyyåh w# zayy# 
må t•g• t•g•. 

 
You are going to bore us to death and say our language this, our language that. 
Does a person not change with the times and speak with the language of the 
people that he is with and what will be will be (lit. as it comes it comes)?  

 
          Nad•m: a huwwa då il-kalåm allaz• yaghumm >alå il- <alb. ba<å lamma  
 titkallim bi-lughit Ëuy¥fak w# kulli man gih tåxud lak min lughitu kilmitŸn  
 ˙atta tirakkib lak lugha min hina w# min hina ma ba<•t ghar•b f•  d-diyår w# 
 Ëayya>t magdak w# šarafak. W# ba<å kull# wå˙id min in-nås yi>raf lughitu w# 
 ginsiyyitu w# inta zayy# ˙imår is-sikka kull# man yirkabak ah¥ ßåhbak. huwwa 
 då it-tamaddun ill• bit<¥l¥ >alŸh….    
 

                                                 
136 Nad•m, “at-Taql•d yanqul ṭibā>a al-muqallad,” 61-62. 
137 Nadím, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 19. 
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That talk saddens the heart. When you speak with the language of your ‘guests’, 
and you take words from the languages of all that come along you eventually 
piece together a language from here and there. Haven’t you become a stranger in 
your own home and lost your glory and honor. Every person knows his language 
and nationality, but you are like the street donkey. Every person who rides you 
becomes your master. Is that the civilization that you are talking about? … 
 

An excerpt from al-Zanån•r•’s “Maltreatment of the Gentle Sex” clearly and 

explicitly captures the dichotomy, aligning at-tawahhu¡ with a distorted view of civility 

that tries to appropriate at-tamaddun through superficial trappings, such as a jacket, 

pants, and a watch (‘modern’, western-influenced dress).138 
 

1  huwwa yå tarå at-tamaddun bi-s-sutra w#-l-manãal¥n w#-l-kåt•na w#-s-så>a wallå 
 
I wonder if civilization is a jacket, pants, and watch and chain or [perhaps] 
 

2  bi-l-jaråb il-iswid w# l-gazma al-lammå>a <¥l¥ l• yall• fåkir•n nafsukum riggåla  
 
a black pair of socks or shiny shoes. Tell me those of you who think of yourselves 
as men, 
 

3  yib<åsh ba>d kidå tawȧ ˙u¡ w# nadåla       

aren’t we really talking here about barbarity [lack of civilization] and despicable 
[behavior]. 

     

The third dialogue pair in Nad•m’s “School for Boys” and “School for Girls” 

addresses and linguistically portrays two other dichotomies of modernity that Nad•m 

explicity mentioned in his works - al-jahåla wa al->ålimiyya and al-bah•miyya wa al-

insåniyya. In the following pair of dialogues, both of which deal with public social 

behavior, Nad•m continues to instruct ÓåfiΩ in “Madrasat al-Banin” and in “Madrasat al-

Banåt,” Bahåna, a one-time rural woman who had moved to the city, instructs Sitt al-

Balad, a new arrival to the city.   
 

                                                 
138 Zanån•r•, “S¥< mu>åmalat al-jins al-lat•f,” 1. 
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Dialogue 3a 139 (Madrasat al-ban•n - Nad•m wa ÓåfiΩ) 
 

1 ÓåfiΩ: wa>adtan• f•-d-dars il-måË• an tu>alliman• ¡ay<an min  
 
During the last lesson, you promised to teach me something about 
 

2 al-huq¥q il-madaniyya wa hå anå musta>iddun li-t-talaqq• fa-tafaËËal  
 
civil rights and now I am ready to receive it, so please proceed 
 

3 bi-må tasmȧu bi-hi n-nafs al-kar•ma.  
 

and give me what you got [lit., with that which the generous soul grants]. 
 

4 Nad•m: aråka qad taraqqat afkårak wa daxalta f• ãawrin adab• waßalta ilayh•  
 
I see that your thoughts have advanced and become refined, and you arrived at 
this point 
 

5 bi-[i] ˙tikåk afkårak f• afkåri ixwånak at-talåm•za l-mutanawwira bi  
 
through intellectual contact with your student peers, enlightened by 
 

6 mißbå˙ al-asåtidha l-qå<im•n bi-naqlihim min al-gahåla ilå l->ålimiyya… 
 

the guiding light (literally lamp) of the teachers that are moving them from 
ignorance to learnedness 

 
Later in same dialogue: 
 

7 …wa ̇ raß >alå istiglåb riËå wålidayk bi t-ta<addub ma>ahumå wa t-talaããuf f• 
 
…and be on guard to win the approval of your parents by being polite to them and 
by showing kindness when 
 

8 muxåṭabatihimå wa l-isrå>i f• igåbat ãalabihimå wa l-bu>d >ammå yakrahånih(i) 
 
addressing them and promptly abiding by their desires and staying away from 
what they disapprove of.   
 

9 wa <iyyåk an tuΩhir an-nuf¥ra min <amrin ya<murånika bih  
 

                                                 
139 Nad•m “Madrasat al-ban•n: Nad•m wa ÓåfiΩ,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 16 (December 6, 1892): 364. 
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You should refrain from showing disapproval of what they tell you to do. 
 

10 bal izå amaraka ȧaduhumå bi-<amrin wa ra<aytahu Ëårran bika aw bihi  
 
Rather, if one of them commands you to do something that you think is harmful to 
you or to him 
 

11 aw muxålifan li-l-adabi aw mughåyiran li-må >alayhi abnå< jinsak aw xårijan >an  
 
or impolite or immoral to those of your gender or outside of the (expected) 
bounds of 
 

12 ˙addi ãabaqatak fa talaããaf f• raddihi bi taby•n as-sabab wa Ë-Ëarar.  
 

your class, then respond kindly by bringing to light the reason and the damaging 
effect (cause and effect). 

 
Dialogue 3b 140 (Madrasat al-banåt - Bahåna wa Sitt al-Balad) 
 

1 Sitt al-Balad: a huwwa ma>ånå ˙ittit >ayyil ma i̇ nåsh >årif •n nirabbi•h izayy 
 

 …a little ‘scrap’ of a child and we do not know how to raise him 
 

2  Bahåna: ba<å š¥f• yå Sitt al-Balad yaxt• intum yå fallå˙•n ma ti>raf¥¡  
 

 Look, lady of the village (my dear), you fallå˙•n do not know  
 

3  il-wasåxa min in-naËåfa w# l-wå˙da minkum tif¥t ibnahå yidda>fal f•-t-turåb 
 
filth from cleanliness. Every one of you lets your son roll around in the dirt 
 

4  lammå yib<å >ŸËa wa >•nŸh mu>ammaßa wa gittitu mimardagha f•-ã-ã•n w#  
 
and his eyes get infected and his body is rolling around in the mud 
 

5  l-wȧ l w# d-dibbån >ålå wiššu lammå yib<å ˙åga ti>rif. W# da kullu min >adam 
 
with dirt and flies on his face…a disgusting sight…all of that is from your lack of 
 

6  tarbiyyitkum.  
 

                                                 
140 Nad•m, “Madrasat al-banåt: Bihåna wa Sitt al-balad,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 16 (December 6, 1892): 369 -
370. 
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 proper education… 
 

7  Sitt al-Balad: yåxt• inti <a>da f• dår ˙ilwa, id-dinyå ß-ßala >an-nab• >alŸhå w# 
 
My dear, you are living in a nice house, life is great (literally, O the blessing of 
the prophet) 
 

8  l-<arË niË•fa w#-l-farš niË•f wa l-̇ Ÿãån niË•fa w i̇ nå >åyiš•n zayy  
 
and the floor is clean and the furniture is clean and the walls are clean, but we live 
like 
 

9  il-bahåyim …id-dår mabniyya bi-ã-ã•n w# l-arË ã•n w# šughlinå kullu f• ã-ã•n … 
 

animals …houses built of mud and the floor is mud and all of our work is in the 
mud. 

 

The types of lexical, morphological, and syntactic linguistic differences noted in 

previous dialogue pairs are consistent with those in this dialogue pair. However, this 

dialogue pair presents a clearer divergence in the realms of “knowledge” imparted in the 

“schools.” The common theme of the dialogues is appropriate social behavior, with a 

teacher guiding a pupil who has metaphorically or literally entered into a new 

environment. The “Madrasat al-ban•n” exchange prepares ÓåfiΩ to understand al-huq¥q 

al-madaniyya (civic or civil rights), which included here myriad topics related to proper 

ways of comporting oneself in an educated, refined, and appropriate manner when 

interacting with others, whether learned or not formally educated. ÓåfiΩ’s metaphorical 

new environment is that of a “state of refinement (ãawr adab•),” with Nad•m explicitly 

noting that ÓåfiΩ has now “entered” that environment: “daxalta f• ãawrin adab•” (line 4).   

Sitt al-Balad’s session, on the other hand, focuses on learning to “interact” in a 

new literal environment, as she has moved from the countryside to the city.  Her parallel 

to ÓåfiΩ’s lesson in al-huq¥q al-madaniyya is a lesson in the most basic issues of 

hygiene, raising her children, and learning how to be an obedient wife to her husband. 
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Nad•m’s statement in lines 4 - 6 helps frame the difference in these types of comportment 

and social behavior:  
 
Nad•m: Aråka qad taraqqat afkårak wa daxalta f• ãawrin adab• waßalta ilayh• bi- 
[i] ˙tikåk afkårak f• afkåri ixwånak at-talåm•za l-mutanawwira bi mißbå˙ al- 
asåtidha al-qå<im•n bi-naqlihim min al-gahåla ilå l->ålimiyya… 

 
I see that your thoughts have advanced and become refined and you arrived at this 
point through intellectual contact with your student peers, enlightened by the 
guiding light (literally lamp) of the teachers that are moving them from ignorance 
to learnedness 

 

The key phrase from these lines is the underlined phrase “min al-gahåla ilå l-

>ålimiyya” (from ignorance to learnedness). For, if one were to categorize the realms of 

knowledge imparted in the two dialogues, one could easily place them on separate ends 

of the scale that runs from ‘basic ignorance’ to ‘learnedness.’ What Sitt al-balad learns in 

order to operate in her new, urban environment is the value of keeping her children out of 

dirt and filth and keeping herself presentable to her husband, elevating her ever so 

slightly away from a state of ‘basic ignorance.’ What ÓåfiΩ learns is how to interact in a 

heterogeneous community as an educated and refined member of the community, raising 

him to a level of true learnedness.   

In the “Bahåna wa Sitt al-Balad” and “Nad•m wa ÓåfiΩ” dialogues discussed 

above, Nad•m didn’t explicitly state his ideology, separating realms of knowledge 

(jahåla, >ålimiyya) through linguistic behavior and knowledge, but demonstrated it by 

imparting the women’s “school” in the colloquial and the men’s in a register that at least 

came close to the ‘standard’. Part of the difference between learning to differentiate 

between al-wasåxa and al-naËåfa (knowledge in the realm of al-jahåla) when raising 

one’s children and learning to ‘raise’ the community by interacting appropriately with 

various races and classes (knowledge in the realm of al->ålimiyya) is reflected in 
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linguistic behavior - operating in >åmmiyya for those performing the former and fuß˙å for 

those performing the latter.  

Revisiting dialogue pair 1, for example, the difference in explaining the presence 

and role of the skin’s pores and the dangers of restricted blood flow and simply 

explaining that one must change the linen “because of sweat” (lines 10, 11 Madrasat al-

Banåt), is yet another example of the separation of parallel realms of knowledge and 

indexing them with linguistic behavior. A basic lesson in domestic hygiene delivered in a 

near-fuß˙å register serves as a platform for some basic points of scientific knowledge. A 

paralleling lesson in >åmmiyya drives home the point that “the adornment (z•nat) of a 

woman is in the cleanliness of her things (lines 7, Óafßa wa bintuhå Salma).” 

Besides this dialectic of “al-jahåla wa al->ålimiyya,” Nad•m taps into another 

prominent opposition in modernity-related discussions during this phase of the NahËa, al- 

al-bah•miyya wa al-insåniyya (an animal-like existence and humane civility). The 

juxtaposition of these ideas appeared prevalent among both Arab scholars and westerners. 

In his first edition of al-Argh¥l, Mu˙ammad al-Najjår noted the following: “Society in 

the present era is divided into two realms, good which is known by the name of the 

humanistic (insån•) society and evil, which is called the beast-like (bah•m•) society.”141 

Likewise, in their analysis of the indexing of language with levels of civility in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Irvine and Gal note that European scholars, such 

as Max Müller, characterized Slavonic languages through discourse that placed them on a 

scale ranging from “barbarism” to “civilization.”142 

In his opening dialogue of al-Ustådh, in which he laid out his rationale for 

establishing the newspaper, Nad•m proclaimed himself “̇ab•b al-insåniyya wa >ad¥w al-

                                                 
141 Mu˙ammad al-Najjår, “Xuṭba,” al-Argh¥l 1, no. 1 (September 1, 1894): 19. 
142 Gal and Irvine, 63. 
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bah•miyya…” 143 And although these terms had levels of metaphorical meaning, Nad•m 

brought their presence to bear in a literal sense in his “Bahåna wa Sitt al-Balad” dialogue: 
 
Sitt al-Balad: yåxt• inti <a>d# f• dår ˙ilwa, id-dinyå ṣ-ßala >an-nab• >alēhå w# 
l-<arË niË•fa w#-l-farš niË•f wa al-̇ ēãån naË•f# w i˙nå >åyiš•n zayy il- 
bahåyim …id-dår mabniyya bi-ṭ-ã•n w#-l-arË ã•n w# šughlinå kullu f• ṭ-ã•n … 

This dichotomy of civilization related directly to language in that the colloquial is 

portrayed as limited in its capacity to move along the scale of al-jahåla to al->ålimiyya 

and thus is only suited for the lower portion of the scale that moves from al-insåniyya to 

al-bah•miyya. Knowledge affiliated with a measured move away from al-bah•miyya is 

clearly the realm of knowledge Nad•m imparted to Sitt al-Balad through Bahåna as he 

scolded her for allowing her children to wallow in the mud with filth and flies on their 

faces, and as Sitt al-Balad explicitly pointed out that they lived like beasts (bahåyim, lines 

8 - 9). The colloquial register, which Nad•m later describes in his journal as having “no 

use outside of necessities that an animal takes care of without even using language,” had 

become a natural fit for the “bah•miyya” end of the civilization spectrum.144 

These series of paralleling sessions, each of which represents ‘school’, with one 

person imparting knowledge to another who is on the path to being educated, are 

characterized by their linguistic differences. Even though the women are participating in 

corrective measures (the school), they cannot escape the colloquial. It is as if it is inherent 

in their simple, backward, and superstitious nature. However, the iconization of base 

activities and backwardness with >åmmiyya can only really be understood in contrast to 

the language and subject matter of Boys’ School. The use of >åmmiyya alone in Nad•m’s 

dialogues is not adequate to pinpoint backwardness. Only in the context of the ‘school’ - 

especially when one considers the language of the boys’ school (both pupil and teacher), 

                                                 
143 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 20. 
144 Nad•m, “Båb al-lugha,” 471. 
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the ‘nearly’ parallel subject matter, and the previous designation of school as the realm of 

‘proper’ Arabic - is it apparent that there is an inherent link between the private domain 

and filthy affairs of women and their designated register, >åmmiyya. In other words, up to 

this point, women are not the exclusive group that speaks colloquial, but they are a group 

that speaks it exclusively. 

The Process of Indexing 

Irvine’s examples of iconization (Handwerkerische with farmers, Bäuerisch with 

artisans) that were mentioned at the beginning of this chapter highlight the indexing of 

varieties with social groups based on perceived differences in values. This chapter 

demonstrates the indexing of a register (the colloquial) with a social group (women) 

based on shared qualities of lack of ability to work with higher levels of ‘civilizing’ 

knowledge and lack of ability to operate outside of the domestic realm. And while the 

result of iconization is clear in Irvine’s and similar works, the process by which the 

indexing of a register or variety with a group and the subsequent ‘transformation’ of that 

index until the two appear as natural representatives of one another has not yet been 

examined in detail. This chapter has shown how Nad•m’s series “School for Boys” and 

“School for Girls” present an indexical relationship between a language register and 

certain salient characteristics of a social group. It is important here to note that this 

process of indexing was not taking place in some obscure journal or text that was 

restricted to a small crowd. With the immense popularity of al-Ustādh, one may surmise 

that these dialogues would have enjoyed wide circulation, explicitly spreading Nad•m’s 

preachings on civilization and implicitly rooting women and >āmmiyya in the same 

uncivilized realm.145 For example, in its March 20, 1893 edition, the Times (London) 

                                                 
145 While statistics on journal circulations of the time may not be completely accurate, Nad•m quoted 
statistics that placed al-Ustādh third in circulation in Egypt, trailing only al-Ahrām and al-Muqaṭam as of 
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published an article expressing concern about Nad•m’s anti-European influence in Egypt, 

noting that his al-Ustādh was “stated to have the largest Egyptian circulation amongst the 

native newspapers.” 

Nad•m set the stage for grounding and transforming the indexical relationship 

between women and the colloquial in his very first session of “School for Girls.” In this 

session, Zåkiya, a ‘traditional’ Egyptian woman and Naf•sa, a young Egyptian student, 

engage in conversation about what Naf•sa is learning at her new school (not the School 

for Girls, but her Egyptian school, where she is learning foreign languages and western 

customs). During the course of the conversation, they have the following brief 

exchange.146 

Naf•sa: It is a part of new civilization (at-tamaddun al-jad•d) for a lady to learn a 
European language.  

Zåkiya: Instead of teaching a lady a European language, they should teach her her 
own language and matters of her religion and inform her about raising her 
children and administering her home, not teaching her this empty talk… 

Okay, men learn (different) languages and we can say that they are warranted in 
doing so in order to interact with Europeans and know what they are talking about 
and read their books and understand what is in them. But, we are women, we are 
not going to address an assembly (maglis), and we don’t write newspapers 
(gurnål), and we don’t work as translators, and we don’t travel outside of the 
country, and so on and so on … 

The exchange, conducted in the Pure Colloquial style, clearly aligns language 

with realms of activity and knowledge. Men, whose activities include “interact(ing) with 

Europeans,” “reading their (European) books,” “address(ing) assemblies,” “writ(ing) 

newspapers,” etc., are expected to be conversant in different languages, such as European 

languages. Women, on the other hand, whose affairs include “raising her children” and 

                                                                                                                                                 
January of 1893. See “Bāb al-lugha,” 477. One may also surmise that Nad•m had gained considerable 
notoriety as the voice of the >Urābi revolt.    
146 Nad•m, “Madrasat al-banåt: Zåkiya wa Naf•za,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 11(November 1, 1892): 246 - 247.  
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“administering her home,” have no need for European languages and while neither Naf•sa 

nor Zåkiya elaborates on what language was appropriate for women, the fact that they 

conducted their ‘school’ session in >åmmiyya leaves no doubt with regards to their 

appropriate register.  

Nad•m reinforces and further refines the partitioning of realms according to 

appropriate language register throughout the next several editions of his “School for 

Girls” and “School for Boys.” In traditional schools, as Nad•m explained, fuß˙å was for 

scientific and linguistic knowledge and >åmmiyya had a peripheral non-written role in the 

explanation of rules. In Nad•m’s schools of ‘modernity’ that focused on public morality, 

simplified fuß˙å transmitted in-depth knowledge geared toward attaining true modernity 

(al->ålimiyya, al-insåniyya) while >åmmiyya transmitted only the most base knowledge, 

geared toward making the most basic step away from ignorance (al-jahåla, al-

bah•miyya). By representing women as the exclusive users of this register in the ‘school’ 

environment, and by having them use it exclusively in this new milieu, Nad•m’s language 

practice made lughat an-niswån and >åmmiyya interchangeable. Similarly, this practice 

had the effect of having the voice of women and the colloquial register immediately and 

seemingly naturally conjure images of each other, while both conjured images of 

domestic domains and lower realms of ‘modern’ knowledge.   

The State of the Registers 

It is appropriate at this juncture to step back for a moment and survey the state of 

>åmmiyya and fuß˙å in the late 1890s, a decade and a half after Nad•m first employed it as 

a transmitter of knowledge in at-Tank•t wa at-tabk•t, and after the initial round of debates 

in al-Muqtaãaf over a potential role for the colloquial in the written sphere. Nad•m had 

repeatedly justified his use of >åmmiyya by stating that it would bring knowledge to the 

illiterate commoner in an accessible language. However, al-Muqtaãaf, while proclaiming 
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a similar goal, never reverted to the use of >ammiyya in the written sphere. In 1883, the 

editors had asserted: “(scientific articles) must be written in a language at once 

comprehensible to the simple people and acceptable to the educated. We shall therefore 

seek to select correct and familiar words, simple phrases and uncomplicated 

expressions.”147 The below excerpt from their 1896 article “Cholera in Cairo,” provides 

an example of the type of language they thought would accomplish their mission of 

making knowledge accessible even to the “simple people.”148 
 

1 Wa nu>•du al-<ån ba>Ëa l-̇ aqå’iqi l-muqarrarati llat• yajib an tarsuxa f• 
 

Now, we would like to reiterate the confirmed facts that must be firmly 
established in 
 

2 dhihni kulli wåhidin min al-xåßßati wa al->åmmati wa hiya:                                                                            
 

 the minds of everyone, from the elite and commoner. They are:        
 

3 awwalan. inna l-k¥l•rå lå tadxulu baladan illå bi wåsiãati <insånin mußåbin bihå 
 

 Firstly, Cholera does not enter a location except for by means of persons infected    
 by it 
 

4 aw bi-wåsiãati mawåddin mulaṭãaxatin bi-mubårazåti l-mußåb•na bi-hå sawå<un 
kånat 

 
or by means of articles soiled by fecal matter of those afflicted by it whether 
 

5 tilka al-mawåddu thiyåban aw xiraqan aw faršan aw ghayra dhålika.   
 

 these articles be clothing or rags or linen or other types.                                                                                             
 

6 thåniyan. inna mȧalla m•kr¥bi l-k¥l•rå aw buz¥rihå huwa mubarazåtu  
 

Secondly, the ‘host’ of the Cholera microbe or its ‘spores’ is the excrement of 
 

                                                 
147 Quoted in Marwa Elshakry, “Darwin’s Legacy in the Arab East: Science, Religion, and Politics, 1870-
1914” (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 2003), 30. 
148 “al-K¥l•ra f• al-Qåhira” al-Muqtaãaf 20 (1896): 457. 
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7 l-mußåb•ni bi-hå fa <idhå ttaßalat bi-l-må’i lladh• yastaq• minhu ahlu l-baladi fa 
 

those that are afflicted with it and if the excrement comes in contact with water 
from which residents of a district drink, 
 

8 kullu lladh•na yašrab¥n minhu yak¥n¥n >araËatan li-l-<ißåbati bi-hå  
 

all that drink the water are in danger of exposure to it. 
 

9 wa qad lå yußåbu minhum illå >adadan qal•lan ̇ asab miqdåri l-m•kr¥båti  
 
It is possible that only a small number will be infected, depending on the potency 
of the microbe 
 

10  llat• tadxulu <abdånahum wa ̇asaba ̇ålati mi>adihim wa isti>dådihim… 
 

that enters their bodies and depending on their internal conditions and their 
susceptibility.           

           
11 xåmisan, inna ssab•la l-ma>r¥fa l-<ån li man>i ntishåri l-k¥l•rå huwa 

 
Fifth, the current known method for preventing the spread of Cholera is 
 

12 man>u wuß¥li mubārazåti l-mußåb•na bi-hå ilå l-<anhåri wa t-tura>i  
 

preventing the infestation of rivers and canals with the excrement of those 
afflicted by it 
 

13 wa kulli l-miyåhi llat• yastaq• minhå wa dhålik bi-man>i al-marå˙•Ëi  
 

(and that includes all the water that [people ] drink). That is accomplished by 
preventing toilets 
 

14 min aß-ßabbi f•hå wa bi-man>i ghasli th-thiyåbi l-mulawwathati f•hå.     
 

from flowing into them and by preventing the washing of contaminated clothing 
articles in them.  

 
15 sådisan, idhå lam yakun al-<insånu >alå thiqa <anna al-må’a lladh• ya¡rabuhu 

 
Sixth, If people are not confident that the water they are drinking 
 

16 naΩ•fun min m•kr¥båti l-k¥l•rå wajaba >alayhi an yaršȧahu jayyidan qabla må 
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is clear of the Cholera microbe, he must filter it well before 
 

17 yašrabuhu wa <idhå baqiya f• raybun wajaba >ålayhi an yughl•h ighlå’an thumma 
 

drinking it and if there is still doubt he must boil it and then 
 

18 yubarridahu f• <åniyatin naΩ•fatin fa <inna al-ighlå<a yumayyitu al-mikr¥båt. 
 

 cool it in a clean container, because boiling kills the microbes.149 

The level of language here resembles Nad•m’s in his “Madrasat al-Ban•n” series: 
 

Nad•m: lammå tata>a¡¡å imš• f•-l-bayt aw il>ab ma>a ax•k aw uxtik qadra så>a 
aw så>atayn li-<ajli yanhaËum al-<akl ya>n• tabqå nußf j•>ån wa ba>da dhålik taqla>  
thiyåbak allat• kunta tal>ab f•-hå wa talbis thiyåb an-nawm wa tak¥n wåsi>a laysa 
f• hå ribåã li-l-rajl wa lå ˙izåm li-l-wusã wa lå >imåma >alå ar-ras fa-<inna rabã       
al-<a>Ëå’ >and an-nawm yu<aththir f• ta>w•q ̇ arakat ad-damm wa yu˙dith amråËan 
ßa>ba fa li-<ajli tatanaffas jildak yalzum an tak¥n thiyåbak wåsi>a fa-<inna jildak 
kulluhu masåmm <ayy >uy¥n ßagh•ra taxrug minhå abxira min dåxil al-jasad …150 

So, if Nad•m’s introduction of the colloquial into the written sphere arguably did not 

make knowledge significantly more accessible from the standpoint of being 

comprehensible, one may ask what the introduction of >åmmiyya into the written sphere 

did offer. Perhaps part of the answer lies in excerpts, such as the one below, from al-

Zanån•r•’s al-Ghazåla. This excerpt, also on cholera, appeared one month after al-

Muqtaãaf ‘s “Cholera” article.151   

 
1 qabla kulli šay< nuqaddim a¡-¡ukr li-l-mawlå >alå nuqßån hådhå  

 
Above all, we thank the Lord for the decrease in this 
 

2 al-maraË al-mal>¥n wa nas<aluhu >azza wa galla <an yaqãa> xabarahu  
 

                                                 
149 “al-K¥l•ra f• al-Qåhira,” 457. 
150 Nad•m, “Madrasat al-ban•n: Nad•m wa ÓåfiΩ,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 13, 295-296. Here, this text is 
transliterated as it is written in order to demonstrate that as it is written it is on the same level of 
comprehensibility as the al-Muqtaṭaf text. Note, for example the similar ‘scientific’ vocabulary and fuṣḥā 
expressions. 
151 J. Zanån•r•, “Aj å<ib al-k¥l•rå,” al-Ghazåla 1, no. 1 (July 1, 1896), 4. 
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abominable disease and we ask him, he is ever honored and gloried, to end it 
 

3 bi-<aqrabi waqt thumma innanå mamn¥n•n xåliß li-maßla˙at iß-ßi˙˙a  
 

as soon as possible. We are sincerely grateful to the health authority 
 

4 li-må bazalat-hu min al-i>tinå’ az-zå<id f• <amr in-naΩåfa wa llaz• minhu.  
 

for the serious effort it has exerted in the matter of hygiene and what is related to 
it. 

 
5 ba>d kida niË˙ak shwayya 

 
After that, we laugh a bit. 
 

6 al-ārå’ kånat muxtalifa f• ˙aq•qat wuj¥d al-k¥l•rå min >ådamhu. nås qål¥ innahu 
 

Opinions have differed on the existence or lack of existence of cholera.  Some say 
that it 
 

7 huwwa bi->ēnuh wa nås qål¥ inna al-kalåm då kidb an-nihåya kån må kånšǝ  
 

definitely exists and some say that that talk is a lie. In the end, whether it existed 
or not, 
 

8 ahuwa taqr•ban zål ni˙miduh. i̇ nå d•-l-waqti f•-l-mulabbis.  
 
it has practically disappeared (praise him). We are now on the issue of the 
“Demon.” 
 

9 law iktaf¥ aß˙åb al- >u<¥l ill • mish xas•fa <aw• bi- i>tiqådhum  
 
If those who are not out of their minds are content with their belief 
 

10 bi->adam wug¥d al-k¥l•rå wa bi-anna al-mulabbis huwwa ill• kån yumawwit  
 
that there is no such thing as cholera and that the “Demon” is what is killing 
 

11 an-nås kunna Ëȧ aknå shwayya wa ta<assafnå ziyåda li-xasåfat >uq¥lhum …  
 
people we may laugh a bit, but be sorry even more for the ignorance of their 
minds. 
 

12 lākin ill • Ëahaknå kit•r <aw• wa yixall•nå nita<assaf aktar wa aktar  
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But what makes us laugh much more and yet leaves us even more sorrowful 
 

13 huwa qawl ba>Ë al-afandiyya bi-manãal¥nåt bi-innahum ¡åf¥ bi->ēnēhum  
 
is the talk of some of the effendiyya class (with pants) that they saw it with their 
eyes, 
 

14 mi¡ ˙add <ål lu-hum bi->ēnēhum al-ithnēn ¡åf¥ al- mulabbis  
 
and nobody told them, with their own two eyes they saw the demon, 
 

15 ma¡• li-wa˙adu bi-s-sikka wa innu kån yaghãasu yaẓhar tån•  
 
walking in the street by himself and he was disappearing and reappearing again 
 

16 bi alwån muxtalifa min abyaḍ al-aṣfar al-ȧ mar  
 
with different colors - white yellow, red (a˙mar). 
 

17 lakin mi¡ ȧ mar min u<¥l al-afandiyya al-mazkur•n  
 
But it was not more stupid (a˙mar) than the minds of these effendiyya 
 

18 ill • law anßafat al-huk¥ma law waËa>at hum bēn al-magån•n 
 
whom the government would be justified in putting away with the insane. 
  

19 al-ma<ã¥>a  al-amal min ¡afåhum ilå bi-a>j¥ba min rabb al->ålim•n  
 
And the only hope for their recovery would be that the wonders from God 
 

20 tak¥n a>Ωam min a>j¥bat al-mulabbis ill• yamš• zayy al-manådam•n  
 
are greater than the wonders of the “Demon” that walks like our companions 
 

21 wa allah nas<al an yu>azz• >alayhum qalbinå al-̇ azēn.  
 
 and (by God) may our hearts have pity on them. 

 

With the exception of the term “xåliß” (line 3), al-Zanån•r• begins the passage 

with a few lines in what could pass as standard Arabic, not much different than Nad•m’s 
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Simplified Fuß˙å or the simple language in al-Muqtaãaf. However, in line 5, he 

transitions to >āmmiyya (triggered by the term “kida”) and begins his humorous and 

satirical look at even the ‘educated’ class that had denied the scientific facts of cholera 

and had turned to a ridiculous rendition of a folk tale involving a beast that roamed the 

streets killing people. His transition to >åmmiyya as he begins his humorous exposure of 

the ignorant and superstitious ways of even the effendiyya class aligns >åmmiyya with the 

same ignorance that he uses it to describe. His rhetorical use of the language, such as the 

repetition and play on the word (a˙mar) in line 17 is reminiscent of the rhetorical use of 

the colloquial in Nad•m’s works.  

Zanån•r• and Nad•m drew on the ideology of the authoritative nature of fuß˙å 

(fuß˙å being “introduced” in these specific instances through the rhetorical style 

associated with it) to convey social meaning. Nad•m tapped into the authority of fuß˙å to 

portray himself as a qualified social commentators and to elevate his statements above 

the simpler standard language or colloquial language that surrounded them. Zanån•r• 

tapped into the authority of fuß˙å to expose a lack of authority and substance where one 

may expect it. The key point is that the juxtaposition of registers, and resulting 

sociolinguistic styles, is what is most relevant in this look back at the state of the 

language. The fact that >āmmiyya is used is not meaningful in and of itself; rather 

meaning is created in the interplay of >āmmiyya and fuṣḥā and all that they represent of 

authority, understanding, and civilized modernity, or lack thereof.    

CONCLUSION 

In a cycle in which ideology informed and influenced practice and practice in turn 

informed and influenced ideology, the juxtaposition of registers expressed basic 

ideologies of relationships of authority and authenticity in these registers and transformed 

them, through practice, into ideologies related to where the registers stood in the NahËa’s 
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cultural milieu. Early on, Nad•m spoke in >åmmiyya, but drew on the authenticity and 

authority of fuß˙å by inserting fuß˙å features into colloquial frameworks when making 

key points about modernity. In doing so, he created a loose affiliation between fuß˙å, the 

transmitter of the most salient elements of modernity and >åmmiyya, the transmitter of all 

else, to include at times the nonsense that exposed a misunderstanding or distortion of 

true modernity. Over the course of several months, Nad•m’s linguistic practice 

transformed an ideology that had the registers loosely affiliated with levels of 

understanding of modernity to an ideology that tightly aligned the registers with concepts 

on opposite ends of the modernity spectrum and aligned the colloquial with the most 

salient cultural image of backwardness, the antithesis to modernity - the rural Egyptian 

woman. This alignment of the colloquial with the antithesis of modernity became the new 

baseline in the ideology-practice cycle in Nad•m’s journal, al-Ustådh.   
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PART 2: TAÓDH°B AL- >ĀMMIYYA 

Chapter 3: FROM WRITING IN THE COLLOQUIAL TO WRITIN G 
OUT THE COLLOQUIAL  

In a dialogue in one of his later editions of al-Ustādh (February, 1893), >Abdallah 

al-Nad•m encounters one of his old acquaintances, al-Mu>allim Óanaf•, who immediately 

greets him and starts a bit of small talk in >åmmiyya. Nad•m quickly cuts him off and 

states the following:  

You, Hanaf•, remain ignorant…you say ‘ma f•š’ and ‘lēh’ and speak with the 
common language (al-kalām al->āmmī) despite the fact that you befriended me a 
long time ago…You can speak with colloquial (balad•) speech in nice expressions 
that please the ignorant and the learned and for which no one shames you…so be 
resolved to imitate me in speech… 152  

Nadīm’s reprimand of Óanafī implied that after befriending and spending time with an 

educated person, one would no longer have a need for the most salient features of the 

colloquial language. Using Irvine and Gal’s definition of erasure, this chapter traces 

Nad•m’s attempt to erase the colloquial register from his works.  

Erasure is the process in which ideology, in simplifying the sociolinguistic field, 
renders some persons or activities (or sociolinguistic phenomena) invisible. Facts 
that are inconsistent with the ideological scheme either go unnoticed or get 
explained away. So, for example, a social group or a language may be imagined 
as homogenous, its internal variation disregarded. Because a linguistic ideology is 
a totalizing vision, elements that do not fit its interpretive structure-that cannot be 
seen to fit-must be either ignored or transformed.153 

Specifically, this chapter argues that after Nad•m’s January 1893 edition of al-Ustådh, he 

gradually made the colloquial ‘invisible’ by removing it from his dialogues and 

rationalized its disappearance by implying that an educated, modern Egyptian would not 
                                                 
152 Nad•m, “Óanaf• wa Nad•m,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 28 (February 28, 1893): 662. 
153 Gal and Irvine, 38-39. 
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have any use for the register, even in his normal conversation among friends. This 

chapter demonstrates a gradual removal of the colloquial from the written realm through 

a steady reduction of its scope, both from an ideological standpoint and from the 

standpoint of practice.  

Section I, “Historical Accident or Natural Law” examines Nadīm’s language 

ideology and practice within the context of prevalent discussions on the language that 

portrayed the language as an ever growing and evolving organism, subject to ‘natural 

law.’ While these discussions shaped arguments on myriad topics related to the Arabic 

language, this section focuses on arguments that interpreted the application of ‘natural 

law’ to language to mean that whatever language had progressed, changed, and evolved 

along with its speakers represented a living entity, while a language that had remained 

fixed no longer adhered to natural law and was consequently dead. 

These discussions often overtly stated or alluded to the idea that the ever changing 

spoken language, >āmmiyya, was in adherence to ‘natural law, while the fixed and 

unchanging fuṣḥā was dead. Nadīm did not view the rise and spread of the colloquial as 

‘natural law’, but as what this chapter refers to as ‘historical accident’ - historical events, 

such as the mixing with foreigners and internal decay, that led to mistakes in the 

language. However, despite his ideology that leaned heavily toward ‘historical accident,’ 

Nadīm’s practice of writing in the colloquial brought him closer to those that argued that 

the colloquial was ‘alive’. This tension arose from the fact that while Nadīm did not view 

the colloquial as a ‘natural’ and inevitable stage of the Arabic language, he acknowledged 

that its prevalence had made it habitual and normal among the Arabs. Therefore, to 

effectively disseminate knowledge, he would have to open the written realm to this 

accidental register. That said, always looming in the background of Nadīm’s works in 

>āmmiyya was the idea that he was using a flawed register that had not come about as a 
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natural stage of the standard language, but as a mistake-laden offshoot. When Nadīm did 

finally stop writing in >āmmiyya, it was an article written from the ‘natural law’ 

perspective that he most vehemently attacked. And it was with idea that the colloquial 

language was “dead” that he lashed out.     

Section II, “Threatened Parameters” argues that while Nadīm saw a role for the 

colloquial in expanded realms, he did not intend for it to move to these expanded realms 

without parameters. The first parameter Nadīm envisioned was that writing in >āmmiyya 

would occur at the hands of capable scholars who understood the appropriate purpose for 

placing >āmmiyya in the written realm and the proper contexts in which to use it. The 

second parameter was that these scholars would use it in such a way that it remained 

subordinate to fuß˙å, and did not arise as a viable competitor (muzåḥima) or successor. 

After indications that his readers were eager to try their hands at writing in the colloquial 

and after the publication of Sir William Wilcock’s article “Why the Egyptians No Longer 

Possess the Power of Invention” in the journal al-Azhar  (January, 1893), Nadīm feared 

that these parameters had become threatened. As Nad•m conflated Wilcock’s argument 

with a similar argument made by Am•n Shumayyil in Nad•m’s own at-Tank•t wa at-tabk•t 

in 1881, he adopted a tone that was much less accommodating to >åmmiyya. As he 

adopted a less accommodating tone, Nad•m hardened his rhetoric about the language, 

portrayed his own use of the colloquial as only a temporary measure, and characterized 

the colloquial as a ‘dead’ register that served no purpose in the community.  

Section III, “Reconstructing Parameters” demonstrates Nadīm’s attempts to 

‘erase’ the idea that an educated Egyptian would have any need for the colloquial 

register. In stages, he erased the register from the domain of male speakers by labeling it 

‘the language of women,’ and subsequently erased it from the mouths of all of his 

speakers after he had labeled it as ‘dead.’ However, shortly after he erased the register, 
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Nadīm revealed a plan to bring it back into the written realm through a journal that would 

deal strictly with women’s affairs. Despite Nadīm’s firm ideological stance against the 

colloquial, the register was too valuable a tool in his civilizing project for him to ever 

completely abandon it. Besides making knowledge accessible, it was a gauge for where 

individuals and groups were on the journey to civilization. It was also a tool for attracting 

the commoner to knowledge and for portraying the disciplining of the uncivilized through 

teaching them how to speak properly, which was nearly synonymous with teaching them 

civilization and modernity itself.       

I.   HISTORICAL  ACCIDENT  OR NATURAL  LAW  

As discussed in the Introduction of this study, one of the seminal Nahḍa-era 

debates on potential public roles for >āmmiyya and fuṣḥā took place in a series of articles 

in the early 1880s in the Lebanese journal, al-Muqtaṭaf. The journal’s editors, Ya>qūb 

Sarrūf and Fāris Nimr set the debate in motion with their article entitled “Al-Lugha al-

>Arabiyya wa an-najå˙ (The Arabic Language and Success).”154 In the article, the authors 

focused on the challenge presented by the diglossic nature of the Arabic language. They 

contended that the gap between the spoken and written languages left a large segment of 

society unable to access scholarly knowledge that was transmitted in the written register 

(fuṣḥā), which was largely inaccessible to the masses and only truly understood and used 

among the intellectual elite and specialists in select fields. The challenge, as they saw it, 

was to make the “commodity” of language both widespread and accessible, opening the 

doors of opportunity and success to all classes of Arab society, just as they had observed 

in European communities in which the spoken and written languages were close to one 

another or one in the same.155   

                                                 
154 Ya>qūb Sarr¥f and Fāris Nimr, “al-Lugha al->Arabīyah wa al-najā˙,” 353. 
155 Ibid., 352. 
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Their initial article proposed three potential solutions to the challenge of making 

the language and therefore knowledge more accessible: replacing Arabic with a foreign 

language, replacing the written language with the spoken language, and replacing the 

spoken language with the written language. After immediately discarding the first option 

as simply unacceptable to them and to their readers, Sarrūf and Nimr laid the groundwork 

for the follow-on discussion of the second two. As they developed their ideas, they 

presented the options within a framework of ‘naturalness’. They portrayed their first 

option - that of replacing the written language with the spoken - as the option that most 

closely adhered to “the laws of nature (šarā<i>u aṭ-ṭabī>a)” that dictated that languages 

change with the chang(ing) of time.156 Referencing the situation with European 

languages, such as Italian, they further described the ‘canonization’ of the spoken 

language as the “natural course of events (al-majrā aṭ-ṭabī>ī).”157 At the same time, 

hedging their statements so as not appear in support of any type of assault on fuṣḥā, they 

described the third option, replacing the colloquial with the standard (written language), 

as the “most honorable,” “safest,” and “most beneficial” (ašraf, āman, anfa>) path.158   

This dichotomy of the “natural” versus the “honorable” path provides an apt 

framework for understanding how many of the Nahḍa intellectuals that discussed roles 

for >āmmiyya and fuṣhā couched their arguments. For the most part, those that promoted 

the “natural” path argued from a perspective that this study will refer to as ‘natural law.’ 

The natural law perspective contended that language, like all natural phenomena such as 

living organisms and their body parts, was subject to constant growth and change. 

Therefore, with regards to fuṣḥā, this perspective contended that it was futile to attempt to 

maintain competence in a constructed register with fixed forms that defied change. 

                                                 
156 Ibid. 
157 Ibid. 
158 Ibid. 
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Proponents of the natural law perspective contended that the loss of competence in fuß˙ā, 

which made written knowledge largely inaccessible to the illiterate masses, was natural 

and inevitable, as fuß˙å represented a synchronic look at what was observed in the Arabic 

speech community nearly a millennium ago.  

Those that promoted what Sarrūf and Nimr referred to as the “honorable” path - 

that of consciously preserving fuṣḥā and not only not yielding any of its roles to 

>āmmiyya, but expanding its roles - often argued from a perspective that this study will 

refer to as ‘historical accident.’ The historical accident perspective generally contended 

that the Arab community’s loss of competence in fuṣḥā was not inevitable, merely 

representing adherence to the laws of nature, but was the result of historical events that 

paved the way for neglect and willful eradication of a once glorious, uncorrupted and 

accessible language register. With this perspective, preserving fuṣḥā’s role in the realm of 

written knowledge was indeed the “most honorable,” “safest,” and “most beneficial” 

(ašraf, āman, anfa>) path for the Arabic-speaking community.159   

Language Change as ‘Natural Law’  

Language was just one of the entities in myriad disciplines thrust into theoretical 

frameworks of natural law during the late nineteenth-century Arab Nahḍa. Ideas of 

natural law had acquired new context, meaning, and application throughout the world 

during the late nineteenth century, largely through the works of Charles Darwin and those 

that informed, interpreted, challenged, and applied his theories. Sarr¥f and Nimr had 

introduced Darwin’s theories to the Arab East through their journal which they launched 

in Beirut (1876) and later migrated to Cairo (1884).160 Given wider social application 

through the works of Herbert Spencer, ideas of origin, struggle for existence, and survival 

                                                 
159 Sarr¥f and Nimr, “al-Lugha al->Arabīyah wa al-najā˙,” 353, as quoted in Helge Daniels, 86. 
160 Marwa Elshakry, 25. 
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of the fittest offered significant explanatory and prescriptive power about the progress 

and decline of civilizations. Numerous articles in al-Muqtaṭaf dealt with variations on the 

theme that if one understood that “society (along with social entities) … like biological 

organisms … (were) subject to natural principles and susceptible to laws of evolution and 

decline,” one could seek to ascertain and obtain the key traits necessary to prepare one’s 

own society for the ‘struggle for survival’.161  

The Arabic language was not immune to being caught up in the whirlwind of 

discussion that emplaced nearly every social and biological entity in these new 

frameworks of natural law. For example, in paving the way for a modernized version of 

fuṣḥā that would transport new scientific and social knowledge, in new vessels (history 

books, historical novels, cultural articles), and to a new reading audience, Jurjī  Zaydān - 

the Lebanese scholar and founder of the Egyptian journal al-Hilāl - worked with the trope 

of the language as a body or living organism, operating in accordance with Darwinian 

ideas of natural laws of development and the struggle for survival. In his early works, he 

focused on the idea that language was formed and evolved in accordance with natural 

laws, evolving in a never-ending process that suits the needs and intellectual development 

of the society.162 Later, he developed this line of thought more clearly with assertions that 

language, like a body, was in a constant process of growth and change. He asserted that 

in the body, old cells die and are replenished, and in the language the same natural law 

would call for new forms and expressions to replace older forms that ‘died off’.163  

Likewise, >Abd al-Qādir al-Maghribī, Syrian religious and linguistic scholar and 

one of the original members of Cairo’s Royal Academy of the Arabic Language, drew 

                                                 
161 Ibid., 102 quoting from “Hayawån hå’il” al-Muqtaãaf 10 (1885): 118. 
162 Zaydån, al-Falsafa al lughawiyya wa al-alfåΩ al->Arabiyya, 2nd ed. (Cairo: Dār al-Hilāl, 1969), 49. 
163 Jurj• Zaydån, Zaydån, Tår•x al-Lugha al->Arabiyya: xāḍi> li-nām¥s al-irtiqā< bi-i>tibår annahå kå’in 
ḥayy nåm (Beirut: Dār al-ḥadātha, 1980). This analogy is developed throughout the work. See, for example, 
pages 33-34. 
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parallels between the growth and development of the human body and that of the 

language when he built his case for the entry of modern scientific and social terminology 

into Arabic.  He accused those opposed to allowing new terminology into the language of 

having wrongfully “fought entry of foreign expressions into the structure of the language 

like the entry of microbes of malignant diseases” into a human body.164 As opposed to 

‘microbes’, al-Maghribī likened new lexical items to nutrients that the body transformed 

into building blocks for development and growth.165 In al-Maghribī’s formulation, it was 

sound and rational thinking to assess that in incorporating foreign elements, the language 

was expanding in accordance with what he deemed “natural laws of growth and 

development,” as seen in other entities subject to growth, such as the human body that 

rejuvenated itself “throughout the lifecycle of man.”166 Zaydān and al-Maghribī’s 

applications of ‘natural law’ to language serve as examples of the prominence of the 

theory among prominent Nahḍa scholarly works on the Arabic language. However, just 

as both scholars used it to promote their own versions of necessary language change 

within fuṣḥā, other scholars used it to discuss or promote various degrees of ‘abandoning’ 

fuṣḥā.  

In his article “Kalimat ghay¥r >alå lughathi” (A Word from One Who is Sincerely 

Concerned with His Language), for example, Am•n Afand• Shumayyil told the story of 

fuṣḥā having reached its end (death) in the life cycle that plays out in natural law.167 He 

relayed a narrative in which the lack of competence in fuß˙å among Arab speakers had 

resulted in loss of real communicative function for fuṣḥā, a point that many languages 

                                                 
164 >Abd al Qådir Al-Maghribī, Kitāb al-ištiqāq wa at-ta>rīb, 2nd ed. (Cairo: Matba>at at-ta<l•f wa at-tarjama 
wa an-našr, 1947), 5. 
165 Ibid., 18. 
166 Al-Maghribī, 10. “lifecycle of man” from pg.18. 
167 Am•n Afand• Shumayyil, “Kalimatu ghay¥r in>alå lughatihi,” at-Tank•t wa at-tabk•t 1, no. 5 (July10, 
1881): 68 - 70. 
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reached as they completed their natural cycles of life; and therefore, fuß˙å was dead. 

Shumayyil contended that even though a language may have the trappings of life, such as 

the circulation of honored works it had produced, it only resembled a living language in 

appearance. In actuality, if it were not widely spoken and understood, and thus served no 

real communicative function, it was in a state of death or near death.168 By presenting 

Latin, ancient Greek, and Indian (Sanskrit) as examples of currently ‘dead’ languages that 

once enjoyed prestige - partially due to their eloquence and structure, such as “brevity of 

expression” and “firmly entrenched  rules” - Shumayyil cast a warning to the partisans of 

fuß˙å who tried to cling to it because of what they perceived as its similar virtues.169     

A series of articles in al-Muqtaṭaf under the title “Tawallud al-lughåt wa 

numuwuhå (The Generation and Growth of Languages, 1886)” presented arguments 

similar to Shumayyil’s.170 The authors contended that not only was change a natural 

phenomenon for language, but that change in the language needed to occur “without 

intent and without planning, freely and naturally.”171 As evidence for the naturalness of 

language change, they presented the French and English languages of the current period 

which bore little resemblance to the same languages from centuries ago.172 They asserted 

that languages that had “died” (Greek, Sanskrit, Latin) were no longer growing and this 

lack of growth signaled death to an entity that the authors deemed to be like a living body 

that went through cycles of “birth, early development, youth, old age, decrepitude, and 

death.”173 The authors of the series were careful not to portray their discussion as a 

wholehearted pitch to do away with fuṣḥā in favor of a written form of >āmmiyya. 

                                                 
168 Ibid. 
169 Ibid. 
170 al-Muqtaṭaf 10: a series of articles under the title “Tawallud al-lughåt wa numuwuhā,” (1886). 
171 “Tawallud al-lughåt wa numuwuhå: f• thub¥t al-lughåt wa taghayyuriha,” al-Muqtaãaf 10 (1886): 581. 
172 Ibid. 
173 Ibid. 
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Instead, they pointed to European scholars (modern linguists) who faulted the Arabs for 

hindering the natural development of the language, and who called for employing the 

colloquial in writing (tadw•n) like the Europeans had done with their spoken registers, 

such as Italian.174 In doing so, they made it clear that fuṣḥā, which the Arabs had tried to 

keep in a near ‘fixed’ (unnatural) state for centuries, was in danger of ‘death.’  

Language Change as ‘Historical Accident’  

In Part 1, this study analyzed one of Nadīm’s conversations with his colleague, 

Óabīb, that included the following exchange.  

Óabīb:  You are going to bore us to death and say our language this, our language 
that. Does a person not change with the times and speak with the language of the 
people that he is with and what will be will be (lit., as it comes it comes)?  

Nadīm:  This is the kind of talk that saddens the heart…every person knows his 
language and nationality, but you are like the street donkey (ḥimār is-sikka). 
Every person who rides you becomes your master. Is that the civilization that (it-
tamaddun illī) you are talking about…175 

In this exchange, Nadīm did not offer a sophisticated or scientific refutation of the idea 

that language change was natural and inevitable. However, in portraying language 

“laissez faire” as a distortion of the concept of civilization, he made it clear that the 

language and its speakers could not simply be left to stray from their origins in 

accordance with vague notions of ‘natural law.’ To Nadīm, the true Arabic language did 

not simply represent some abstract notion of a body or organism for which deviation such 

as the colloquial represented new growth, natural change or development. As such, 

Nadīm’s narrative of the inception and ascent of >āmmiyya was not a story couched in 

terminology affiliated with natural law and ‘development.’ Instead, he framed the decline 

of fuß˙å in terms of mistakes, neglect, and willful eradication of the language, with 

                                                 
174 “Tawallud al-lughåt wa namuwuhå: f• i¡tiqåq al-lughåt ba>Ëuhå min ba>Ë,” al-Muqtaãaf 11 (1886 ): 77. 
175 Nadīm, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 19. 
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varying degrees of complicity and agency in ‘killing’ the language and with it the ‘honor’ 

and ‘glory’ of Arab civilization.176   

Here, it is worth noting that the basic story delineating the appearance and spread 

of the colloquial was nearly the same from both the ‘natural law’ and ‘historical accident’ 

perspectives. The following two excerpts, one from Nadīm and one from the al-Muqtaṭaf 

article touting natural law, demonstrate this point. In tracing the appearance and spread of 

the colloquial, both tell a similar story of >āmmiyya being the product of ‘distortion’, 

‘mispronunciation’ and ‘mixing’ with foreigners who could not properly pronounce 

Arabic. While the particular excerpt from Nadīm harps more on ‘mixing’ with foreigners 

and the al-Muqtaṭaf excerpt harps more on the mistakes of the commoners, both moved 

regularly between the two themes in their extended arguments.      

When newly integrated Arabs (musta>rib¥n) tried to speak the language, they 
mixed up letters (˙arraf¥) to help them pronounce the words …and the more that 
non-Arabs entered Islam, the more that mixing of letters (ta˙r•f) and substituting 
incorrect letters for the original letters in words (istibdål) occurred …and as the 
speakers (both Arab and newly anointed Arab) became used to these words, a new 
language developed that was not Arabic and not a (known) foreign language, and 
it was called >åmmiyya (Nadīm, 1892).177 

…Arabic was afflicted by what had struck other well-known languages, such as 
Sanskrit and Greek and Latin - that is knowledge was limited to a small circle of 
the elite (xåṣßa) and they preserved the language and its rules while the masses 
found themselves on the path to change and substitution and distortion due to the 
limited distribution of knowledge among them. Their language also became 
corrupted by their mixing with their neighbors, and the language became two 
languages - the written language and the spoken language like it has persisted to 
this era (al-Muqtaṭaf, 1886).178 

                                                 
176 Nad•m , “Al-Lugha wa al-<inšå’,” 169. 
177 Ibid., 169. 
178 “Tawallud al-lughåt wa numuwhå: f• i¡tiqåq al-lughåt ba>Ëuhå min ba>Ëi,” 77. 
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The true difference between the two perspectives lay in the analysis of the inevitability 

and level of culpability associated with the spread of >āmmiyya, and finally in what to do, 

if anything, about it.  

As Nadīm filled in the editorial around the basic story of the appearance and rise 

of the colloquial, he did not speak in terms of inevitability or naturalness as had 

Shumayyil and the authors in al-Muqtataf. In his analysis, the persistence of >āmmiyya 

reflected a series of unfortunate internal and external circumstances that had led to the 

decline of fuṣḥā. For instance, persistent preoccupation with internal and external wars, at 

the expense of education and dissemination of knowledge, allowed illiteracy (reflected in 

the persistence of >āmmiyya) to predominate in the Arab world.179 Externally, conquests 

leading to the fall of Baghdåd marked the beginning of a steady decline of the language 

under foreign domination. Nadīm noted that Under Ottoman rule, the use of Turkish for 

official correspondence was among the reasons for the deterioration of pure Arabic.180 

Without adequate mass education to teach the pure language in the face of this onslaught, 

Nadīm noted that the members of the Arabic speech community encountered the 

language primarily in the corrupted spoken format.181 Nad•m lamented that even the 

administrative writers in the government sector were for the most part commoners with 

regards to language competence. He noted, for instance, that if one asked a government 

official to produce a treatise on a particular subject, the official was likely to copy from 

another work and try to pass it off as a work on the requested subject after merely having 

sprinkled a few relevant words throughout its pages.182      

                                                 
179 Nad•m ,“Båb al-Lugha,” 467-468. 
180 Nad•m, “Al-Lugha wa al-<inšå< ,” 176. 
181 Ibid. 
182 Ibid., 175. 
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To Nadīm, it was this set of historical circumstances, not natural law, that gave 

rise to a lack of competence in fuṣḥā. While he acknowledged that in numerous nations 

throughout the world, there was some variation of a standard written language and a 

colloquial spoken language, he saw no need to view the latter as a natural successor to the 

former. In fact, the uniqueness of fuṣḥā as the transmitter of Islam and the Arab cultural 

heritage warranted its preservation. Nadīm noted that at times, leaders of the Arabs, such 

as >Ali Ibn Ab• $ålib, had decreed law to return the corrupt colloquial language to true 

fuß˙å and had charged the >ulamā< with the standardization of fuṣḥā .183 At other times, 

al-Azhar had nobly taken on the duty of preserving fuß˙å in the Arab East.184 

This natural law historical accident dichotomy provides another framework for 

understanding the tension within Nadīm’s language ideology and between Nadīm’s 

language ideology (proclaiming the inferiority of >āmmiyya) and his linguistic practice of 

expanding the realm of >āmmiyya into the realm of written knowledge. As noted above, 

he did not regard the current colloquial language as an inevitable stage that was part of 

the natural plight of the standard language. In his ideology formulation, it represented a 

second, distorted language, not a replacement or successor. At the same time, even 

though Nad•m attributed the rise and spread of the colloquial to historical events, as 

opposed to a natural phenomenon, he conceded that the prevalence of the distorted 

spoken language made it appear as if it were natural, and indeed it had become what he 

referred to as a ‘habitual’ or ‘normal’ language. Therefore, within the natural law 

historical accident framework, while Nadīm would not concede naturalness to the 

colloquial, he would concede that it was at least ‘habitual’ or ‘normal,’ and perhaps 

appeared natural to some.  

                                                 
183 Nad•m, “Båb al-lugha,” 467-468. 
184 Nad•m, “al-Ulamå< wa at-ta>l•m,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 26 (February 14, 1893): 608.  
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This idea aligned with Nadīm’s numerous allusions to the fact that one’s 

encounters with the language inscribed in his head and on his tongue the way to produce 

the language. For example, in pondering eventual progress for the community from a 

linguistic standpoint, he stated the “best way for them (Arabs) to advance is to read real 

Arab scholarship and that will register in their minds the authentic language - rules and 

art forms.”185 Likewise, his interlocutors in his dialogues sometimes used this idea as an 

excuse for their deficient language. Al-Mu>allim Óanafī once told Nadīm “when a person 

regularly converses with the ignorant, their speech overtakes him.”186 Therefore, even 

though the register was not natural, it was natural that when surrounded by this faulty 

register, the community would succumb to it. So, even though there was an air of scorn in 

his words when Nadīm scolded Óabīb for having “forgotten (his) authentic language and 

proceeded as (he) pleased in (his) speech,” there was also an air of concession that this 

state of having forgotten the language was understandable and could not simply be 

ignored by keeping the colloquial out of realms of knowledge and the written realm.187 

That said, if Nadīm and others thought of the register as not natural, but representative 

instead of linguistic, social, and political mistakes, it is not a stretch to assume that at 

some point they would see fit to correct the mistake. 

The next section demonstrates the point at which Nadīm decided to attack and 

correct the mistake that was the colloquial, as opposed to continuing to concede space to 

it because it was what most of the community had encountered to that point and because 

it had become a habit and all that they understood. Even though Nadīm saw this offshoot 

(not successor) register as essential and capable of occupying the written domain, he 

believed that there needed to be stipulations that accompanied the concession. The 

                                                 
185 Nad•m, “Al-Lugha wa al-<inšå<, ” 176. 
186 Nad•m, “Óanaf• wa Nad•m,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 28, 662. 
187 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya balad•,” 18-19.  
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stipulations can be summarized as follows: the register must be employed only by 

capable hands; and those that employ it must do so in a way that does not place it in 

competition with fuṣḥā. When Nadīm perceived that these two stipulations were violated, 

he appropriated tropes of ‘nature’ to declare the colloquial as ‘dead,’ and subsequently 

erased the mistake (>āmmiyya) from the mouths of the speakers in his dialogues, thereby 

erasing it from the written realm in his works.  

II.  THREATENED  PARAMETERS   

In the October 25, 1892 edition of al-Ustådh, a dialogue entitled “Y¥suf al-

qammå¡ wa Salåma aß-ßayyåd wa zawjatuhu XaËrā” began as follows: 188 

Y¥suf: nahårak sa>•d yå >amm salåma 

Good day Salåma 

Salåma: nahårak sa>•d yå ¡ayx Y¥suf 

Good day, Y¥suf. 

Y¥suf: mā titfaËËal in kån låzimak ̇ åga ta>ål xudhå wa rawwȧ  

Please, if you need something, come and get it and then go on 

Salåma: ma nistaghnå¡ wa allah li ̇ awåyig kat•ra yå Ab¥ Ibrah•m bass il-ful¥s  

We don’t need a lot of stuff Abu Ibrah•m….but money… 

Y¥suf: yå s•d• ta>ål u<>ud itfarrag w# ¡¥f låzimak Ÿh huwa inta ma ma>åk¡ walla 

ginŸh wå˙id 

…Sir, come and look and see what you need ….don’t you even have a cent?  

Salåma: law kån ma>åya ginŸh ma kunti¡ ¡uft wiš¡• hinå 

If I had any money…you wouldn’t see my face here 

In introducing the dialogue, Nad•m noted that it was not one of his own dialogues, 

but had been sent in by a reader of al-Ustādh. He stated the following:  
                                                 
188 al-Ustådh 1, no. 10 (October 25, 1892): 233.  
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We received the following dialogue from the distinguished teacher (al-
muhadhdhib an-nab•h) Íal•b Afand• Isãafån¥s of Bashara province (Buḥayra). He 
wrote it in colloquial idiom to make it easily accessible and we have included it 
(here) after some editing (ba>d at-taßarruf f•hå) to make it suitable for the 

newspaper.189 

Nadīm did not clarify what he meant with regards to ‘making (the dialogue) 

suitable for the newspaper’, so one cannot be sure of the exact scrutiny the dialogue 

received. However, in a follow-up conversation with al-Mu>allim Óanafī, Nadīm 

expressed concern about the fact that his readers would decide to write dialogues in the 

colloquial and submit them to the newspaper. He specifically stated that the submission 

of this dialogue to al-Ustādh would be a factor in his decision to eventually move away 

from writing in the colloquial. Below is an excerpt of an exchange between the two in 

which Nadīm contemplated ceasing his practice of writing in the colloquial for his 

journal. 

 Óanaf•: If you were proceeding as you were (writing in the colloquial), what 
happened, did someone admonish you for using the colloquial. 

Nad•m:  As far as someone admonishing me, that did not happen. However, what 
did happen is that some of the subscribers to al-Ustådh sent in a dialogue written 
in the colloquial…and I feared that writing would proceed to occur in the 
colloquial…190 

In the next edition of al-Ustādh, a reader (referred to as Aḥmad), who claimed to speak 

on behalf of a group of scholars imploring Nadīm to continue writing colloquial articles 

in al-Ustādh, wrote the following: “I saw in the tenth edition of your paper in what 

transpired between you and al-Mu>allim Óanaf• that you are discontinuing your chapter 

written in the colloquial, afraid that the honorable Arabic language would be “rivaled by 

>åmmiyya (muzāḥamat al->āmmiyya lahā).”191  

                                                 
189 Ibid. 
190 Ibid., 226. 
191 A˙mad, “Ray< jumh¥r min al-afåḍil,” 242. 
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In the context of the conflict between the natural law versus historical accident 

perspectives, these two fears - that writing would “proceed to occur in the colloquial” and 

that the colloquial would come to “rival” the true Arabic language - point to the fact that 

Nadīm did not see the colloquial as a natural evolution of the standard Arabic language 

that should somehow replace or even rival it. To the contrary, these fears implied that the 

colloquial, at least in written form, should be somehow contained. However, even so, 

Nadīm continued to use >āmmiyya in written form for several months after these 

discussions about the dangers of the colloquial.  

The fact that Nadīm, despite his fears, had and would continue to use >āmmiyya 

for writing indicates that he did not view his own use of >āmmiyya in writing as 

threatening to the Arabic language. The next section, “Capable Hands” argues that Nadīm 

did not fear the use of >āmmiyya in the written realm as long as it occurred at the hands of 

capable-handed writers who would know how to expand the domains of the colloquial, 

while at the same time keeping it clearly subordinate to fuṣḥā. Nadīm’s own use and 

discussion of the proper use of >āmmiyya set the criteria for ‘capable hands.’ The 

following section, “A Worthy Competitor?” demonstrates that after the publication of a 

seminal article on the prospect of replacing the standard with the colloquial, Nadīm 

concluded that not even ‘capable hands’ could protect fuṣḥā from the rivalry of 

>āmmiyya. Consequently, in Nadīm’s estimation, >āmmiyya would need to be removed 

from the written realm altogether.  

Capable Hands 

As Nadīm struggled with the tension of feeling compelled to write in the 

colloquial in order to disseminate his message and feeling compelled to ensure that the 

language practice did not spread and that the colloquial did not come to rival the 

standard, a strong preponderance of discussion in his journal, justifying the use of 
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>āmmiyya, focused on its use by educated scholars. Statements that occurred throughout 

al-Ustādh, such as the two below, alluded to the idea that not just any writer should feel 

free to compose in the colloquial.  

“so return to what you were doing, composing some chapters with which you 
benefit women, children, and commoners. Moreover, it must be by your pen 
(innamā lā budd an yakūna dhālika bi qalamika), for your didactic chapters have 
done for the souls of commoners and elite what the sermon and preacher have not 
…”192 

“No one but the likes of you (lā yaqdir >alā …illā mithlak…) can edit a newspaper 
using our language (the language of women) and the language of children, so we 
present you with this (urgent) request.”193  

While neither of these statements sets specific guidelines for who was ‘capable’ 

or should be able to write in the colloquial without bringing detriment to fuṣḥā, they 

nonetheless paint a picture whereby writing in >āmmiyya is acceptable only if the writer 

understands (and perhaps communicates) acceptable purposes for its use and the proper 

context in which to use it.  

With regards to purpose, Nadīm often reiterated that he did not expand the 

colloquial to the written realm simply because it was a viable alternative for the realm. 

Instead, from his earliest dialogues, he informed his interlocutors that he was forced to 

use >āmmiyya because they had “forgotten (their) authentic language.”194 So, instead of 

unequivocally conceding a role to the colloquial language, Nadīm could contend that his 

only concession was to the practical reality that at this point the colloquial was the only 

register that was widely accessible. Included in this statement of purpose is a judgment 

whereby Nadīm conceded to communicating with his audience in what had become a 

“normal” or “habitual language,” yet one that had not achieved ‘authenticity.’195 

                                                 
192 Ibid., 244. 
193 Nad•m, “al-Murabb•,” 805. 
194 Nad•m, “Tȧ iyya Balad•,” 18-19. 
195 Nad•m, “Al-Lugha wa al-<Inšå< ,” 179-80. 
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Reminiscent of the al-Muqtaṭaf articles on the potential role for >āmmiyya in 

disseminating knowledge to all strata of society, articles in al-Ustādh reinforced the idea 

that the expanded use of >āmmiyya could help in “circulating the commodity of 

knowledge” among all sections of the community.196  

…and I am among those that reads many books to students and I express what is 
in them in the language of the learner, >åmmiyya …the student does not graduate 
through this method to anything other than the correct language …we bring to 
him understanding and move him from error to correctness with a language that 
he can understand…197 

Nadīm and those that supported him in his use of the colloquial in expanded 

realms not only demonstrated that they understood the purpose for its use, but constantly 

reiterated the idea that they understood the proper context for the use of >āmmiyya in 

written works and for imparting knowledge. As Chapter 2 demonstrated, Nadīm had 

found a context and a role for >āmmiyya to transmit knowledge about the lower, domestic 

realms of morality and practical knowledge in a construct of ‘modern’ schools he created 

with his “School for Boys” and “School for Girls” series of texts. In defense of Nadīm’s 

use of >āmmiyya, his readers lauded him for his having made knowledge related to 

“manners and morals” accessible - a move they asserted would prepare commoners, 

women, and children to eventually partake of authentic, traditional knowledge.198 In this 

school construct, Nadīm imparted higher levels and larger amounts of knowledge in 

fuṣḥā so that in context the two registers had separate realms, with >āmmiyya occupying a 

subordinate realm. Nadīm differentiated levels and amounts of knowledge through the 

use of registers as a traditional contextual use of the registers in imparting knowledge. 

Throughout his writings in al-Ustådh, Nadīm spoke of a traditional supporting role for 

>åmmiyya in expanding on and explaining traditional knowledge that was transmitted in 
                                                 
196 A˙mad, “Ray< Jumh¥r min al-afåḍil,” 243. 
197 Ibid. 
198 Ibid., 241. 
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fuṣḥā: “Do you not see that the >ulamå< and professors, upon teaching the (linguistic) 

sciences, express syntactic rules through >åmmiyya most of the time...”199 Nadīm’s most 

staunch defenders construed the calculated use of >āmmiyya in the written realm as a 

mere extension of older, traditional uses of the register: “…just as you said the teachers 

explain the rules of syntax with >åmmiyya expressions and this has not affected the 

original language, there is nothing to the practice of writing in >åmmiyya…”200  

Nad•m’s readers, that defended his use of the colloquial, also reminded Nadīm 

and the readers of al-Ustādh that “a lot of the >ulamå< have written on jurisprudence and 

syntax but the explanation was in zajal, facilitating the commoner[‘s 

understanding]…”201 Their reference to zajal reinforces the argument from Chapter 1 of 

this study that contended that Nadīm demonstrated that  he was indeed qualified to write 

in >āmmiyya (and perhaps also compensated for his use of >āmmiyya) by demonstrating 

that he was skilled in artistic uses of the language. So, as opposed to writing dialogue and 

articles solely in >āmmiyya, the skilled writer would emplace >āmmiyya in a larger context 

that included artistic uses of the register (something only a skilled writer could 

accomplish) along with traditional and time-honored uses of fuṣḥā-evoking composition - 

sometimes through composing articles in time-honored modes of composition and 

sometimes through writing the colloquial itself in traditional, artistic modes of 

composition. Nad•m’s readers explained to him that his ‘compensation’ for the use of 

>āmmiyya helped make his use of the register in a new realm safe: “your newspaper 

writes a chapter or two in every edition (in the colloquial), and this occurs along with 

your writing of chapters as they would be expected (al-fuṣūlu aẓ-ẓannānatu) and high-

sounding articles (al-maqālātu ar-rannānatu) with beautifully styled composition   (al-

                                                 
199 Nad•m, “Al-Lugha wa al-<inšå<,” 179-80. 
200 A˙mad, “Ray< jumh¥r min al-afåḍil,” 243. 
201 Ibid. 
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inšā<u al-badī>u)   and remarkable structures and phrases (at-tarākīb al-gharībatu) that 

serve as lessons in composition…”202 Interestingly, in his description of Nadīm’s 

‘traditional’ use of the language, Aḥmad (the author of this particular article) reinforced 

the validity of his own words through artistic composition, such as the paralleling pairing 

of (al-fuṣūl aẓ-ẓannāna) and (al-maqālāt ar-rannāna). 

A Worthy Competitor? 

If the submission of a dialogue in >āmmiyya appeared to threaten the situation 

wherein ‘capable hands’ would contain >āmmiyya in appropriate contexts, Sir William 

Wilcock’s article “Why the Egyptians No Longer Possess the Power of Invention” 

appeared to threaten the situation whereby >ammiyya did not compete with fuṣḥā.  

Wilcock’s article, published in the journal al-Azhar, blamed Egypt’s backwardness on the 

gap between its spoken and written languages and called for the replacement of the 

stagnant fuß˙å language with the contemporary and accessible Egyptian colloquial. In his 

response article, Nad•m’s rhetoric about the language - his ideology - took on a tone that 

was much less accommodating to >åmmiyya than what he had previously espoused. As 

evidenced by his response to the article, his change in rhetoric regarding the colloquial 

after its publication, and the fact that >āmmiyya only appeared briefly in one other of his 

dialogues in which he scolded the speaker for using the register and the speaker resumed 

in simplified fuṣḥā, this article appears to have had a profound effect on how Nad•m 

addressed the language situation. In the opening paragraphs of his January 1893 article 

entitled “Bāb al-Lugha,” Nadīm briefly summarizes Wilcock’s article as follows:  

“now we see the newspaper al-Azhar (from) William Wilcocks, the famous 
Englishman that is very capable in Engineering…and they opened it with a speech 
that Wilcoks had previously delivered at the Azbakiya club. Its message was that 
the Egyptians no longer have the power of invention and the only obstacle they 

                                                 
202 A˙mad, “Ray< Jumh¥r min al-afåḍil,” 242-243. 
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have is the correct Arabic language… and if they used the colloquial in their 
speech, scholarly works, and teaching the Egyptians would regain their 
creativity…”203 

Apparently, the pressure exerted by this renewed focus on the merits of >åmmiyya, 

to the detriment of fuß˙å, was enough to begin to upset Nad•m’s delicate balancing act 

between ideology and usage that had allowed him to expand the realm of the colloquial 

while still keeping it in its inferior position relative to the standard language. Nad•m 

devoted most of his response to defending fuṣḥā. In doing so, he conflated Wilcock’s 

argument with Am•n Shumayyil’s ‘attack’ on fuṣḥā from nearly twelve years prior.204 In 

Nadīm’s analysis, Shumayyil’s argument that fuß˙å was in a state of death or near death 

because it served no real communicative function and that it was therefore acceptable for 

the Arab community to abandon the ‘dead’ language presaged Wilcock’s assertions.205 

Nadīm adopted the life and death tropes of the natural law arguments that had analyzed 

language as a living entity and usually asserted that fuṣḥā was dead. However, he flipped 

the fundamental natural law argument and asserted that the colloquial was the register 

that had ‘died:’  

“The correct language (fuß˙å) is the one that is alive because it is used among the 
upper crust and the commoners (of the intelligent members of the community) 
and the colloquial language is dead because it has no use outside of necessities 
that an animal takes care of without even using language…”206  

 “and what do we do with our books - that are too numerous to count - if we speak 
with the dead colloquial language…burn them or translate them using this empty 
speech ?…” 

These pronouncements of >āmmiyya’s death stood in stark contrast to Nadīm’s more 

accommodating statements on >åmmiyya from just three months prior in which he had 

                                                 
203 Nad•m, “Båb al-Lugha, ” 468-469. 
204 Ibid., 469. 
205 Shumayyil, 69. 
206 Nad•m, “Båb al-Lugha,” 471. 
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attempted to temper the views of anyone skeptical about his expansion of >åmmiyya into 

the written realm: “Do you not see that the >ulamå< and professors, upon teaching the 

sciences, express syntactic rules through >åmmiyya most of the time … and this applies to 

all of the sciences…and this does not affect the mind of the listener because it is his 

habitual language...”207  

Likewise, while his readers’ article in defense of Nadīm’s use of >āmmiyya had 

mentioned that even though scholars used >āmmiyya on occasion, their students would 

eventually progress to “the correct language,” Nadīm did not explicitly impose a 

temporary nature for his writing in the colloquial until after Wilcock’s article. His 

following statement, again contrasting with statements about the innocuous nature of 

writing in the community’s ‘normal’ and ‘habitual’ language, clearly alludes to his 

intention to remove the colloquial from the written (to be publically read aloud and 

‘heard’) realm.  In his own publication, he reached that point after the Wilcock’s article. 

In “Bāb al-Lugha”, Nadīm describes his journal as:    

(an) educational tahdh•biyya journal that contains a short chapter in the colloquial 
language that will transform the ignorant commoner’s hatred of hearing books 
(knowledge) to enjoyment…with the goal that eventually he no longer needs to 
hear anything other than correct speech (al-kalåm aṣ-ßa˙•˙).208  

III.  RECONSTRUCTING  PARAMETERS 

Lughat an-Niswān (The Language of Women) 

In their article “Language Ideology and Linguistic Differentiation,” Irvine and 

Gal describe the phenomenon of click consonants’ entry into the Nguni languages of 

southern Africa.209 Speakers of the various Nguni languages substitute clicks for sounds 

                                                 
207 Nad•m, “Al-Lugha wa al-<Inšå<,” 179-80. 
208 Nad•m, “Båb al-lugha,” 468. 
209 Gal and Irvine, “Language Ideology and Linguistic Differentiation.” 
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in various words that sound like respected individuals’ names. This practice allows Nguni 

speakers to display modesty by avoiding the pronunciation of words that are identical or 

similar to the names of individuals they respect and revere. For example, if a woman’s 

father-in-law’s name sounds anything like the word for hippopotamus (imuubu), the 

woman, out of respect for her father-in-law, refers to a hippopotamus as incubu 

instead.210 This practice gave rise to what they described as a “click-laden respect 

vocabulary” for a respect (avoidance) register known as hlonipha.211  

As they analyzed the literature on this register, they noticed that most focused on 

the daughter-in-law father-in-law relationship as the impetus and primary domain for the 

register. They remark that “all hlonipha speech is supposedly based on the individual 

woman’s respectful avoidance of a particular man’s name.”212 However, the data they 

observed suggested that the hlonipha register represented a much more widespread 

phenomenon than a mere grouping of individual instances of women avoiding particular 

men’s names. Entire tribes had developed terms to help them avoid the name of the chief. 

And if one were a member of the court, one would find a hlonipha equivalent not only for 

the chief, but for the chief’s father and grandfather.213 Likewise, members of the 

community converted words that resembled a tribal ancestor’s name to hlonipha 

equivalents. Finally, they noted that over time there developed a group of widely known 

hlonipha variants for common lexical items outside of the realm of in-law relationships - 

such as lion, house, chief, my father, etc.214 They concluded that informants had 

artificially narrowed the scope of the register: 

                                                 
210 Ibid, 41. 
211 Ibid, 42. 
212 Ibid, 44. 
213 Ibid. 
214 Ibid, 43. 
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 in short, the daughter-in-law who avoids uttering her father-in-law’s name-
sounds is the cultural image, in Nguni language ideology, to which the respect 
register is linked. She provides the Nguni prototype for the respectful, modest 
behavior required of dependents and outsiders (nonmembers of a patrilineage, in 
her case)…(however) that relationship merely provides the model for what is 
actually a more widespread phenomenon, both socially, as regards the range of 
speakers and settings, and linguistically, as regards the range of words affected by 
the practice.215 

Irvine and Gal refer to the process of ignoring, not noticing, or explaining away 

facts of a linguistic situation that do not fit in with the ideological framework through 

which one views language as ‘erasure’.216 Specifically, for the case of the hlonipha 

register, informants’ narrowing of its scope to the daughter-in-law father-in-law 

relationship and observers’ description of the register as “‘women’s speech’ - ignoring its 

political dimension and its use by men” represent forms of erasure.217  

A similar process of erasure is at work in Nad•m’s writings. His use of the 

terminology “lughat an-niswān,” his indexing of the colloquial with lower realms of 

knowledge and the affairs of women, and finally his removal of the colloquial from the 

tongues of men and limiting it, with two exceptions, to the mouths of women comprise a 

process of ‘erasing’ aspects of the colloquial. In Nadīm’s own words, the submission of a 

colloquial dialogue and the subsequent fear that “writing in the colloquial would continue 

to occur,” prompted his revisiting of writing articles in the colloquial after which he 

himself never used it again and he limited it almost exclusively to his “School for Girls.”  

Erasing the Salient Features of the Colloquial 

In their description of ‘erasure,’ Irvine and Gal also note that the prevalent 

ideology admits no place for groups, activities, or situations that fall outside of the 

‘interpretive’ framework, and the real-life phenomena that problematize the framework 
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may be erased through being ignored or literally targeted for eradication.218 This type of 

erasure is what occurred when Nadīm addressed al-Mu>allim Óanafī in the following 

exchange after Óanafī began a conversation with Nadīm with a bit of small talk in 

>āmmiyya:  

You, Hanaf•, remain ignorant…you say ‘ma f•š’ and ‘lēh’ and speak with the 
common language (al-kalām al->āmmī) despite the fact that you befriended me a 
long time ago…You can speak with colloquial (balad•) speech in nice expressions 
that please the ignorant and the learned and for which no one shames you…so 
resolve yourself to imitate me in speech… 219  

 
To this scolding, Óanaf• replied:  
 

1 anå ˙ayåtak yå sayyid aqdir akallimak bi-kalåm mal•˙ yu>jib as-sulãån  
 
Sir, I can speak to you in agreeable speech that would please even the sultan; 
 

2 wa innamå il-insån axadh >alå l-kalåm ma>a-l-jahala fa ghalab >alayhi 
kalåmhum. 
 
however, when a person regularly converses with the ignorant, their speech 
overtakes him. 
 

3 wa illå anå då<iman asma> il-jarå’id wa afham >ibåråtha 
 

(On the other hand) I am always listening to the newspapers and I understand 
their expressions. 

Nad•m’s contention that after befriending a ‘civilized’ community teacher 

(himself), one would completely abandon some of the more salient features of the 

Egyptian spoken variety - even in everyday conversation - represents erasure. On the 

surface, the fact that Nad•m would erase these (and it would be assumed other) features 

of the Egyptian colloquial may seem all the more surprising when one notes that Nad•m, 

                                                 
218 Ibid, 38. 
219 Nad•m, “Óanaf• wa Nad•m,” Ustådh 1, no. 28, 662. 
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himself - in conversation with Óanaf• whom he admonished in the above conversation - 

wrote with the common features of spoken Egyptian only three months prior:  

 
1 Nad•m: in-nås ill• bitiš¥fhum dōl yi >mil¥ kida dōl nås d¥n …malhumš  
 
 The people that you see do like that are low (wretched)…they have no 
 
2 šaraf wa i̇nå ma ni>iwwil šǝ >alēhum wa innamå ni>awwil >alå an-nås illi  

 
honor and we don’t depend on them, but to the contrary we depend on people 
who 
 

3 sȧ ab¥hum wa tilif¥ >u<¥l hum… 
 
became their companions (the Europeans who have influenced them) and 
corrupted their minds… 
 
(and later in the dialogue, he continues with) …  
 

4 nås raja>¥ yå Mu>allim Óanaf• wa tåb¥ wa tanabbah¥ wa >araf¥ ṣ-ß¥ra ēh…220 
 

people returned, Óanaf•, and gave up on their old ways and paid attention and 
learned what the real situation was… 

However, the dialogue in which Nadīm admonished al-Mua>llim Óanafī for using 

>āmmiyya appeared the next month after Nadīm’s review of Sir William Wilcock’s article 

“Why the Egyptians No Longer Possess the Power of Invention.” Wilcock’s treatise on 

the declining nature of fuß˙å may be seen as what Irvine and Gal describe as an 

“alternative, threatening picture” that often serves as the impetus by which “the semiotic 

process involved in erasure might translate into some kind of practical action to remove 

the threat, if circumstances permit.”221 And in this case, the threat that Wilcock’s 

pronouncement made to fuṣḥā caused Nad•m to reevaluate his use of the code he 

depended on to disseminate his message. So, with his stated fear that writing in the 

                                                 
220 Nad•m, “al-Mu>allim Óanaf• wa Nad•m,” al-Ustådh 1, no.12, 284. 
221 Gal and Irvine, 38-39. 
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colloquial would be widely accepted as linguistic practice, along with a widely publicized 

call to replace the written language with the spoken, Nadīm literally erased the colloquial 

from the written realm, figuratively erasing the idea that an educated Egyptian would 

have any use for the register, even in casual conversation.   

The timing of Nadīm’s narrowing of the scope of >āmmiyya and his eventual 

literal erasure of the register from his dialogues align with external elements that upset 

the balance in his language practice that this study has described. Excerpts from the 

particular dialogue in which he admonished Óanafī also underscore his internal rationale 

for having used the register in writing and justifying its erasure. Immediately upon 

reprimanding Óanaf• for his speech, Nadīm asked him how he could continue using such 

speech after spending time with Nadīm. As noted above, Óanafī excused his poor 

performance by stating that he had also spent time among the ignorant, while offering 

hope for improvement by telling Nadīm that he had started listening to newspapers. Later 

in the dialogue, Nadīm reflected on the merit of his journal and other newspapers that had 

he described as having played a role in “advance(ing) (the Egyptians) in their 

knowledge” and raising their awareness of and concern for their current and future 

conditions.222 Nadīm’s observations echoed his and his readers’ observations that even 

while using the colloquial, the skilled educator would be advancing his pupils to a point 

where the colloquial was no longer necessary.  

A Corrective Tool 

In an April, 1893 edition of al-Ustādh, Nadīm spoke of a new project that he 

planned on commencing in the near future - a journal for women’s affairs entitled al-

Murabbī. Nadīm stated that when a group of women had written to him, encouraging the 

project, “they stipulated that it (the journal) be in the language of women and children 
                                                 
222 Nad•m, “Hanafí wa Nad•m,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 28, 664.  
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and they justified that (stipulation) under two pretexts: first, that al-Ustådh has been 

stripped of simple, ordinary language (the colloquial) and is (as such) dedicated to 

men…”223 The observation that the removal of the colloquial from al-Ustādh had made 

the journal exclusive to men reinforced the idea that the colloquial was indeed the 

language of women (lughat al-nisā<), while fuṣḥā was a register exclusively reserved for 

men. This partitioning of register according to gender ignored or ‘erased’ the fact that the 

register was the spoken language of both men and women.  

However, of greater interest with regards to the erasure of the colloquial in 

Nadīm’s journal is that this new proposal for using the colloquial in the written realm 

came only a few months after Nadīm had proclaimed the death of the colloquial and had 

removed (erased) the register from the mouths of women and men alike in his dialogues. 

So, even though by limiting the use of the colloquial to women this article represented a 

form of erasure, it represented, at the same time, a reversal of a different erasure process 

in which he had pronounced the death of the register and stripped it of any role in 

Egyptian society. Although the proposed journal never came to fruition, the key point is 

that despite his ideology, in Nadīm’s conceptualization of the modernity project, he was 

never able to completely break his ties to (usage of) the colloquial. The register remained, 

as it had started, both the antithesis of the modernity project (bringing morality, manners, 

social mores, and an appreciation of the Arab cultural heritage to the Egyptians) and 

ironically an absolute necessity for the project if Nadīm wished to communicate his 

message in an accessible manner.  

That said, accessibility was only part of the effect of Nadīm’s use of the 

colloquial in the written realm. As much as the registers represented lines of separation 

between accessible and inaccessible language, they served as gauges for where groups or 

                                                 
223 Nad•m, “al-Murabb•,” 804. 
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individuals stood on the journey of progress and civilization at any given time. Therefore, 

Nadīm’s use of the register, alongside fuṣḥā and artistic uses of the colloquial that evoked 

fuṣḥā, portrayed him as an enlightened scholar who understood modernity, and more 

importantly, understood the necessity of making its knowledge accessible to the masses. 

On the other hand, Ṣāliḥ’s valiant attempt at simplified fuṣḥā, juxtaposed against Nadīm’s 

mistake-free execution of the register, portrayed Ṣāliḥ as a work in progress - slowly 

grasping various aspects of modernity, but still requiring education and refinement.  

Besides being a gauge, the registers were also tools for bringing individuals along 

in the project. In his modern schools of manners and morals, Nadīm used the colloquial 

to bring girls out of ignorance, but into a realm of knowledge that was lower than the 

realm appropriate in the boy’s school that taught paralleling lessons in simplified fuṣḥā 

with higher degrees and larger amounts of knowledge. However, even before his modern 

school sessions, Nadīm had portrayed the language as a ‘rectifying’ tool. For example, in 

a fourth edition exchange between two servants, Sa>•d and Bax•ta, Nadīm wrote:  

Baxīta: It is true that we are now free and freedom is good, but we came from our 
villages like animals and they (our employees) are the ones who taught us how to 
speak and converse and they taught us hygiene and how to eat and drink and dress 
(properly) and they straightened out our speech (>adal¥ lisånnå).224  

This brief excerpt places the ‘straightening out’ of speech alongside hygiene, nutrition, 

and proper dress as integral pieces in moving individuals and the community from 

‘animals’ to an acceptable level of civilization. Along the same lines, one can note in 

Nadīm’s exchanges with his servant, Ṣāliḥ Nadīm’s repackaging of Ṣāliḥ’s language as a 

means of straightening him out and teaching him how to comport himself properly. In the 

below exchange, language plays an integral role as Nad•m meticulously guides Ṣāliḥ on 

how to properly excuse himself in order to go to the bathroom: 225 
                                                 
224 Nad•m, “Sa>•d wa Bax•ta,” al-Ustådh 1, no. 4 (September 13, 1892): 91. 
225 Nad•m, “Båb at-tahdh•b,” 60. 
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1 Íåli˙: il- <ån fahimt wa låkin hazihi-l-<um¥r min ayy nø> min il-<aklǝ  

 
Now I understand, but how do these matters pertain to food,  
 

2 aw iš-¡urb aw il-ful¥s 
 
drink, money (real-life needs) 
 

3 Nad•m: al-<um¥r allat• tatafårraß al-insån lā tadxul tȧ ta ̇ aßr fa-<innahå >ibåra  
 
The issues that preoccupy people are not limited, for they include  
 

4 >an kulli ma yanzilu bihi muddat ˙ayåtihi ßagh•ran kån aw kab•ran ̇ aq•ran aw 
 
all that befalls him his entire life, whether minor or major or great.  
 

5 >aΩ•man 
 
great.  
 

6 Íåli˙: ba<å anå il- <ån >åwiz ar¥˙ bŸt ir-rå˙a fa <inna baãn• må¡iya >alayya fa  
 
Now I want to go to the restroom because my bowels are running and 
 

7 <izå lam ašuxx >alå kalåmak ak¥n Ëayya>t il-furßa wa lå ak¥n ̇ åziman 
 

if I don’t crap on your words I will have “lost the opportunity” and I would not be 
discreet.  
 

8 Nad•m: na>am <innaka idhå lam taqum f• l-˙ål wa tadhhab ilå al-xalå<  
 
Yes, indeed, if you don’t take care of your condition and go to the restroom 
 

9 fa <innaka tajlub >alå nafsika Ëararan aw rubbamå ȧ datha at-ta<x•r nåß¥ran aw  
 
then indeed you will bring shame upon yourself or maybe the delay will cause a 
fistula or 
 

10 rubbamå ãalabta al-xalå< wa ghayruka f•hi fa-tata<allam bi-l-ta<x•r aw  
 
maybe you will need to use the restroom and someone else is in it and you will be 
in pain from the delay 
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11 tu˙dith f• thiyåbika fa ntahiz al-furßa wa qum li-qaËå< ˙åjåtika…   
 

or soil your clothes. So seize the opportunity and take care of your business  
 

12 Nad•m: wa lå taqul f• xiãåbika n-nås ašuxx xuß¥ßan idhå xåãabta  
 
And do not say in your speech people aṣuxx especially if you address 
 

13 akbar minka sinnan aw maqåman fa <innahå lafΩa mustahjana wa inn  
 
someone older or of higher standing than you for it is a despicable term and 
 

14 kån ma>nåhå al->arab• ab¥l fa <innahum yaq¥l¥n šaxxa aṣ-ßab• idhå bål wa  
 
its Arabic meaning is (ab¥l) for they say the young boy (šaxxa) if he urinated 
 

15 al-ȧ san an taq¥l ur•d qaËå< ˙åja takn• bi-dhalik >an al-baråz aw ur•d atabarraz  
 
and the best thing to say is I want to settle a technical matter when it comes to 
defecating or I need to defecate 
 

16 idhå kunta ma>a ahl al->ilm fa <inna al-tabarruz ma>nåhu ixråj il-baråz wa  
 
if you are among learned people for the meaning of tabarruz is expulsion of feces 
 

17 al-aßl f•hi <inna ar-rajul idhå aråd qaËå< al-̇ åja xaraja ilå al-baråz <ayy al-faËå<. 
 
the basis for that is that if a man wanted to ‘take care of business’ he went off to a 
desolate area. 
 

18 wa al-udabå< talaṭṭaf¥ f• hadhå al-mȧ al fa yaq¥l ȧ adhum ur•d tajd•d al-wuË¥<  
 
Literary scholars have found polite (toned down) ways of dealing with this and 
one of them said “I want to renew my ablutions” 
 

19 wa ghayruhu yaq¥l zayy in-nås  
 
and another that says “like the people,” 
 

20 <ayy anna hadhå al-amr alladh• i>taråhu såwā f•hi ghayrhu min al-nås  
 
meaning that all people are equal in this matter. 
 

21 fa talaffaΩ >and mukhåãabatika an-nås wa >abbir >an al-maqß¥d f• mithl hadhå  
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So, speak clearly when you converse with people and express what you intend to 
say 
 

22 bi->ibåråt lå tuthqil >alå al-asmå> wa lå tuË˙ik an-nås >alayk    

with an expression that is not burdensome to the ears (listener) and does not cause 
people to laugh at you. 

In this exchange, Nadīm was so focused on what language to use in which 

situation that the lesson in comportment and lesson in language use appeared to be one in 

the same. It was as if Ṣāliḥ’s ability or inability to properly use the language pointed to 

where he stood in relation to civilization so that Nadīm’s lessons in language were 

synonymous with lessons in civilization and were tools for moving Ṣāliḥ and his other 

interlocutors along the path. However, at a certain point, the reader no longer encountered 

colloquial phrases, such as the following, in any of Nadīm’s dialogues: 
 
Íåli˙: ba<å anå l-<ån >åwiz ar¥˙ bŸt ir-rå˙a fa <inna baãn• må¡iya >alǝyya fa  
<izå lam ašuxx >alå kalåmak ak¥n Ëayya>t il-furßa wa lå ak¥n ̇ åziman 

CONCLUSION 

As the use of >āmmiyya in the written realm threatened to become more 

widespread, and as a prominent article appeared that placed >āmmiyya in potential 

competition with fuṣḥā, Nadīm gradually erased the colloquial from the written realm. He 

took it first from his own mouth first, then from the mouths of men (at least 

ideologically) by labeling it “the language of women,” and finally removed it from his 

dialogues altogether.  

With the announcement of al-Murabbī, though, Nadīm announced the revival of 

>āmmiyya in the written realm. Apparently, he still felt compelled to transmit and portray 

women’s affairs in the register that he still referred to as the “language of women.” So, 

whereas men, as evidenced by Ṣāliḥ’s final scolding out of >āmmiyya may have 
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progressed to the point that they no longer needed the register - at least in its most salient 

form - women and their affairs still had progress that needed to be made. Therefore, even 

as Nadīm closed his journal, al-Ustādh, there appeared to be a project on the horizon that 

kept the colloquial in the written realm, even if significantly reduced in scope. In other 

words, even though the register was no longer appropriate for al-Ustādh, it was still 

appropriate for al-Murabbī, both literally and figuratively.  
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Chapter 4: TAQW°M AL-ALSINA: THE ATTEMPTED ERASURE 
OF THE COLLOQUIAL 

At one point in the introductory chapters of his Kitāb tahdh•b al-alfāẓ al-

>āmmiyya (The Book to Rectify Colloquial Terms) Muḥammad >Al • al-Dusūq• narrated a 

surreal tale of a time in which he sat in a lush ornamental garden with several of his 

colleagues, discussing life. After his description of the ambiance, he stated the 

following:226  

 I accosted one of them with a question about a treatment for the malady of our 
sterile (>iqām[sic]) language, whereby the link (ṣila) between the colloquial 
language (al-lugha al->āmmiyya) and our authentic (aṣliyya) Arabic language has 
been broken. The alienation between the two has intensified to the point that 
[neither of the two] recognizes the other.  

He then related to the reader a metaphor he had used in describing the relationship 

between the Arabic language and her sister, the colloquial: “The Arabic language began 

to say to her sister, >āmmiyya “tanakkarti minnā ba>d ma>rifati lamā (you alienated 

yourself from us (betrayed our bond) after coming to know a soft touch).”227 He noted 

that the conversation concluded with descriptions of four potential treatments for the 

ailing language. The fourth and final treatment was what al-Dusūq• described as “the 

writing of a book that returns the colloquial language back to its Arabic origin ...”228 This 

proposal to eliminate the colloquial by tracing it back to its fuß˙å roots represents a 

proposal for the literal erasure of the register.  

This chapter examines this call to action that came from a genre of work that it 

refers to as ‘tahdh•b al->āmmiyya.’ Represented by works such as Óasan Tawf•q’s Uß¥l 

                                                 
226 Mu˙ammad >Al • al-Dus¥q•, Kitåb tahdh•b al-alfåΩ al->āmmiyya, 2nd Edition (Cairo: Maṭba>at al-wā>iẓ, 
1920), 49. 
227 Ibid. 
228 Ibid., 52. 
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al-kalimåt al->āmmiyya (The Origins of Colloquial Terms) and Mu̇ amad >Ali Al-

Dus¥q•’s Kitåb tahdh•b al-alfåΩ al->āmmiyya (1920), this genre of works meticulously 

traced the sources of lexical variety that had ‘produced’ >åmmiyya and sought to expel the 

variation in order to unify the language and propel the community forward through 

projects aimed at linguistic precision and unity.  

This chapter argues that such calls for the literal erasure of the colloquial reflect a 

timeframe at the end of the nineteenth century when scholars cast a critical eye on the 

Nahḍa, specifically the language of the Nahḍa. In this period of re-evaluation, the desire 

to disseminate morals and practical knowledge to the masses in whatever register was 

accessible - as seen with Nad•m - gave way to a desire to seek unity, precision, and 

progress through a unified, precise, and correct register.229 On the one hand, these works 

represent a continuation of Nad•m’s thought processes and actions in that they 

conceptualized the colloquial as mistakes that could eventually be corrected as 

individuals and the community progressed. However, on the other hand, they represent a 

departure from Nad•m, as they sought to quickly eradicate any variation in the language, 

whereas variation thrived in Nad•m’s works, as he portrayed various stages of civilization 

and knowledge through various registers and as he disseminated knowledge to his 

interlocutors with registers that aligned with their level of development and the level of 

knowledge they discussed. So, whereas Nad•m viewed himself as a responsible and 

capable user of the colloquial who understood the proper reasons and context for using 

the register, the scholars in this chapter assumed that the register had no place in the 

written or spoken realm, as not even a capable scholar could protect the reader or listener 

                                                 
229 This study does not suggest that ideologies based on unity, precision and progress were the only 
linguistic issues that contributed to the marginalization of the colloquial in the public sphere or to the 
emergence of works designed to erase the colloquial by returning it to its authentic fuṣḥā origins. However, 
these three concepts stand out as prominent bases for ideologies that informed the trends in this study.   
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from the deleterious effects of the register that would become ingrained upon listening to 

it and reading it.     

Section 1, “al-Nahḍa al Lughawiyya,” argues that at the turn of the century, 

scholars, such as IbrahIm al-Yazij• re-evaluated the condition of the Arabic language in 

the Nahḍa project - questioning the capabilities of the language to transmit modernity in 

its current state, the capabilities of the intellectuals who took free rein with the language 

in their endeavor to transmit knowledge, and the capabilities of the reading public who 

would consume the knowledge. These scholars saw themselves as part of a professional 

NahËa project in which language no longer simply fit into frameworks of modernity or 

lack thereof, but was at the forefront of the modernity project. This section demonstrates 

that these public intellectuals saw it as their calling to propel the community forward 

through achieving unity and precision in the language and equipping it to affect and 

reflect the intellectual progress of its speakers. This emphasis on the language as an entity 

that affected and at the same time represented the material and intellectual progress of its 

speakers allowed for less flexibility in using the language as a tool to help its speakers 

progress. If language was a gauge of the modernity project, the underdeveloped 

colloquial needed to be fixed for the project to appear to be on track.     

Section 2, “A Plan of Action,” argues that the scholars of this era, armed with 

their hybrid mix of Orientalist philology (with a keen interest in the origins of the 

language) and the dictionaries of the ancient Arab lexicographers, embarked on specific 

projects aimed at correcting the community through correcting the language. Whereas 

scholars in the previous decade often took a ponderous stance on difficult language-

related questions, such as the potential for writing in the colloquial, these scholars had the 

modern information and ancient tools necessary to reject the notion and take appropriate 

and decisive action to remove the register from the project. 
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Section 3, “A Shrinking Fuṣḥā, a Growing >Åmmiyya” argues that as the scholars 

of the tahdh•b al->āmmiyya genre undertook their work, they not only targeted mistakes 

(switching of letters, mispronunciations, etc.) that had given rise to >āmmiyya, but 

targeted any variation from precise and authentic terminology and phrasing. The result of 

this quest for precision in the language was a shrinking classification of fuṣḥā and an ever 

growing >āmmiyya classification that included words in which the only deficiency was 

the fact that there was an older, hence more ‘authentic’ word for the same concept.  

Both sections 2 and 3 also demonstrate that once al-Yāzij• and the writers of the 

‘ tahdh•b a-l>āmmiyya’ works put plans for controlling the language of the public sphere 

into action, they produced corrective texts that used the language to stratify its speakers 

along >āmma and xāṣṣa dichotomies. This stratification suggests that inherent to the 

critical look at the language during this phase of the Nahḍa was a look at language’s role 

in stratifying the public.     

Section 4, “The Institutionalization of Erasure,” analyzes the ‘institutionalization’ 

of the process of erasure in the form of Cairo’s Royal Academy of the Arabic Language. 

This chapter argues that with this institutionalization of the Nahḍa linguistic project came 

the further marginalization of >ammiyya, as it was categorized alongside foreign 

languages that threatened Arab-Islamic cultural integrity and thus needed to be extracted 

from fuß˙å, the one suitable transmitter and representation of Arab knowledge, 

civilization, and modernity.  

I.  AN-NAHÎA AL-LUGHAWIYYA 

A Professional Endeavor 

Ibrah•m al-Yāzij• (1847-1906) and Jurj• Zaydān (1861-1914) were contemporaries 

who contributed a great deal to discussion on Arabic language modernization and reform 
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at end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth. Both had emigrated 

from Beirut in the 1880s, and eventually established themselves as newspaper editors in 

Egypt’s expanding periodical market. Al-Yåzij•’s journals al-Bayån (est. 1897) and al-

Îiyå< (est.1898) covered myriad topics, but nearly all issues had a common orientation 

toward the modernization of the language. Zaydān’s al-Óilāl (est. 1892) introduced the 

reader to all matters of modern civilization from a social and cultural standpoint.  It too 

kept pace with the key questions and issues concerning the development and plight of the 

Arabic language. Both also left lasting legacies of their turn of the century examinations 

of the language in the forms of articles and books concerned with the modernization, and 

at the same time preservation of the Arabic language. The following paragraphs that 

examine evolving attitudes about the language at the turn of the century heavily reference 

these two public intellectuals.  

In an 1898 article entitled “Al-Jarå’id f• al-quãr al-Maßr• (Newspapers in the 

Egyptian Nation),” Ibrahīm al-Yāzijī observed that there were at the time more than 50 

newspapers in Cairo.230 He noted that only twenty years ago, there had been only one, 

and it was the official paper. While al-Yåziji praised this increase in the circulation of 

knowledge as part of the “spirit” of the NahËa, he also warned of a responsibility that 

came along with the increased circulation of newspapers. He alerted the reader to the fact 

that because of their wide circulation, newspapers had great potential for influencing 

society’s morals, habits, knowledge, convictions, and levels of consciousness (ṭabaqāt 

madārikihi ).231 He specifically pinpointed the potential effect on language, as terms and 

modes of expression in the papers would bombard and resonate in the minds of the 

                                                 
230 Ibrah•m al-Yåzij•, “Lughat al-jarā<id” (1898) in Khour•, Yousif, Al-šayx Ibrah•m al-Yåzij•:  Aḃ åth 
lughawiyya: al-lugha >unwån al ‘umma wa mir<åt a˙wålihå wa sab•lihå ilå al-nuh¥Ë wa majåråt al->asr 
(Beirut: Dår al-ḥamrå<, 1993), 84. 
231 Ibid., 87-88. 
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readers until they were rooted in the readers’ linguistic faculty (malaka) to the point that 

they would unconsciously imitate what they had heard.232 Al-Y āzijī warned of the 

linguistic influence of newspapers spreading out of control, as he observed that 

expressions - including solecisms and mistakes - spread not only from the writers to the 

readers, but spread rapidly among the writers themselves.233   

Al-Y āzij•’s article implies two reasons for this re-evaluation of the Nahḍa. The 

first reason was that the language was expanding and changing out of control, as writers 

with limited linguistic capabilities took free rein with the language, spreading their 

neologisms and mistakes amongst themselves and the readers of their works. The second 

reason, the potential effect of the language on individuals and the community as a whole, 

is one that al-Yāzij• only alluded to in this article but one that he and other scholars 

developed much more fully in other works this chapter will discuss. In this excerpt, al-

Yāzij• spoke of newspapers’ effects on readers’ morals, habits, knowledge, and 

convictions, potentially registering - even without the reader being conscious of it - terms 

and expressions in the linguistic faculties of the readers. What this meant for the 

modernity project was that the language of the public sphere would need to be monitored 

so that in their attempt to spread knowledge and progress, unqualified writers would not 

instead spread ignorance and backwardness through their faulty use of the language. The 

view that the language was the tangible manifestation of a community’s unity, precision 

of thought, and general civilizational progress left little margin for error, variance and 

experimentation with the language.  

Chapter 3 of this study discussed Jurj• Zaydān’s attempt to make space for a new 

journalistic language by placing the language in frameworks of ‘natural law,’ 

                                                 
232 Ibid., 88. 
233 Ibid., 88. 
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demonstrating that it could freely replenish itself and grow like a human body. At the turn 

of the century, Zaydån also offered an evaluation of the language of the NahËa project 

and its users as it had proceeded up until that point. A new linguistic era was on the rise, 

and Zaydān contended that the intellectuals from the middle of the nineteenth century 

were not truly skilled in their fields. For instance, the translators and those that worked on 

language in the mid-1800s were not skilled in ‘linguistics’ and did not have the most 

modern linguistic knowledge and resources available to them like the intellectuals of his 

day who were  working on the latest linguistic Nahḍa.234  

An 1894 editorial in Zaydān’s journal al-Hilāl indicates a sampling of new 

linguistic thoughts and tools that this generation of Nahḍa writers encountered and had at 

their disposal:  

We have now found an article by the distinguished Englishman Professor Huxley 
on the matter of writing knowledge in the colloquial English language. He 
corrected those that spoke about it [supported it] and what he said about the 
matter is that whatever scholar tries that [writing knowledge in the colloquial] 
loses not only the faculty of composing properly, but also weakens his acumen for 
knowledge. Elevating the mental faculties of the commoners so that they can 
understand knowledge is easier and better than dressing knowledge in the 
language of the commoners. [When dressed in the language of the commoners], 
knowledge loses its form, and its meaning also fails to come through because 
scholarly meanings cannot be expressed except by the language of knowledge.235 

This type of linguistic knowledge and resource was a key concept in the re-evaluation of 

>āmmiyya as a disseminator of knowledge in the Nahḍa project. A discussion of the role 

of >āmmiyya in disseminating knowledge - from two years earlier in al-Muqtaṭaf - 

appears much less confident in its assessment of what role the register might play. When 

asked about the possibility of writing in the colloquial, the editors responded that they 

recognized that there was a new Egyptian journal (unnamed) that contained articles 

                                                 
234 Zaydån, Tår•x al-Lugha al->Arabiyya: xāḍi> li-nām¥s al-irtiqā< bi-i>tibår annahå kå’in ḥayy nåm, 96-97.     
235 “Kit ābat al->ilm bi-lughat al->Åmmati,” in Bāb al-Rasā<il, al-Hilāl 5, no. 3 (November 1, 1894), 191. 
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written in >āmmiyya, and that perhaps both the elite and the commoners enjoyed and 

understood the articles.236 However, they warned: “this development did not call for the 

abandoning of the Arabic language and replacing it with >āmmiyya. For, the reasons to 

replace one language with the other must be strong and must take into consideration both 

the positive and negative side…”237  

This equivocal ‘maybe’ stood in stark opposition to what al-Hilāl printed from 

Huxley just two years later and to what Óasan Tawf•q, an Egyptian scholar who had been 

teaching at the School of Oriental Studies in Berlin, stated in the introduction to the book 

he wrote in 1899, after his return to Egypt. In the introduction to this work, Uṣūl al-

kalimāt al->āmmiyya, Tawfīq stated that his resolve to write a book aimed at “returning 

words to their origins” had been strengthened by “the linguistic Nahḍa, the Nahḍa of our 

young generation who I see have now fortified their level of knowledge (šadaw ba>ḍa aš-

šadwi) of their language and developed a passion (šaghafū ba>ḍ aš-šaghafi) for their 

language by restoring its characteristic features (bi iqāmat ma>ālimihā) and straightening 

out their tongues (bi taqwīmi alsinatihim).”238  

Early in the 1890s, scholars and the readers of their journals were asking the 

specific question: “Is it possible to write in the colloquial language (al-lugha al-

>āmmiyya) and use it in composition (al-inšā<)?”239 By the end of the century, the answer 

appeared to slide from an equivocal maybe to a resounding ‘no.’ An excerpt from 

Muḥammad >Umar’s Hāḍir al-Mi ṣriyy•n aw Sirr Ta<axxurihim (The Present State of the 

Egyptians or the Reason for their Lack of Progress (1902)) denounces the logic that had 

allowed for writing in the colloquial in newspapers in the previous years.  

                                                 
236 “Hal yumkin kitåbat al-lugha al->åmmiyya wa <isti>målhå f• al-<•nshå’?,” al-Muqtaṭaf 16 (1892): 848. 
237 Ibid. 
238 Óasan Tawf•q, Uß¥l al-kålimåt al->Arabiyya (Cairo: Maãba>at at-Taraqq•, 1899), 3. 
239 “Hal yumkin kitåbat al-lugha al->åmmiyya wa <isti>målhå f• al-‘•nshå’?,” al-Muqtaṭaf, 848. 
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If those people cared about retaining their language then they wouldn’t have 
carelessly lost command of it, or if they regularly read and studied from properly 
written language books, instead of comedic and satirical books, then their 
language skills would have improved. However, as you all know, they only read 
low-class, vulgar books and colloquial newspapers . . . Unfortunately, most of the 
editors of these vulgar newspapers, which cause the destruction of the liturgical 
language (lughat al-d•n), the language of the Qur’an and hadith, are Muslims. 
They unknowingly perhaps destroy their own glorious legacy with their very own 
hands and tongues (alsinatuhum). Most of the readers of these newspapers are 
Muslims, who often read them to their children. They are published in their 
neighborhoods and mostly sold among them. Typically a father would call his son 
over and insist that he reads the periodical out-loud and upon listening to it, the 
father would declare: ‘God bless this journal for it speaks the truth in a form that 
is understood by the elites and the masses (al-xāṣṣa wa al->āmma)’...240  

One may note that the idea in this excerpt of language as a link to cultural legacy 

and progress was not new at all. It was an integral part of Nad•m’s formulation of what 

language represented. However, Nad•m clearly saw a role for the colloquial as a 

disseminator of knowledge to the commoners and elite, alike. What then would lead a 

prominent writer to make light of the concept of disseminating knowledge to the masses 

and the elite and write its laudatory slogans off as simple folly? Part of the answer may 

be found in evolving ideas of the language as a representative of the linguistic 

community’s unity, precision, and progress.  

Unity, Precision, and Progress 

In the series of al-Muqtaṭaf articles “Tawallud al-lughāt wa numuwuhā,” the 

authors described the current concept of linguistics (>ilm al-lugha), which they said was 

“known among the Europeans as philology (f•lūlūjyā),” as “(the study of) the relationship 

between language and the progress (taqaddum) of its people or their underdevelopment 

(ta<axxur).”241 The end of the nineteenth century brought with it a clearer concept of how 

                                                 
240 Ziad Fahmy, “Popularizing Egyptian Nationalism: Colloquial Culture and Media Capitalism, 1870-
1919” (Ph.D. diss., The University of Arizona, 2007), 172.   
241 “Tawallud al-lughåt wa numuwuhå,” 578.  
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one could apply philology to the Arabic language and its registers. In an 1895 article on 

language, the editors of al-Muqtaṭaf stated that “language is the mirror of the people 

(who speak it) and the most reliable evidence of a people’s degree of material and moral 

development (irtiqā<).”242 Likewise, when Ibrah•m al-Yåzij• described language as the 

“mirror to the conditions of the community,” “the image of its civilization (tamaddun),” 

and the embodiment of its “morals (akhlåq) and character (malakåt)” he echoed turn of 

the century western language ideology, contending that words were part of a larger 

system that indexed a society at large - giving clues to a “people’s mentality, its way of 

thinking and feeling, its culture.”243 In al-Yåzij•’s formulation of modernity, not only was 

language more than a tool used to transmit modern knowledge, it was a tangible 

representative and reflection of a society’s character and intellectual development and 

thus its capacity for civilization and progress. In summary of the power of language, al-

Yāzij• asserted: “Their tongues do not exceed the bounds of their minds and their terms 

simply represent the images of what is in their brains.”244 Therefore, when he further 

assessed the deficiencies of the language in communicating almost all that was modern - 

“scientific inventions…natural and chemical discoveries and the intellectual and manual 

arts” - it became clear that the language, and the ‘linguistic community’ by affiliation, 

was in urgent need of change.245  

Also portraying a link between language and intellectual development, Zaydån 

characterized >åmmiyya as an index of backwardness, a characteristic it inherently shared 

with those that spoke it. He spoke of a natural linguistic difference between the >åmma 

                                                 
242 “al-Lugha al->āmmiyya al-Miṣriyya,” al-Muqtaṭaf 19 (1895): 540.  
243 See al-Yåzij• “al-Lugha wa al->asr (1897)” in Yousif Khour•, 56. The expression “people’s mentality, its 
way of thinking and feeling, its culture” is from Tinothy Mitchell, Colonising Egypt (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1988), 139 
244 Al-Y āzij• in Khour•, 56. 
245 Ibid., 55. 
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and the xåßṣa, asserting that “language coincides with the development of the minds of its 

speakers, and >åmmiyya is undeveloped like the undeveloped minds of its speakers (the 

>åmma).”246 This study does not propose a clear delineating point when the idea of 

writing in the colloquial no longer only represented breaking convention, but also 

potentially affected intellectual progress. What is clear is that what was developing 

toward the end of the nineteenth century, and finding a stronger voice at the turn of the 

century, was the idea that the potential harm caused by using faulty language outweighed 

the benefit of using it.  

In his journals, Al-Yåzij• lamented the fact that Arabic dictionaries lacked the 

precise terms necessary for modern knowledge - scientific discoveries, modern 

inventions, and new classifications of plants and animals. He contended that Arabic 

suffered from inadequacy (taqß•r) and sterility (>uqm) in its bid to diffuse modern 

knowledge, which, as he put in a Darwinian-inspired framework, is the key to the modern 

‘struggle for survival.’247 He stated that “(knowledge) is the stairway by which societies 

proceed step by step to development (irtiqå<) and the vessel that guarantees for it victory 

in the competition of the struggle for survival (˙albat tanåzu> al-baqå<) and the support 

that binds the pillars of civilization (˙aḍåra wa al->umrån).”248 In al-Yāzij•’s estimation, 

there was not a day without a new discovery or beneficial invention in what he described 

as “the era of wonders (>aßr al->ajå’ib ),” and one of the traits of the modern era and 

therefore of a modern language was the ability to express these ‘wonders’ with 

precision.249 After all, with all of the classes and subcategories of organisms and plants, it 

                                                 
246 Zaydån, “al-Lugha al->Arabiyya al-fuß˙å wa al-lugha al->āmmiyya,” 176-180. 
247 Al-Y åzij•, “Al-Lugha wa al->aßr” in Khour•, 55.                     
248 Al-Y åzij•, “Iftit å˙iyya majallat al-Bayån” in Khour•, 52. 
249 Al-Y åzij•, “Iftit å˙iyya majallat al-Bayån” in Khour•, 53.                     
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was essential to refer concisely to what one meant when one communicated about these 

modern concepts.  

Al-Y åzij• praised the Arabs for having taken advantage of the flexible language, 

having employed ištiqāq and majāz as they coined new words in olden times. However, 

juxtaposed with this praise was the warning that the precise ideas of the current era 

needed equally precise terms that were not part of the Arabic lexicon: “and what he [the 

Arab] has in the way of 80 names for honey and 200 names for wine, and 500 names for 

lion, and 1000 terms for sword…and 400 for disaster does not benefit him [the Arab 

wishing to precisely comprehend and articulate modern knowledge] in this matter 

[precisely depicting modern concepts].”250  

Al-Y åzij• and Zaydån both also portrayed linguistic unity as the marker of a 

modern nation. In his article, “Al-Lugha wa al->aṣr (The Language and the [Current] 

Era),” al-Yāzij• stated:  

…the language is none other than the nation and as it personifies its history and 
sciences and customs and beliefs…it is the junction of her union (ulfat) and the 
tangible link (al wußla al ̇ issiyya) between its individual units and its groups, for 
it is the veritable main cause of their joining and the natural union for them …and 
stabilizes the meaning of civilization (al madaniyya)… 251 

Bringing >åmmiyya into the discussion of unity, and rapidly removing it from the realm of 

written knowledge, Zaydån added that writing in >åmmiyya would eventually make 1300 

years of Arab knowledge and history (written in fuß˙å) inaccessible, and if each Arab 

country wrote in its own dialect, Arabs would be divided, no longer able to partake of one 

another’s knowledge.252  

The above discussion illustrates the link between language and unity, precision, 

and development that were key components of the foundation of modernity for the Nahḍa 
                                                 
250 Al-Y åzij•, “al-Lugha wa al->aßr” in Khour•, 56. 
251 Ibid., 62.  
252 Zaydån, “al-Lugha al->Arabiyya al-fuß˙å wa al-lugha al->āmmiyya,” 176-180.  
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at the end of the nineteenth century. And if language were a tangible measure of progress, 

both reflecting society and informing it as it developed, surely such a commodity would 

need careful and capable monitoring. With his numerous articles on the Arabic language 

and his attacks on contemporary writers who were careless or incapable in their use of the 

language, part of al-Yāzij•’s enduring legacy is that of a gatekeeper for the Arabic 

language.253 The next section briefly examines al-Yāzij•’s writings that sought to monitor 

and control the use of the language in the ever expanding realm of the newspaper.  

II.  A PLAN  OF ACTION   

A New Laḥn al->Åmma 

In his journals, above and beyond critiquing the language, al-Yāzij• 

communicated a spirit of action: “we can either record the death of the language and the 

death of hopes with it or…we resume our commitment and renew our endeavor 

to…correct what has befallen it of irreparable loss…”254 His best known effort to exert 

influence in the development of the language was a series of articles in his journal al-

Îiyå< under the title “Lughat al-Jarå<id.” In these articles, he invoked an >åmma-khåßṣa 

dichotomy as he meticulously pointed out errors in lexical and grammatical usage from 

the pens of what he dubbed “>åmmat al-kuttåb” and “>åmmat al-jarå’id.” 255  

The below example shows a sample pattern for the entries in the work:  

We have for example their saying ( كذا يوم عصارى ف2ن خرج  ).  What they mean 
to say is “the mid-afternoon time (waqt al->asr). Most of the time one hears it read 
with a ḍamma on the >āyn and a fatḥa on the rā< along the lines of (quṣārā) and 
(xuzāmā) and this expression is not found anywhere in the Arabic books. Perhaps 
the first who said it wanted it to be with a fatḥa on the >āyn and a kasra on the rā> 
and with doubling or intensification (tašdīd) of the yā> (>aṣāriyya) as if it were the 

                                                 
253 See, for instance Suleiman (2003) and Gully (1997). 
254 Al-Y åzij•, “al-Lugha wa al->aßr,” in Khour•, 62. 
255 Al-Y åzij•, “Lughat al jarå’id” in Khour•, 89. 
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plural of >aṣriyya from the speech of the commoners (>āmma) [for example]: I 
visited him in the mid-afternoon, like they say in the morning (ṣubhiyya) and at 
noon (ẓuhriyya). None of that is amongst the usage of the Arabs. 256 

Noting his focus on correcting his contemporaries’ use of the language in this 

series of works, the Encyclopedia of Islam designated al-Yāzij• a “worthy successor” to 

the medieval authors of the laḥn al->åmma genre.257 Gully also notes that al-Yāzj•’s 

writings led a procession of works that at the turn of the century and in the following 

decades attempted to correct and purify the language of the public sphere.  

As al-Yāzij• re-evaluated the role of the language and incorporated thoughts on 

the language’s ability to affect and represent the development of its speakers, he placed 

the newspaper and the new public intellectuals that wrote in them in the >āmma and xāṣṣa 

dichotomy. In other words, when he put ideology into practice, al-Yāzij• used 

dichotomies represented by the groups (>āmma and xāṣṣa) and their languages (>āmmiyya 

and fuṣḥā) to stratify this new group of public intellectuals. This dichotomy was a 

familiar way to accomplish what appeared to be an inherent part of the re-evaluation of 

the language at the turn of the century, a re-sorting of >āmma and xāṣṣa and their 

registers, >āmmiyya and fuṣḥā, in light of new realms [the newspaper]. And while al-

Yāzij•’s work was not a treatise on >āmmiyya, per se, his use of the designations >āmmat 

al-kuttāb and >āmmat al-jarā<id, along with his allusion to “the speech of the 

commoners” clearly demonstrates that part of his mission in correcting and safeguarding 

the language was guarding the public sphere from the register of the commoner, and 

perhaps along with it the strata of individuals that might not know better than to use it.258 

                                                 
256 Ibid., 91.                     
257 Pellat Ch. "Lȧn al->Åmma." Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition. Edited by: P. Bearman , 
Th.Bianquis , C.E. Bosworth , E. van Donzel and W.P. Heinrichs. Brill, 2008. Brill Online. University of 
Texas at Austin, 27 November 2008 
http://www.brillonline.nl.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/subscriber/entry?entry=islam_SIM-4613.   
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What al-Yāzij• implies here is that even the so-called educated - public intellectuals who 

wrote in various newspapers of the day - were unqualified to properly use the language, 

susceptible to significant linguistic errors and responsible for the spread of these errors.  

The following sections highlight a particular paralleling genre that in an 

atmosphere of repairing and guarding the Arabic language, while at the same time sorting 

out dichotomies of >āmma and xāṣṣa, attempted to effect unity, precision, and progress in 

the colloquial language by returning it to its fuṣḥā origins, thus eliminating it.259  

Taqwīm al-Alsina260 

Muḥammad >Al • al-Dusūq•’s Kitāb tahdh•b al-alfāẓ al-āmmiyya opens with the 

dedication:  

I present this book to the Egyptian nation (al-<umma al-miṣriyya) and it (the 
nation) is in a transitional stage from one condition to another…When the first 
edition of this book - that towers over all of the books that have been written on 
the subject of returning the colloquial to real Arabic - ran out, I received letters 
from all corners of Egypt.  A lot of the Arabic language inspectors in the Ministry 
of Education (wizārat l-ma>ārif  l- >umūmiyya) and a number of its language 
teachers spoke to me about reprinting it and expanding it until it is double its size 
and doubly beneficial.261   

Dusūq• saw his book as the seminal work in the project of returning the colloquial 

to its origins and unifying the language through erasing the current version of the spoken 

register. As opposed to the scholars who in earlier decades had simply asked questions 

about the use of the colloquial language, or produced treatises on why it was inferior, this 

group of scholars had clear answers and a project. They worked with a hybrid mix of 

                                                 
259 This does not imply that these projects were related, as this study did not encounter any direct 
correlation between the two or citing of one in the other. What they share is the timeframe and the fact that 
they reflect projects of language purification aimed at serving the Arabic speaking community.  Naff¥sa 
Sa>•d notes that at the turn of the century and for the next several decades, there were dozens of these books 
that traced >āmmiyya word back to their fuṣḥā roots. See Tar•x ad-da>wa ilå al->āmmiyya wa athårhå fí 
Mißr (Alexandria: Dår Našr ath-thaqåfa, 1964), 171-172. 
260 “Taqw•m al-Alsina” comes from Óasan Tawf•q’s Uß¥l al-kalimåt al->āmmiyya, 4. 
261 Al-Dus¥q•, 4-5. 
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tools. Under one arm, they had the ancient, medieval dictionaries of Ibn al-Sikk•t (his 

Kitåb tahdh•b al-alfåΩ, was published in Lebanon in the mid 1890s), al-Jawhar•, al-

Baghdåd• and works such as Lisån al->Arab and Íi˙å˙. Under the other, they had 

philological essays and methodology. Dusūq• noted: “The European Orientalists have 

concerned themselves with researching the origins of languages and they have presented 

in great detail on the origins of Eastern languages. With few exceptions, our own authors 

of linguistic books have neglected this research…”262  

One of the first works in the group was Óasan Tawf•q’s Uṣūl al-kalimāt al-

>āmmiyya. Its numerous references to rectifying the tongues [speech] (taqw•m al-alsina) 

of the Egyptians by returning their language to its origin, brings to mind Huxley’s 

contention regarding the use of the colloquial language to disseminate knowledge: 

“Elevating the mental faculties of the commoners so that they can understand knowledge 

is easier and better than dressing knowledge in the language of the commoners …”263 

This attitude seemingly resolves the tension present in Nad•m’s treatises on the merits of 

making knowledge accessible through spreading it in an accessible register:  

[W]riting in simple, ordinary language is a means of conditioning (someone) to 
reading and even if a young lady grew accustomed to reading it (ordinary 
language) she would advance to reading correct writing…if they read things 
written for them more often, the love of learning and the (willingness to) engage 
with scholarly and moral works would develop in them.264 

One can also sense tension over whether or not it is safe and beneficial to impart 

knowledge in the language of the commoners in the following excerpt from the first 

dialogue in Muḥammad al-Najjār’s al-Argh¥l.265 

1 aṣ-ṣabīy: ṭayyib wǝ >āyiz yirsilū lak bi-kalām dārig zayya illī inta bit<ūlū di-l-wa<tī 

                                                 
262 Ibid., 3. 
263 “Kit ābat al->ilm bi-lughat al->Åmmati,” 191. 
264 Nad•m, “al-Murabb•,” 805. 
265 Al-Najjār, Al-Argh¥l 1, no.1 (September 1, 1894): 12. 
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Okay, Do you want them to send you (articles) in colloquial language like you are 
using right now 

2 walla bi-kalām mithl illī binšūfu fī-l-garāyid il->ilmiyya? 

or in language like we see in erudite newspapers. 

3 al-Najj ār : ana uḥibb inn il-maqālāt ill ī tirudd li-l-Arghūl takūn  

I want the articles that respond (are sent in) to al-Arghūl to be 

4 bi kalām >ārabī faṣīḥ >ālī al-inšā< wǝ thamīn al-fikr >ālā šān inn in-nās lamma tiqra<  

in high-level, eloquently composed Arabic (fuṣḥā), because when people read  

5 titi >allam ṭuru< il-kit āba wǝ tinšī zayyu wǝ timšī fī sabīl il-inšā< il-jayyid… 

they learn methods of writing and they compose like what they see and proceed to 
produce good composition… 

Al-Najjār’s response to the question of how he wanted to receive articles for his 

journal harkens back to Nad•m’s fear that readers would send articles to al-Ustādh in the 

colloquial. However, this exchange, written in the colloquial, suggests that Al-Najjār was 

similar to Nad•m in the assumption that his own use of the register did not pose a danger. 

However, Huxley’s statement, especially when coupled with his sentiment 

(quoted above) that colloquial registers threaten the mental capabilities of their users and 

threaten the meaning of knowledge, removes from the picture judgment like Nad•m and 

al-Najjār exercised. Nad•m had acknowledged and written about the influence of 

language one heard on one’s production through formation of habit. However, he had 

always managed to overcome this fear by his rationalization that the colloquial in the 

written realm would make various forms of knowledge accessible and attract the masses 

and women to reading with the hope that at some point they would not need to read and 

listen to the colloquial language. At the turn of the century, the time to move exclusively 

to a perfected, standardized, and unified register arrived.  
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It no longer made sense to write in the colloquial in order to make knowledge 

accessible and draw the masses to language, as Nadīm had tried to do until the end. 

Rather, the project analyzed in this chapter consisted of communicating only in the 

correct register. With regards to the language, the civilizing project - different from 

Nad•m’s focus on the commoner through the commoner’s language - appeared to shift to 

a focus on the language itself, with the idea of immediately rectifying it and through its 

rectification, effecting the elevation of those that could access it. The introduction of the 

1908 book, ad-Durar aṣ-ṣafiyya fī alfāẓ al->āmmiyya wa mā yuqābilhā min al->Arabiyya 

(Cloudless Pearls [of Wisdom] on Colloquial Expressions and What Corresponds to 

Them in Arabic) reads: 

[The] means for elevating the Arabic language (is) circulating its correct words 
(alfāẓhā al-ṣaḥīḥa) on the tongues of the youth (naš<) until they become a habit 
for them, allowing them to progress toward expelling what has entered the 
honorable language of strange words and to correct that which has been 
distorted.266  

A project of disseminating knowledge to the commoner in an accessible register 

ran counter to this civilizing project aimed at erasing the colloquial, with the hopes of 

exposing the next generation to nothing but “correct” language.  

III.  TADH °B AL- >ÅMMIYYA   

Awareness of a Gap (Development) 

The first entry in Uß¥l al-kalimåt al->āmmiyya is “<ajran ( اجرن )” which Tawf•q 

describes as a distortion of  “min ajli <an” in phrases such as “ajrannu ma gāš in-nahår 

da.”267 Citing Šifā< al-ghal•l and Lisān al->Arab, he then points out a few other historical 

distortions of the term. Most of his entries follow this mundane pattern. However, of 

                                                 
266 Óusayn Futūḥ and Muḥammad >Al ī >Abd al-Raḥman, Al-Darar al-Safya fī alfāẓ al->āmmiyya wa mā 
yuqābilhā min al->ārabiyya (Maṭba>at al-N•l bi-Mi ṣr, 1908), Introduction.  
267 Tawf•q, 5-6. 
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particular note is Tawf•q’s assessment that speakers have an awareness of what separates 

fuṣḥā from >āmmiyya; and the elite (xāṣṣa) correct their speech from perceived mistakes, 

attempting to distinguish between the registers [thereby distinguishing themselves]. The 

following two entries illustrate the point:    

<ašlān 

Tawf•q notes: “they [the >āmma] use this word in describing he whose pocket is 

empty of dirhams.”268 He observes that the xåßṣa place a qåf at the beginning of the term, 

assuming that the >åmma have replaced it with a hamza [a common feature of the spoken 

register]. However, in accordance with his research, the xāṣṣa are incorrect in their 

assumption, as the actual correct word is al-<azl (with a hamza and zā<). Tawf•q bases his 

assertion on Lisån al >Arab in which al-<azl means shortage or scarceness (ḍīq) and 

misfortune (šidda), as in “hum fī <azl min al->ayš (they are barely subsisting).” He further 

confirms his thesis with Ibn Sikkīt’s Kitāb Tahdhīb al-Alfāẓ269   

<ammar 

With this term, Tawf•q notes: “they [the >āmma] say ‘<ammara al-xubz’ if one put 

it [bread] on the fire to dry it.”270 Tawf•q explains that its origin is jammara, deriving 

from the idea of putting something on hot embers (jamr). Here, again, he notes that the 

xåßṣa pronounce it with a qåf, believing that the >åmma have simply dropped the qåf.271 

A sociolinguistic analysis of language and class is beyond the scope of this paper, 

but Tawf•q’s analysis implies an attempt at maintaining or perhaps increasing the 

distinction between social classes he has referred to as >āmma and xāṣṣa through the 

adoption of certain linguistic features. For instance, in addition to noting and correcting 
                                                 
268 Ibid., 7. 
269 Ibid. 
270 Ibid., 10. 
271 Ibid. 
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xāṣṣa usages, Tawf•q also indexes certain expressions with the lower classes. In the 

following entry, in what almost appears as a warning to the reader, Tawf•q attributes a 

phrase to what he calls the lowest of classes.  

šūbaš 

“a word that the lowest of classes (asfal al-ṭabaqāt) say during their (wedding) 
celebrations in order to collect dirhams from the attendees. They call them (the 
‘gifts’) nuqṭa and each one who gives something, they will return it to him during 
his own wedding celebration. A possibility for its origin is šay<un bi šay<in 
(something for something).”272 

Kroch’s thesis on social dialect variation, whereby the elite attempt to stratify 

themselves socially by distinguishing their pronunciation from inferior groups, suggests 

that this may be at work in what Tawf•q describes: 

Dominant social groups tend to mark themselves off symbolically as distinct from 
the groups they dominate and to interpret their symbols of distinctiveness as 
evidence of superior moral and intellectual qualities…in the case of pronunciation 
they also mark their distinctiveness in a negative way - that is by inhibiting many 
of the low level, variable processes of phonetic conditioning that characterize 
spoken language and that underlie regular phonological change.273 

In the above entries and in others similar to them, Tawf•q aims to rectify the 

production (writing and speech) of the xāṣṣa in the public sphere and provide a guide for 

those that want to stratify themselves linguistically. This project is similar to al-Yāzij•’s 

“Lughat al-jarā<id” entries which also provided a linguistic-based means of separating 

layers within the group of public intellectuals (writers in newspapers) that considered 

themselves or aspired to the classification of xāṣṣa.   

                                                 
272 Tawf•q, 22. 
273 Anthony Kroch, “Toward a Theory of Social Dialect Variation.” Language in Society, Vol. 7, No. 1 
(April 1978): 17-18. 
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A Shrinking Fuṣḥā, a Growing >Åmmiyya 

Dusūq•’s Kitāb tahdh•b al-alfāẓ al->āmmiyya - hailed by the author as the 

landmark achievement among the works that trace the colloquial back to its origins - 

contained numerous routine entries, such as the following.  

al->āmmī (bitā>, bitū>) al->arabī (hana, hanāt) 

“The commoners (>āmma) say bitā> (something belonging to) someone, that is to 

say [in correct language] hanatuhu…” The commoners distorted the word matā> [also 

meaning ‘thing’] to come up with this word (bitā>) that basically means ‘thing,’ by 

replacing the mā with bā and adding a final tā, making it feminine (tā al-ta<nīth).274  

This too reads like a guide for understanding what language to avoid and why. 

However, one area in which Dus¥q•’s work offers unique insight is that of precision. This 

section demonstrates that his intense focus on precision in the language and unification of 

the language resulted in a narrowing definition of fuß˙å and a widening definition of 

>åmmiyya in his works. The term >åmmiyya was no longer a vague term, encompassing 

words that had undergone colloquialization at the tongues of the masses or that had clear 

foreign origins. In the quest to obtain the most correct terminology for the unified 

standard tongue, Dus¥q• devised complex classifications of >åmmiyya and through these 

classifications justified the expulsion of modern ‘standard’ terminology if there existed 

an ancient [authentic] term for the same concept.275    

In a section entitled “classifications of the colloquial (taqsīm al->āmmī),” he 

suggested three classifications of >āmmiyya: foreign (expressions) that have not been 

Arabized; Arab and Arabized words in which letters have been distorted; and new words 

                                                 
274 Al-Dus¥q•, 287. 
275 Al-Dus¥q•, 7-8. ‘Standard’ in this sentence refers to the idea that Dusuq• described these words as 
meeting all of the grammatical criteria for Arabic words.  
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[or words for new concepts] (muḥdath).276 In further delineating classification of 

muḥdath terms, he states: 

[I]f there is a synonym for new words that are in accordance with the rules 
(awḍā>) of the language these new words are called Arabic from the standpoint of 
pronunciation, but not Arabic from the standpoint of use. Therefore, it is not 
acceptable to use them since there is an Arabic or Arabized word that was used in 
ancient times.277  

Dusūq• analyzed, for instance, the word for mattress (martaba). He conceded that the 

word itself represents correct language, as it comes from the singular of martabāt 

meaning degrees (as in rankings or levels). However, he noted that it was not used in 

ancient times for mattress or anything to do with the concept. The term he contended was 

used and was hence authentic was ḥāšiya/ ḥašāyā; therefore, ḥāšiya needed to replace the 

term martaba. In an instant, Dusūq• relegated an Arabic term to the >āmmiyya 

classification. In an era of precision and unity, there was no room for it in the realm of 

fuṣḥā, at least in the connotation he discussed. 

The below excerpt also demonstrates the removal of a word that Dusūq• admits is 

Arabicized, marastān. However, as it does not represent the best alternative, in the name 

of precision and unity, it should be disgarded. The word is found in the following entry 

that reasons through the proper Arabic term for hospital.  

usbitāliyya 

usbitāliyya, in French, hôpital and its Arabic synonym is mustašfā the name of the 
place for recuperation. It [this term] is better (afḍal) than the word mārastān that 
the early Arabs Arabicized from Persian because customary use has restricted the 
term mārastān now to the insane asylum (mustašfā al-majānīn) and the proof is 
the saying of the author of al-Miṣbāḥ: marastān is an Arabized saying in the form 
of fā>altān (qīl fa>ltān mu>arrab); its meaning is the abode of the sick, and the 
plural is marastānāt. They say it was not heard in ancient speech. 278 

                                                 
276 Ibid., 7. 
277 Ibid., 8. 
278 Ibid., 78. 
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The process of erasure here is very different from Nad•m’s process in which 

delivering a message in an accessible register was the goal, and thus even in the process 

of eliminating the colloquial register, there was room for variation in language form. 

Here, all variation, within words and across concepts, is meticulously rooted out in search 

for an authentic, unifying Arabic register. When put into practice, the ideologies 

associated with achieving unity and precision in the language, led to a potentially smaller 

class of fuṣḥā terms and an increasing class of >āmmiyya terms. Ironically, even though 

these works were products of an ideology based on achieving unification of the Arabic 

language, in practice they made the distinction between the registers and the proper 

classification [register] of particular terms much more clear.  

IV.  THE  INSTITUTIONALIZATION  OF ERASURE 

In the first two volumes (published in 1935 and 1936) of the journal issued by 

Cairo’s Royal Academy of the Arabic Language, one finds Arabic coinings for terms 

related to myriad domains. A few examples follow. 

object/concept  term that was currently in use          coined term 

 Telephone279   tilfūn     irz•z 

Coined term:  archaic term defined as “a voice that one hears but that one does not 

see, meaning that one does not see its owner. The voice may be either intense or weak” 

object/concept  term that was currently in use          coined term  

Living room280  aṣ-ßāla     ar-radha 

Coined term: archaic terms used to express an abode which no other abode can 

match in greatness. 

 

                                                 
279 Majallat majma> al-lugha al->Arabiyya al-malakī 1 (1935): 111. 
280 Majallat majma> al-lugha al->Arabiyya al-malak• 2 (1936): 65. 
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object/concept  term that was currently in use          coined term  

Toilet281   dawrat al-miyāh   maãhara 

Coined term: archaic term related to a container or vessel used for cleansing (in 

the mi + trilateral root [ṭ ḥ r] form of ‘an instrument for’) and in the Arabic lexical format 

(ma + trilateral root [ṭ ḥ r]) of ‘a place for’ cleansing. 

The above examples, and numerous others that are similar in nature, demonstrate the 

Language Academy’s attempts to expel neologisms that had crept into standard Arabic 

through the colloquial and replace them with antiquated, but genuine Arabic terms that 

had fallen out of common use. Its members intended to prove that new and modern ideas 

did not require outside influence, but a reawakening of old terms from their ‘slumber’.282  

The Academy dismissed what would be classified as ‘cultural borrowings’ that 

had crept in through the colloquial and replaced them with archaic Arabic terminology, 

with the connotation that modern cultural phenomena were not alien and transplanted 

concepts, but lay dormant in a neglected Arab culture that they would resurrect.283 Their 

actions were an attempt to right what its members viewed as ‘historical accident.’ In a 

sense, these archaic terms represented to the Academy what might have been had the 

Arabs’ contact with their native culture not been interrupted through conquest and 

colonialism and had their ancient terminology for culture and civilization naturally 

shifted with time and progress. For, had it not been for unfortunate historical 

circumstances, the Academy contended that pure Arabic lexical items would not have 

                                                 
281 Ibid., 76. 
282 Majallat majma> al-lugha al->Arabiyya 1, 202.  

283 Martin Haspelmath, “Loanword Typology: Steps Toward a Systematic Cross-Linguistic Study of 
Lexical Borrowability” in Aspects of Language Contact: New Theoretical, Methodological, and Empirical 
Findings with Special Focus on Romanticisation Processes, eds. Thomas Stolz, Dik Bakker, Rosa Salas 
Palomo (New York: Mouton de Gruyter, 2008), 47. Haspelmath describes cultural borrowings as “words 
for new objects (e.g. espresso) or words for new (non-object) concepts (e.g. zeitgeist)…(that) usually 
appear abruptly…” 
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fallen into obsolescence and been overtaken by contact-induced replacements: “we are 

returning to archaic (obsolete) terms because of the ages of ignorance that have 

persisted…if these words are not known it is because of these ages of ignorance…we are 

now in our age of Renaissance.”284 

This literal illustration of ‘erasure’ represents the institutionalization of the Arab 

Nahḍa language debate. At a basic level, the Academy lumped what Nad•m had referred 

to as the “the army of foreign expressions” and “the army of >åmmiyya” together and 

combated them with the time-honored and now institutionalized weapon of ‘say this and 

don’t say that.’285 The Academy’s primary charge was:  

to preserve the integrity of the Arabic language, and to make it adequate for the 
demands of sciences and arts as they advance, and suitable for the general needs 
of life in the contemporary era, by specifying in dictionaries, specialized 
references, and other means what phrases and forms must be used and what must 
be avoided.”286  

Similar to the earlier views on erasing the colloquial examined in this study, the 

Academy’s view of the pervasiveness of colloquial and foreign expressions was that they 

represented ‘historical accident.’ Like the ‘tahdh•b al->āmmiyya’ works, the Academy 

also displayed an acute awareness of the Nahḍa project and the prominent role language 

played in the project. Its first publication announced that God has seen to it that a 

renaissance (Nahḍa) of the language is upon us, a renewal that will see to it that the 

language meets the needs of any time and place.287 And with its original membership 

comprising five of the luminary Orientalists of the day, five Arabs from across the Arab 

world and ten Egyptians, its composition represented a microcosm of the hybrid Nahḍa 

                                                 
284 Mahāḍir al-jalasāt: majallat majma> al-lugha al->Arabiyya 2 (1937): 142-143. 

285 In the “Purposes” of the Academy, one finds: “Number 2-The Academy must replace colloquial an 
foreign words that have not been Arabicized with Arabic words…” Majallat majma> al-lugha al-‘Arabiyya 
al-malakī 1, 22.  

286 Ibid., 6. 
287 Ibid., 201. 
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experience, such as one may observe through the scholars who at the turn of the century 

consulted the dictionaries of Ibn Sikk•t on the one hand and the lectures and notes of 

Müller and Huxley on the other.288 The Academy’s attempt to link the present to the Arab 

cultural heritage through linking the lexicons of each era followed the logic of a lexical 

link to authenticity as established in the ‘tahdh•b al->āmmiyya’ genre. However, in 

practice, the Academy did not trace modern terms back to their ancestral roots. Rather, 

the Academy revived terms from one cultural milieu and transplanted them to another.  

The Academy also framed the battle for the language as an existential struggle. 

Accompanying their rulings were opinions that warned of foreign terms becoming so 

prevalent in Arabic as to take over the language, leading to the “extinction [of Arabic]” 

and with it all that is encompassed in Arab culture: Arab Nationalism; comprehension of 

the Qur’an; all that the Arabs had canonized in sciences, literature, and law….289  

The Academy’s rulings followed decades of tension between the colloquial and 

the standard and what public roles they would play. As Aḥmad Lutf• al-Sayyid developed 

his ideas of the Egyptian nation’s “personality (šaxṣiyya)” in the early twentieth century, 

he envisioned a distinctive language as the tool for molding and articulating that 

distinctive shaxṣiyya.290 Lutf• al-Sayyid’s affiliation with the term tamß•r al-lugha is due 

to his call to unify the literary Arabic and colloquial Egyptian languages into an 

“educated colloquial” variety, uniquely suited to the needs of the Egyptian nation, 

particularly the need to “consolidate a modern national consciousness.”291 As Lutf• al-

Sayyid’s followers propelled his ideas forward into formulations of ‘national literature’ 

                                                 
288 Ibid., 6. Majallat al-majma> al-Lugha al-‘Arabiyya bi-Dimašq (1921): 30-31.   
289 Majallat majma> al-lugha al-‘Arabiyya al-malakī 1, 200. 
290 Selim, 76. For the idea of the nation as an “individual” or “family”, see Wendell, 270. 
291 Ibid., 75. See also Wendell, 277 for the idea of an “educated colloquial” language. 
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and Egyptian territorial nationalism, the armies of the Egyptian colloquial and those of 

fuß˙å again donned their battle gear.  

Although the idea of Egypt’s shaxṣiyya being best captured and portrayed by a 

national literature that focused on the realities of Egyptian life and culture circulated for 

years, it found its most coherent voice in a 1925 essay “al-Adab al-qawm• (National 

Literature),” written by one of Lutf• al-Sayyid’s disciples, Muhammad Husayn 

Haykal.292 Haykal tapped into the philosophy of Hippolyte Taine as he described 

“genuine literature” as that which was “the product” of and captured “a particular race,” 

“a specific natural environment,” and “a specific time period.”293 And while Haykal 

acknowledged that the language was a “living entity (kå’in ˙ayy)” that needed to develop, 

grow, and change, he was overall ambivalent about the use of >åmmiyya in the written 

domain.294 Other scholars, such as Tawf•q >Awwån saw national literature - with its call 

for “naturalness” and “realism” - as a written domain perfectly suited for the colloquial. 

He noted: 

National literature demands first and foremost naturalness. Is it natural in anyway 
that we address the fallå˙ or the merchant in a language foreign to him(?) One of 
the most distinguishing characteristics of nationalism is the language in which the 
people [qawm] speak. If we really want to have a national literature, so we must 
write in the colloquial language! 295 

At one point in the 2008 al-Jazeera debate, Dr. >Al • >Uqla >Irsån reminded the host 

and the viewers that numerous Arabs had been complicit in the campaign to destroy the 

Arabic language. Quoting Salåma M¥ßå, he offered the following statement as proof: “the 

Arabic language is a linguistic legacy that carries with it a social creed that we must 

                                                 
292 Selim, 81. 
293 Israel Gershoni and James Jankowski, Egypt, Islam, and the Arabs: The Search for Egyptian 
Nationhood, 1900-1930 (New York, 1986), 193. 
294 Ibid., 218. 
295 Ibid., 219. 
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combat.”296 Maintaining the line of thought that envisioned the Egyptian colloquial as the 

‘natural’ language of the Egyptian, and operating under the shroud of Egyptian 

Nationalism, Salåma M¥ßå took the >åmmiyya-fuß˙å debate to its height of contention in 

his works espousing the philosophy and benefit of Egyptian territorial nationalism.  

As M¥ßå set about this task in his numerous essays, the lexicon served as a stark 

example of all that Arab-Islamic heritage represent by way of backwardness and things 

alien to Egypt. Simply stated, the guarded and stagnant Arabic lexicon, as opposed to the 

colloquial that immediately incorporated modern concepts, served as an impediment to 

Egypt’s re-entry into the realm of modernity and progress. Similar to Taine’s ‘race-

milieu-moment’ formulation for Environmentalism, M¥så’s concept of ‘spirit of the 

times’ captured the idea that words were borne of and therefore suitable for a certain 

environment and era. Noting such examples as “siyåsat al-’umma”(governing the nation) 

and its derivation from “siyåsat al-xayl” (leading a horse), M¥ṣå’s works often contended 

that in “our civilized life,” modern technological terms were necessary, as opposed to 

alternatives among the Arab’s lexicon that related to their life of the camel, desert plants, 

and tribal conflict.297 The colloquial had the advantage of having incorporated ‘modern’ 

terms in real time and of having developed amongst the Egyptians in the Nile valley. In 

M¥ßa’s conceptualization of modernity, Egypt would never have a contemporary and 

capable language, the primary motor for cultural progression, if it remained entrenched in 

an Arab-Islamic mindset represented by the use of archaic Arabic terms to portray 

modern civilization. In the cycle of the registers’ battles for the public sphere, the 

institutionalization of the >āmmiyya - fuṣḥā debate formalized ideology such that notions 

                                                 
296 Al-Jazeera, “Óimåyat al-lugha  al->Arabiyya,” 30:10.  
297 Salāma Mūṣā, Al-Yawm wa al-ghad (Cairo: al Matba>a al->Aṣriyya, 1927), 29. 
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of national literature and the linguistic aspects of territorial nationalism would not posture 

the colloquial to pose a serious challenge to fuṣḥā. 

CONCLUSION    

When the scholars of the Nahḍa looked inward and re-assessed their project and 

the language of their project, they looked through lenses that were heavily influenced by 

language as a representation of the community’s level of progress, unity, and precision. 

In an environment marked with close scrutiny of the language of the press, with 

accompanying >āmma and xāṣṣa classifications, along with characterizations of true 

progress as unity and precision, not only was the answer to whether or not one could use 

the colloquial in the written realm a clear “no,” it seemed logical in some arenas to 

remove the option altogether.  

The ideology that the underdeveloped colloquial register would affect the mental 

faculties and intellectual and moral development of the writer and reader began to push 

the colloquial further toward the margins of the public sphere. Linguistic practice, aimed 

at controlling and molding the language of the public sphere incorporated these and other 

ideologies and contributed to genres that stratified and reclassified the speakers and 

writers of the Arabic language and attempted to instill unity and precison into the 

language they spoke. This combination of ideology and practice gave rise to a genre of 

works that attempted a quite literal erasure of the colloquial, attempting to reel the 

register back in from the public sphere, once and for all. The Academy’s reeling in of the 

colloquial and foreign terms (that often infiltrated through the colloquial) represented the 

subsequent institutionalization of the effort to remove the colloquial from the public 

sphere. 
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CONCLUSION 

I.  FROM  TAHDH °B AL- >ÅMMA  TO TAHDH °B AL- >ÅMMIYYA  TO TAHM °Š 

AL- >ÅMMIYYA:  THE  CYCLE  OF IDEOLOGY  AND PRACTICE 

This study detailed a conflict that witnessed the encroachment of the Arabic 

colloquial register on the public sphere (the realm of written knowledge) and the 

subsequent reeling in of the register from the realm. It focused primarily on >Abdallah al-

Nad•m’s articles and dialogues in his journal al-Ustādh, and it demonstrated that as 

Nad•m’s efforts to articulate “civilization” to the masses in an accessible language led to 

his practice of writing in the colloquial, his language ideology of fuṣḥā’s authentic and 

authoritative nature vis-à-vis >āmmiyya informed his practice which in turn informed and 

transformed ideology about the registers. Specifically, as Nad•m wrote in styles that 

mixed and juxtaposed the colloquial and the standard, he conveyed important and 

authoritative ideas and obligations with fuṣḥā or fuṣḥā-evoking utterances, while in 

instances in which he or his interlocutors portrayed or articulated a misunderstanding or 

misrepresentation of civilization, >āmmiyya was the primary transmitter. This practice had 

the effect of affiliating fuṣḥā with a keen understanding of modern civilization and all 

that it entailed, while affiliating >āmmiyya with a distortion or misunderstanding of the 

concept of civilization. 

It then demonstrated his indexing of the colloquial with the social group that 

perhaps best represented ignorance, backwardness, and a lack of civilization - the rural 

Egyptian woman. Through statements during his interactions with his interlocutors and 

through a series of paralleling dialogues - one represented as a “School for Girls” and the 

other as a “School for Boys” - Nad•m indexed the colloquial with woman, their base, 

domestic activities, and lower realms of knowledge to the point that one could serve as an 
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icon for the other. ‘Lughat al-niswān (the language of women)’ and >āmmiyya became 

interchangeable in his works. As he indexed the colloquial with social groups and 

activities that represented a lack of civilization, he also more tightly aligned the registers 

with salient dichotomies of civilization (tamaddun and tawaḥḥuš, >ālimiyya and jahāla, 

insāniyya and bah•miyya).  

While using the colloquial in his works, Nad•m had rationalized his practice with 

the fact that he was a responsible or capable user of the register, meaning that he 

understood the proper context for moving the register to the written realm so that it did 

not come into competition with fuṣḥā and potentially supplant it. When he feared that 

other scholars, perhaps less capable than himself, would use the register in the written 

realm, and when internal Egyptian and external (European) voices called for the 

replacement of fuṣḥā with the colloquial, he quickly erased the register from his written 

works. As rationalization for his erasure of the register, Nad•m implied that what the 

register had conveyed and portrayed - basic, preparatory knowledge about morality and 

civilization - was no longer an urgent need.  

Finally, this study demonstrated the professionalization of the erasure of the 

colloquial register at the end of the nineteenth century. As scholars, such as Ibrah•m al-

Yāzij•, cast a critical eye on the Nahḍa and the language that was circulating the 

knowledge of the Nahḍa, the colloquial language came to represent lack of unity, lack of 

precision, and lack of progress - the hallmarks of a modern language for a civilized 

people. A group of works, aimed at returning colloquial terms to their standard origins, 

furthered the notion that constructing a precise and unified language represented the path 

to civilization and progress.  
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II.  AL-YAWM  WA  AL-GHAD 

Even with the efforts of Nad•m, the ‘tahdh•b al->āmmiyya’ works, and the 

Language Academy to correct the speakers of the colloquial language and to repair the 

colloquial language itself, the protracted conflict between fuṣḥā and >āmmiyya persists. 

During the “Óimāyat al-lugha” (April 8, 2008) episode of al-Jazeera’s program al-Ittij åh 

al-mu>åkis, the host of the series asked why the colloquial language now roamed freely 

on satellite media, a sector of the public sphere normally reserved for fuṣḥā:  

Why is there an invasion (ijtiyå˙) of local and colloquial dialects on the Arab 
satellite media? That is the pivotal question. There are those that say that there is a 
conspiracy a new Sykes-Picot to fragment the fragmented and divide the divided, 
and these dialects that are used in the Arab media are the linguistic or cultural 
entry point…what is happening now in the realm of the media is that the spread of 
colloquial and local dialects is a political beginning to increased fragmentation 
(tasharΩum)…298  

Likewise, while the particular battlegrounds may have changed, the questions about the 

roles of the registers in the public sphere remain nearly unchanged. The following 

question, posed in 2009, very closely resembles questions one would have seen in leading 

journals in Egypt during the 1890s.  

“yinfa> yiktib kalām >ilm• bi-l-Maṣr•?” 

Is it beneficial (useful) to write knowledge in Egyptian colloquial?  

The answer is also strikingly similar to what one may have observed over a century 

before. 

Asātidhat al-k•myā wǝ l-f•zyā wǝ l-jyūlūyijā (sic.) f• kull madāris maṣr min 
šamālhā li-junūbhā ma biyišraḥūš al->ulūm illā bi-l-lugha il-maṣr• li-anna hiya d• 
il-asra> f• t-tawāṣul wǝ l-ashal >alā lisānhum wǝ l-aqrab li-l-wuṣūl bi-l-ma>lūmāt il-
>ilmiyya li-fihm i ṭ-ṭālib. 

                                                 
298 “Óimåyat al-Lugha al->Arabiyya,” 14:44. The sentence: “what is happening now in the realm of the 
media is that the spread of colloquial and local dialects is a political beginning to increased fragmentation 
(tasharΩum)…” is at 17:27 
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Teachers of Chemistry and Physics and Geology in all Egyptian schools, from 
north to south, explain the sciences in the Egyptian colloquial language. This is 
because it is the fastest and easiest way for them to articulate it. It is also the way 
for them to convey scholarly knowledge so that the student can grasp it. 

The above questions are from the Egyptian language Wikipedia website.299 

Although blogs and chat rooms regularly take place in the colloquial, a site for written 

knowledge, such as Wikipedia, is apparently a new sector of the public sphere for 

potential conflict between the registers.  

The slogan “from Cromer to Bremer” from the April 2008 al-Jazeera program 

implied that there had been a century of continued destruction of Arab cultural integrity; 

the linguistic invasion had been and remained a key element in the struggle. This study 

argues that this slogan that implies a century of conflict brushes over periods where 

negotiation may be a more accurate term. What does appear constant is some level of 

friction over roles for the registers of Arabic in the public sphere. What also appears 

constant is that when practice brings the registers together to contest for roles in the 

public sphere, ideology molds the registers onto dichotomies or points along a spectrum 

that represent larger salient points of cultural contestation. 

One of the public spheres specifically mentioned in the al-Jazeera program was 

that of satellite media. Al-Batal’s analysis of the language used on the Lebanese satellite 

station LBCI illustrates that the entry of colloquial into the sphere of public discourse 

triggers the linking of the registers to points of contestation. LBCI officially stated that it 

introduced the colloquial into a realm normally reserved for fuṣḥā in order to provide its 

reporters with “a language that is closer to life, a language that would convey the news in 

                                                 
299 From “al-as<ilat al-mutakarrara” on Wikipedia Maṣri, http://arz.wikipedia.org/wiki/ (accessed October 
9, 2009).  
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its speed and spontaneity.”300 However, al-Batal contended that what the mix of Lebanese 

colloquial and fuṣḥā features represents is a “broader (identity-based) tension between 

‘Arabism’ and ‘Lebanonism’.”301 Whether pulled into practice by a need for 

‘spontaneity’ in 2002 or the need for an accessible register for the masses in 1892, once 

put into practice, the registers ended up molded onto salient dichotomies of their times - 

Arabism vice Lebanonism and civilization vice barbarity.  

So, to borrow the battle metaphor, the registers may be viewed as mercenaries, 

called up for battle for various reasons and draped with uniforms that shift with the 

salient debates of the times. They may undergo change, but they are never completely 

united and neither is ever completely eradicated. What it is important is that they remain 

differentiated, so that the next time they are called into battle, they are recognizable as 

distinct combatants. That way, as they stand in representation of the spectrum of identity 

or civilization or the next salient cultural issue, the partisans of each side of the spectrum, 

along with the ambivalent bystanders, have something to identify with and something to 

distance themselves from.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
300 Mahmoud al-Batal, “Identity and Language Tension in Lebanon: The Arabic of Local News at LBCI.” 
in Language Contact and Language Conflict in Arabic: Variations on a Sociolinguistic Theme, ed. Aleya 
Rouchdy (London: Routledge Curzon, 2002), 112. 
301 Ibid. 
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